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FOREWORD

In-core instrumentation in power reactors is an essential element for the economical,
reliable and safe operation of the entire reactor system and the fuel in particular. It serves
to monitor and control the operational and safety parameters set by design and license. In-situ
measurements on water reactor fuel are mainly performed and often only feasible in dedicated
test devices at research reactors. They yield accurate data which together with fuel modelling
provides the key information for fuel characterization and a better understanding of the fuel
behaviour which is used to define the operational and safety margins.

The meeting, hosted by the Commission of European Communities (CEC) was held
26-28 October 1992 in Petten (The Netherlands). Thirty seven participants representing 16
countries and one International Organization attended the twenty one formal presentations of
papers and the subsequent discussions.

The subject of this meeting has been touched on briefly in most of the Specialist's
and topical meetings related to fuel behaviour. On the basis of the conclusions and
recommendations of these meetings the International Working Group on Water Reactor Fuel
Performance and Technology (IWGFPT) recommended the Agency to organize a dedicated
Specialist's Meeting on the subject.

The twenty one papers covered the instrumentation, sensors, methods and computer
codes currently used in Material Test Reactor (MTR) and power reactors as well as
improved instrumentation and methods. The meeting acknowledged the fast development of
fuel modelling and therefore the growing need of dedicated high burnup fuel experiments
carried out in MTR reactors on refabricated rods from power reactors. In order to reduce
safety margins in power reactors, thus improving economics, the necessity to develop more
sophisticated on-line core calculations, based on improved sensors, was recognized, although
this development is limited by insufficient knowledge of the mechanisms involved.
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SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING

1. INTRODUCTION

Description of fuel behaviour during normal operation, transient and accident
conditions has always represented a most challenging and important problem. Reliable
prediction constitutes a basic demand for safety based calculations, for design purposes and
for fuel performance predictions. Therefore, computer codes were developed.

The ultimate goal is a description of fuel behaviour in both normal and abnormal
conditions. From this knowledge, operating rules can be derived to prevent fuel failures (the
clad is the first safety barrier) and the release of fission products to the environment, also,
in extreme cases, to prevent escalation of fuel and core damage and the consequential hazard.
It is also fundamental to the future of nuclear power that reactors can be run economically
to compete with other forms of power generation. As a consequence the development of the
understanding of fuel performance at always higher burnup and the embodiment of that
knowledge in codes allow for more realistic predictions of performance. This in turn leads
to a reduction in operating margins, thus improving operational economics.

Therefore the subject of this Technical Committee Meeting on "In-core
instrumentation and in-situ measurements" included all instrumentation and measurement
methods developed for irradiation experiments performed in MTR (Material Test Reactors)
and surveillance of fuel irradiated in power reactors.

In MTR reactors measurement like fuel temperature, fission gas release, linear rate
or fuel-clad interaction were considered. In Power reactors fuel parameters assessed indirectly
through power, flow and coolant temperature measurements were also investigated together
with the performance of computer codes used to pass the strait between measurements and
fuel parameter evaluation.

2. SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

Two papers (Sweden and Russia) describe existing and new capabilities for irradiation
under power ramping. Development of instrumentation was widely discussed in papers from
Canada (safety experiments) and in steady state or power ramping (China, France, Norway).
Beyond the measurements of fuel temperature, flow rate, pressure and fission gas release,
on-line measurement of fuel elongation (Norway) and clad elongation (Norway, Sweden) has
been developed as an indicator of PCI or even fuel failure. An interesting on-line monitoring
of the composition of fission gas released during irradiation was reported by France and
profilometry measurement to detect and measure PCI was also discussed in papers from
Norway and France.

The power determination in MTR reactors remains a subject of uncertainty especially
when the irradiation is performed in the reactor reflector or during fast variation of power
(France Belgium, Czech Republic).



To carry out these irradiation programmes a great deal of efforts was expanded in the
development of re-fabrication and re-instrumentation techniques (Japan, CEC, The
Netherland, Norway, Russia, Belgium, France, Sweden).

With the aim to reach a direct measurement of the DNB or the margin to the DNB,
several devices are actually developed, such as boiling detection or two phase flow detection
(The Netherlands). Another interesting device is the subcooling margin indicator developed
by Norway.

The work on optimization of detectors and instrumentation used in power reactors was
carried on in the Czech Republic and Norway together with the study of a reduction of the
number of sensors in the Czech Republic. An original experiment was carried out in France
where a power reactor was especially instrumented and data recorded on-line to study the
load following with the aim of reducing safety margins. With the same aim the work on
improved core modelling has been undertaken in several countries (Hungary, India, Sweden),
in Sweden together with the development of on-line core calculation to optimize the core
management in all operating modes.

The meeting acknowledged the fast development of fuel modelling and therefore the
growing need of dedicated high burnup fuel experiments carried out in MTR reactors on
refabricated rods from power reactors. In order to reduce safety margins in power reactors,
thus improving economics, the necessity to develop more sophisticated on-line core
calculations, based on improved sensors, was recognized, although this development is
limited by insufficient knowledge of the mechanisms involved.

The technical discussions focussed on fuel rods re-fabrication and re-instrumentation
techniques, instrumentation performance, its good usage and on the quality assurance process
to be applied to these techniques was also a subject of discussion on the growing need for
more accurate and more reliable methods of measurement in fuel experiments performed in
MTR reactors as well as on recently developed sensors and methods. The good usage and
adequate specification of this instrumentation were also discussed. The desire to make these
experiments comparable was expressed and the necessity of establishing a quality assurance
system adapted to fuel refabrication, instrumentation and irradiation was underlined. In power
reactors especial attention was given to the development of on-line core calculations based
on improved neutronic, thermal-hydraulic measurements and software.

2.1. Fuel irradiation in MTR reactors

Experiments on " refabricated" fuels

During the past few years, experiments on water reactor fuel in MTR reactors have
developed rapidly to give answers to fuel modellers on high burnup fuel in steady state,
transient and accident conditions. To carry out these experiments and in order to shorten the
irradiation time in experimental reactors, fuel already irradiated in power reactors was used.
To adapt these rods to the size of a MTR reactor, an operation called "refabrication" is
needed.



Refabrication of rods was found to combine, in a very efficient and economically
viable manner the possibilities of power and test reactors

On-line monitoring in MTR reactors

The actual challenge, in addition to the observations made once the irradiation is
completed (post-irradiation examination), is to measure fuel parameters (fission gas release,
densification, swelling etc..) during irradiation. With this method the necessary correlation,
for an improved fuel modelling, between the fuel characteristics and the irradiation
parameters can be made. For this purpose, rpds have to be instrumented with sensors to
measure e.g., fission gas pressure, fuel temperature, fuel column elongation or clad
elongation.

In recent years many developments occurred to assess, on line, these parameters in
relation to the fuel power history. More recently on-line measurements of water chemistry
parameters (conductivity, pH, electro-chemical potential) have been performed. Norway is
currently reporting a direct measurement of irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking of
materials for steam generators under irradiation and realistic water chemistry conditions.
From The Netherlands important progress in early detection of boiling and in two phase flow
measurements are also reported.

The good usage of monitoring

When using this instrumentation, care should be devoted to its location and installation
in the irradiation device. Many factors should be taken into account in the interpretation of
signals from sensors.

The following are identified:

physical events that cause the detector signals,
spectral characteristics of the detector,
influence of surrounding conditions and materials on detector signals,
response time of the detector,
procedures used to transform measured values into the values valid at the
irradiated object,
changes of other factors during the irradiation, such as change of sensor
characteristics and change of environment conditions.

Fission and gamma heating, especially during fast ramps or when the irradiation is
performed in the reactor reflector, is still a challenge and the uncertainties in these
measurements are often considered to be too large.

Although there is still room for improvement, the monitoring used nowadays seems
to fulfil most of the experimental needs. The equipment is reliable but often needs careful
calibration and the choice of material is important. With progress in the knowledge of fuel
and clad behaviour, development of more accurate on-line and non-invasive methods of
measurement are still highly needed (e.g. clad hydriding, fission gas release, diameter
change) and in-core instrumentation is still an active field of research. In the future, special



care should be given to the instrumentation used in safety experiments where measurements
have to be performed in an aggressive medium and in extreme physico-chemical conditions.

Fuel experiments: quality assurance

Refabrication and re-instrumentation techniques are now widely used and have allowed
more progress in the mechanistic understanding of fuel and cladding behaviour. Although
similar results have been shown by experiments performed with segmented and refabricated
rods irradiated in the same conditions, results from different MTR reactors on similar devices
are not always comparable. Several steps in the process can be incriminated e.g. different
refabrication techniques, linear power measurement or the choice of sensors and their
calibration; therefore it was felt that common specifications were needed in order to be sure
that refabrication methods, instrumentation or re-instrumentation do not perturbe the
experimental behaviour or the measurement performed.

2.2. Fuel parameters: determination in power reactors

In power reactors direct measurement of fuel parameters is not possible, The
only possible measurements are neutron flux, coolant temperature and coolant flow. The link
between fuel behaviour (fuel temperature and linear power) and in-reactor measurements
(coolant temperature, flow rate, neutron flux) is made by calculation.

Evaluation of these fuel parameters is of utmost importance as they are the base
parameters for calculation of safety margins (LOCA, DNBR, PCI) in all reactor conditions
(e.g. steady state, load follow, safety related anomalies). The safety limits on fuel mainly
involve the control of a number of key phenomena many of which are interrelated:

Fuel temperature to avoid reaching high temperatures in overpower and
coolant faults to prevent fission products release, melting and fuel disruption.

Fission gas release from the fuel pellets to prevent excessive release resulting
in a build-up of rod internal pressure, resulting in turn in clad lift-off,
ultimately leading to failure and escape of radiologically hazardous species to
the reactor coolant,

Clad temperature to avoid dry-out with the possibility of degrading clad
mechanical properties and exacerbating corrosion and hydrogen pick-up.

As a consequence, the development of accurate in-core measurements and the
embodiment of that knowledge in codes has allowed more realistic predictions of
performance. This in turn leads to a reduction in operating margins, thus improving
operational economics.

In/ex-core detectors: development

The neuiron flux data are generally recorded from ex-core fission chambers and from
in-core measurements such as mobile fission chambers or self powered neutron detectors
(SPND^ of different kinds. These sensors still need to be carefully studied regarding the



influence of the neutron spectrum, the initial enrichment, the burnup and burnup history, the
temperature or the core composition after reloading.

In Cruas 2 (France) a R&D programme was developed during 4 cycles, aimed at the
improvement of methods able to evaluate core parameters during load following. The reactor
was equipped with additional on-line sensors which were recorded every minute. Finally it
was found that uncertainties about the phenomena involved (clad creep, fission gas release,
PCI, corrosion...) was larger than the improvement brought about by the additional
instrumentation and EDF decided not to substantially increase the amount of instrumentation
before the phenomena addressed are better understood.

Multi-purpose detectors for the measurement of neutron and gamma flux, combined
with noise analysis are good methods for the on-line determination of:

Power
Axial temperature distribution
Coolant flow
Cooling conditions

Besides these studies, new types of instrumentation are being developed. In-core
instruments for LWR's like gamma-thermometers, sub-cooling margin indicators and water
level indicators are reliable and have excellent operational records. A two-phase flow
monitoring system for BWR and an early boiling detection system for PWR and MTR
reactors based on noise analysis are under development in The Netherlands and encouraging
results have been reported during this meeting.

An important issue has been: "the right amount of reactor instrumentation'1.
Under-instrumentation could lead to increase the safety margins or miss abnormal phenomena
which could lead, for instance, to activity release in the coolant. In contrast
over-instrumentation can lead to an over-investment and increase of operational constraints
and maintenance.

Software development

Codes developed in the 60's and the 70's for core monitoring suffer from significant
shortcomings like:

Reliance on inaccurate in-core physics models,
Requirements for pre-calculated data for signal-to-power conversion factors,
Inability to treat movable, fixed and mixed in-core detector systems,
Inconsistency with off-line, core design and licensing models.

Advanced software should provide much better information through all operating
modes.

In order to refine core calculations and reduce as much as possible the safety margins,
especially in situations which could lead to accident conditions or with cores at high burnups,
more advanced computer codes are developed based on improved in-core and ex-core
measurements; this is the case for India, CSFR, Hungary, Sweden or France.



The new generation of software and hardware should ensure safe and economic
operation conditions in all situations, from cold shutdown to hot full power and provide
power distribution in the case of safety related anomalies. In Sweden a new system is being
developed (CMM) covering core design, core monitoring as well as safety related anomalies.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1. Fuel experiments

Fuel experiments re-fabrication, instrumentation or re-instrumentation.

Re-instrumentation and refabrication are powerful and economically valid tools to
adequately study fuel behaviour especially at high burnup. Their utilization in MTRs should
be encouraged and extended.

Special attention should be paid to on-line monitoring of water side corrosion, clad
hydriding, degradation of the'thermal conductivity and IASCC.

For re-instrumentation and refabrication, special attention should be paid to the gas
filling during refabrication in order to avoid presence of moisture and oxygen contamination.

Instrumentation of fuel experiments

In-core instrumentation plays an important role during the irradiation experiment in
describing the conditions under which the irradiation is carried out and the evolution of fuel
parameters. Utmost care should be given to the choice of detectors and their place, they
should be adapted to the parameter to be measured.

Disrupting factors introduced by refabrication, re-instrumentation or procedures should
be further analyzed in the light of modern knowledge. Really weak points should be
identified.

The main recommendations for the usage of sensors are as follows:

High temperature thermocouples: Decalibration effects have to be considered for long
irradiation periods;

Membrane pressure sensors: Membrane material has to be carefully selected; the
transducers should be characterized and pre-conditioned prior to application;

Pressure transducers out-side neutron flux: Commercial high temperature pressure
transducers are very suitable for long-time tests;

Strain gauges have a sufficiently long expected life time. The drift must be
compensated by a systematic calibration at each measurement. When no measurements
are to be done, the gauges have to be placed in a low flux area.



A magnetic coupling system is a good way of transmitting a rotation movement
through a pressure vessel.

Determination of the linear power in MTR is of prime importance for experiment
interpretation, especially for high burnup fuel. Special effort has to be made to determine
accurately this linear power (fission and gamma contribution) especially for transient
conditions or when the experiment is located in the reactor reflector.

On-line and possibly non-invasive monitoring methods and sensors for the
measurement of fission gas release, conductivity, fuel swelling, corrosion, clad length and
diameter changes, especially at high burnup require additional development.

High temperature measurement in an aggressive environment also has to be further
developed.

Quality assurance

QA/QC methods applied to procedures, materials and sensors utilized for
refabrication, instrumentation, re-instrumentation and calibration should be harmonized in
order to avoid secondary effects caused by their performance, calibration, location,
composition or the materials they are made of.

3.2. Power reactors

The safety and reliability of nuclear power plants could be improved through further
R&D and investigations in the following areas:

Materials testing: Waterside corrosion, hydriding of cladding, thermal
conductivity, irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC)

In-core Instrumentation: Improvement of in-core sensors for reliable
performance also at high burn-up, and further development of water chemistry
monitoring systems (e.g. for conductivity, pH, electro-chemical potential
[ECP])

Efforts are still needed to assess operational limits in power reactors (LOCA, DNBR,
PCI) by developing adequate instrumentation and core modelling. In turn, a better
understanding and modelling of phenomena (PCI, FGR, cladding corrosion, hydriding, clad
creep, fuel swelling, evolution of thermal conductivity ...) involved are urgently needed to
reduce uncertainties in the safety margins.

The following should be further studied:

Reliable multipurpose detectors (power, temperature, flow rate) with better
performance and suited for monitoring of normal conditions, transients and
accident situations have to be developed

Analytical method for in/ex-core detector calibration



A new generation of codes able to perform functions related to safety analysis,
core monitoring and core design.

Efforts are still necessary to qualify on-line systems and form on-line system
acceptance criteria, should be determined.

Additional effort have to be made to understand better the nature of noise sources m
the reactor core.

Some benchmark problems should be formulated for cross checking of the calculation
methods for qualification of the in-core monitoring systems.
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ABSTRACT

The Canadian program of in-reactor safety experiments is focussed on
determining fuel and fission-product behaviour in a range of postulated
accident conditions [1]. Data from these integral, all-effects tests are
used to verify and assess computer codes and models used for safety and
licensing analyses of CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium; registered trademark)
power reactors. The experimental test assemblies and in-reactor test
section are extensively instrumented for monitoring temperatures, pressures,
flow, neutron flux and fission-product release during the course of the
experiment. The hostile test environment, including temperatures in excess
of 2000°C, pressurized water or hydrogen/steam atmospheres and neutron
fluxes up to 1.6 x 1018 n-rn^.s"1, provides special challenges for
instrument performance [2,3]. This paper describes the instrumentation used
in these tests -and discusses the experience obtained to date.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main facility used for instrumented, in-reactor testing in the Canadian
reactor safety research program is the Blowdown Test Facility (BTF), located
in the NRU (National Research Universal) reactor at Chalk River Laboratories
(CRL) [4]. This facility is designed for integrated "all effects" tests,
where all major phenomena affecting fuel and fission products occur at the
same time and interact with one another. Information from these tests is
used to verify and assess Canadian safety computer codes and models.

A schematic drawing of the BTF is shown in Figure 1. The heart of the
facility is a vertical stainless-steel pressure tube in the NRU reactor
core, where experimental fuel stringers can be installed. During pre-
transient steady-state irradiation, the fuel is cooled by either pressurized
water or saturated steam flowing from top to bottom. To initiate a
transient, two isolation valves are closed to stagnate the coolant in the
test section. The blowdown valve is then opened to depressurize the test
section and allow the coolant to escape through the blowdown line into a
sealed tank in the reactor basement. After depressurization, a low flow of
either superheated steam or helium can be established over the fuel to sweep
fission products down the blowdown line past fission-product monitoring
stations. Cold water from the rewet accumulators can be injected into the
test section at any time during the accident sequence.

The blowdown line and tank are equipped with a number of systems to measure
the release, transport and deposition of fission products. The most
important of these systems are an array of gamma spectrometers, a grab
sample ladder, an aerosol sampling station and deposition samples. The
blowdown line is trace heated along its entire length to limit condensation
and more closely simulate CANDU feeder-pipe conditions.



Three types of experiment may be performed in the BTF. The first type
simulates a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) scenario. The BTF-107 test,
performed in 1990, is representative of this first type, with the added
features of partial flow blockage and cold water rewet initiation during the
transient [2, 5]. The duration of a LOCA test is typically less than 60 s.

The second type of test that can be executed in the BTF simulates a LOCA
scenario plus impairment of the emergency coolant injection system (LOECI).
The BTF-104 and BTF-105 tests are LOECI experiments with the primary
objective of measuring fission-product releases from fuel elements under
degraded steam-cooling conditions at volume-average fuel temperatures of
1550 and 1950°C, respectively. The duration of a LOECI test is about
3600 s.

The third type of test performed in the BTF is a normal operating conditions
(N0C) fuel irradiation. The NOC irradiations are conducted to give a
desired burnup in fuel elements that will be used for later LOCA or LOECI
transient testing, or to rebuild the inventory of short-lived fission
products in the fuel just prior to a transient test. The NOC irradiations
may have durations ranging from a few days to several months.

Various specialized instruments are used to measure key experimental
parameters in all types of BTF experiments. This paper describes the types
of instrumentation used and their performance to date in the in-reactor
severe-fuel-damage test program at CRL.

2. INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE

Instruments for the in-core measurement of temperatures, pressures, fission-
product releases, coolant flow, neutron flux and oxygen potential are
described in the following subsections.

2.1 Temperature Measurement

Temperature is one of the most important parameters measured during in-
reactor experiments. Thermocouples are the primary temperature sensors used
on BTF fuel assemblies. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the BTF-107 fuel
assembly; it illustrates the placement of thermocouples on the fuel
elements, on the carriage, in the coolant and on the thermal shroud.
Several different types of thermocouples are used to monitor temperatures in
different environments during LOCA and LOECI experiments. The thermocouple
types are listed below.
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C

c

K

K

Thermoelements

V5£Re/V26£Re

W5ZRe/W26ZRe

Chromel/Alumel

Chromel/Alumel

Insulation

HfO2

BeO or HfO2

A12O3

MerO

Sheath

Re or Mo-Re

Zr-Ta

Zf

Stainless Steel

The rhenium-sheathed, W5%Re/W26%Re (W/Re) thermocouples measure fuel
centreline temperatures that may reach 1800 to 2000°C for CANDU fuel under
normal operating conditions, and 2000 to 2500°C during LOCA and LOECI
experiments. In our experience, these thermocouples have operated
satisfactorily for centreline temperatures up to 2000°C, but they typically
fail at high temperatures (>2000°C), possibly because of mechanical damage



to the sheathing, or at moderate temperatures (about 1500°C) because of
steam ingress into the fuel element.

Fuel-cladding and steam-coolant temperatures during LOCA and LOECI tests are
monitored using Zr/Ta-clad, mineral-insulated, V/Re thermocouples. The
inner Ta barrier protects the insulation from chemical reduction by the
Zircaloy outer cladding of the thermocouple. Reduction of the insulation
causes thermocouple failure by bridging. These thermocouples have performed
well up to about 2000°C during LOCA tests, but they are subject to
degradation in the steam atmosphere of LOECI tests at temperatures over
about 1200cC. Recent test results indicate that spaded junction
thermocouples that are spot velded to the outside of the fuel element
degrade rapidly during NOC irradiations. This is due to the spot welding
technique cracking the thermocouple sheath. Round-tip thermocouples with 3-
mm diameter Zircaloy wire extensions laser welded to the tip may be spot
welded to the fuel sheath without damaging the thermocouple.

The Zircaloy-clad, Type K thermocouples are used in applications where they
must be welded to Zircaloy wall materials. One such application is the
measurement of fuel-sheath temperatures during NOC testing. The Type K
thermocouples are more accurate at low temperatures than the thermocouples
with V/Re thermoelements but are subject to failure at temperatures above
1000°C.

The stainless-steel-clad, Type K thermocouples are used on the fuel
assemblies to measure coolant and wall temperatures that are not expected to
exceed 1250°C during the experiment. These thermocouples are very reliable.
Several were installed on the outside of the BTF pressure tube and are still
performing well after three years of irradiation.

2.2 Pressure Measurement

The difference between the fuel-element internal and external pressures is
the driving force for clad strain. This pressure difference is a key
parameter in LOCA and LOECI tests. For example, the coolant and internal
fuel pressures recorded during the BTF-107 LOCA test are shown in Figure 3.

Specially modified eddy-current pressure transducers measure fuel-element
internal gas pressures and coolant pressures in the in-reactor test section.
The standard Kaman Instrumentation Corporation KP-1910 series transducers
are subject to calibration drifts arising from transmutation effects on the
initially matched gold coils. Changing the coil material to molybdenum
reduced the calibration drift. The transducer is placed inside a thermal
buffer to shield it from the coil impedance mismatches caused by rapid
temperature changes. The thermal buffer is hermetically sealed and contains
a layer of zirconia insulation, which surrounds the transducer. A
thermocouple is mounted inside the thermal buffer, to permit temperature
corrections to be made to the pressure transducer reading. The addition of
the thermal buffers to the pressure transducers has reduced the measurement
error from 3 MPa to 0.15 MPa at a temperature-rise rate of 40*C/s\ A
correction must be applied to the absolute calibration of the transducers to
account for the effect of winding the hard cable around the upper part of
the fuel stringer. After appropriate corrections have been made, these
transducers have an estimated error less than 0.1 MPa.

A null-balance pressure switch developed at CRL is used for steady-state
pressure measurements and for in-situ absolute calibration of pressure
transducers. The internal construction of a null-balance pressure switch is
shown in Figure 4. In these devices, a 0.05-mm thick, Type 304 stainless-



steel diaphragm is welded between two blocks: one flat and the other dished
to a maximum depth of 0.5 mm for diaphragm movement. The gas pressure is
slowly varied on the reference side of the switch until electrical contact
is made between an insulated platinum button in the outer steel block and a
platinum film on one side of the stainless-steel diaphragm. These pressure
sensors have been subjected to differential pressures of 62 MPa at room
temperature and 20 MPa at 300°C without damage or effect on the calibration.
The sensitivity of these pressure switches is about ±7 kPa, with typical
zero offsets between 0 and 30 kPa.

2.3 Fission-Product Release Measurement

A system for obtaining a sample of coolant and fission products from the in-
core test section during a transient test has been developed based on a
thermally activated valve produced at Centre d'Etudes Nucleaire, Grenoble
[6]. A typical in-reactor grab sample layout is shown in Figure 5. The
thermal valves are relatively small in size, 10 mm outer diameter by 150 mm
long, and are fabricated from Inconel-600. The thermal valve is placed in a
small-diameter gas line leading to a pre-evacuated sample chamber. The
valve is opened briefly during a severe-fuel-damage test to obtain a sample
of coolant and fission products immediately downstream of the damaged fuel.
The gas line is placed inside an outer tube to facilitate its removal from
the epoxied fuel assembly during post-irradiation examination. Both the gas
line and sample chamber are examined by gamma spectrometry after the test,
to determine the type and quantity of fission products sampled.

Aerosol collection wires are suspended perpendicular to the flow in the gas
line leading to the sample chamber. These 0.13-mm diameter wires are laser
welded into notches in short lengths of the gas line and the tubing is
rejoined with a laser butt weld. The butt weld is done with the laser beam
at a tangent to the tubing surface, to minimize the depth of penetration.
During the post-irradiation examination of a fuel stringer after a LOECI
transient, the tubing is recovered and fractured at the butt welds to expose
the wires. The wires are examined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
to determine the size, shape and elemental composition of deposited
aerosols.

2.4 Coolant Flow Measurement

Flow rates of steam and water are measured in-core using bi-directional
turbine flowmeters with carbide journal bearings. In-core flow measurements
are required on fuel stringers used for LOCA and LOECI tests. The flow
meters are used to measure the split between the central channel containing
the fuel elements and an outer annulus between the outside of the thermal
shroud and the re-entry tube (see Figure 2). The turbine flow meters are
well suited to this application because the volumetric flow rates are in the
same range for the three different modes of operation of the BTF, as shown
below.

Mode

Pressurized

Pressurized

Superheated

Water

Steam

Steam

Volume
Flow CL/s)

1.6

12

2.3

Mass
Flow (ktc/s)

1.2

0.6

0.004

Temperature
f°C)

270

310

350

Pressure
(MPa)

10

9.5

0.5



The turbine flow meters are located at the inlet to the fuel assembly
thermal shroud because the temperature limit of the pickup coils is 3508C.
The standard flow meters are modified to hermetically seal the coil cavity
and provide metal-sheathed signal cables. Grade A carbide journal bearings
are used to prevent loop contaminants from impeding turbine rotation. Blunt
edges are removed from the turbine blades to reduce drag and maintain
turbine rotation at low steam flows. With these modifications, good
performance has been obtained from the turbine flow meters over the range of
BTF test conditions down to steam flows of about 4 g/s at 350°C temperature
and 0.5 MPa pressure. The measurement error is about 2% at the lower end of
the operating range.

2.5 Neutron Flux Measurement

An array of vanadium, cobalt and platinum self-powered flux detectors
monitor the neutron flux profile along the in-reactor test section. The
long-term stability of the vanadium flux detectors makes them suitable for
monitoring NOC irradiations, but their slow response time (about 1000 s)
limits their usefulness during transient tests. The cobalt and platinum
detectors respond quickly to changes in neutron flux, but they are subject
to long-term calibration drifts. The flux detectors are wound around the
outside of the BTF pressure tube at several elevations in the reactor core.
The Inconel-600-clad flux detectors are strapped in place. The annulus
outside the pressure tube is continuously flushed with helium gas to
minimize deterioration of the sensors with time.

2.6 Oxygen Potential Measurement

Recent out-reactor fission-product release experiments have shown that the
oxygen potential of the coolant has a significant effect on the rate of
release [7]. A special oxygen sensor is being developed to measure this
critical parameter during in-reactor LOECI tests (see Figure 6). The oxygen
potential can be calculated from the emf measured across a zirconia tube
exposed to the steam/hydrogen coolant on one side and a reference gas
mixture on the other. The electrodes are made by painting platinum ink on
both surfaces of the zirconia tube. Platinum wires conduct the signal out
of the primary pressure boundary seal. The zirconia tube is heated to about
5006C to reduce the input impedance requirements for the data acquisition
system. Good results have been obtained with this oxygen sensor design in
the laboratory. The key challenge in the development of this instrument is
to produce electrical connections to the sensor and heater that are robust
enough to survive installation into the piping system, which operates at
pressures up to 14 MPa and temperatures up to 320°C, and to resist
degradation in the presence of liquid water during facility commissioning
tests.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Satisfactory performance has been obtained with in-core instrumentation used
to measure temperature, pressure, fission-product release, coolant flow,
neutron flux and oxygen potential during LOCA, LOECI and NOC tests.
Development work to extend instrument life continues. The major remaining
challenge is to develop reliable instrumentation to measure temperatures
above 1200°C in the steam atmospheres representative of LOECI scenarios.
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1 Introduction

The objective of developing in—core transducers at the CIAE is to create power-
ful tools for studying the behavior and changes in the properties of PWR fuel rods.
Many in-core transducers have proved to be reliable for in-core applications ( ref.
1-11 ). In general, conventional transducers can not provide the required data with
sufficient accuracy, that makes it necessary to design special transducers for in—core
applications. At the present time, emphasis is placed on some transducers which can
be used to measure the main parameters of PWR fuel rods under normal operating
conditions, such as fuel temperature, fission gas release, fuel rod cladding
elongation, fuel densification etc.

The design and fabrication of in-core transducers are much more complicated
than those of conventional transducers. It is required that the effects of radiation on
the performance of in-core transducers should be estimated. Therefore, choice of
structural materials and insulating materials and seal techniques should be consid-
ered carefully.

Up to now, five kinds of in—core transducers have been fabricated and
out-of-pile tests of transducers for calibration, sensitivity, temperature effect, pres-
sure effect, stability, durability studies have been successfully conducted under the
conditions simulating PWR.

The transducers are:
- Tungsten—Rhenium (W3%Re/W25%Re) thermocouple assemblies used for
measuring centreline temperature of fuel pellets up to 1800t?.
- Pressure gauge ( membrane type ) used for measuring fission gas pressure inside
fuel rod.
- Linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) used for measuring fuel rod
cladding elongation, fuel densification and fuel stack height.
- Turbine flowmeter with throat 32 mm in diameter used for measuring fuel channel
flow rate.
- Gamma thermometers used for measuring gamma heating and relative power dis-
tribution of fuel rod.

At present, in—pile tests of the transducers including the development of In-
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strumented Fuel Rods (IFRs) are being planned at the CIAE and are reported here.

2 R & D of in—core transducers

2—1 High temperature thermocouple assembly

Two types of Tungsten-Rhenium (W3%Re/ W25%Re) thermocouple assem-
blies of 1.64 mm OD and 1.0 mm OD have been developed for measuring fuel
centreline temperature ( ref. 1,2,3,4,5,7 ). Fig. 1 is the configuration of W / R e
thermocouple assembly of 1.64 mm OD which is same as that of 1.0 mm OD. For
fuel centreline temperature measurement, the fuel pellets with central hole are re-
quired for the installation of W / Re thermocouple.

Thermocouple assembly consists of the W3%Re / W25%Re wires with beryllia
insulation and tantalum sheath, transition tube and lead wire cable with mineral in-
sulation and stainless steel sheath of 1.0 mm in diameter. The transition tube (Fig.
1), which is located inside the gas plenum of fuel rod and forms a thermocouple
junction, is designed, aiming at realizing a very reliable connection between the
sheath of leadwire and the end of fuel rod. In order to prevent the diffusion of fis-
sion gases into the cable insulation, seal—welding is applied to connect the transition
tube with tantalum sheath and leadwire cable. Obviously, as two connecting points
of the W / Re thermocouple wires and the leadwires are positioned inside the transi-
tion tube, the possibility of introducing measurement errors is increased. For this
reason, a high temperature furnace with two heating sections is equipped for cali-
brating thermocouple assemblies. The maximum temperature of one heating section
is 20001; for the top of W / Re thermocouples and the other is 8001: for the transi-
tion tube. The distance between two heating sections can be adjusted according to
the length of the thermocouple assembly.

Eight thermocouple assemblies ( five thermocouple assemblies of 1.64 mm in
diameter and three of 1.0 mm in diameter ) have been calibrated in the furnace. At
the range of lOOOt? to 1800t! their measuring precision is close to-2.5%. For eight
thermocouple assemblies tested, no open—circuit has been found after fifteen times
of thermal shock in which the average rate of temperature rise is 441! / sec from
300XI up to 1800t and the average rate of temperature drop 6.3t! /sec from
18001: down to 300V., as shown in Fig. 2.
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2-2 Pressure gauge

A thin membrane forms the boundary between the fission gas pressure to be
measured and an external gas system where the pressure can be adjusted to Balance
the measured pressure. The membrane rests against an electric contact, which sig-
nals when the unbalanced pressure causes the membrane to move ( ref. 1,6 ). The
configuration of pressure gauge is shown in Fig. 3. This type of pressure gauge is es-
pecially suitable to measure the fission gas pressure in fuel rod under normal oper-
ating conditions because the build-up of pressure inside a fuel rod proceeds slowly.
In order to connect the pressure gauge to the upper end of fuel rod, the
Zircaloy / stainless steel connectors of 10 mm OD for PWR fuel cladding have been
also made successfully at the CIAE.

In our experience, the membrane made of constant elastic alloy has the advan-
tages of higher sensitivity and shorter response time than that of Platinum and stain-
less steel ones. Electro—beam welding is employed to avoid the deformation of
membrane. The insulating materials are ceramics. This choice of design techniques is
aimed at enhancing the reliability of pressure gauges under PWR operating condi-
tions.

Out—of-pile tests including sensitivity, temperature effect, durability and iodine
corrosion studies have been successfully conducted under the conditions simulating
realistic PWR. The membranes are forced to oscillate 2x 104 times at the null posi-
tion by means of a balancing pressure system, no failure of membranes was ob-
served.

A force—balance system to detect displacement of a membrane has been devel-
oped. It mainly consists of four electromagnetic valves (EV1,EV2,EV3,EV4), fast re-
sponse pressure sensor (PI), remote— controlled pressure gauge (P2), buffer tank,
balancing tank, beta detecting station and He—bottle, as shown in Fig. 4. For the
measurement of fission gas pressure inside fuel rod, valves adjust automatically the
balancing pressure (P0 equal to the fission gas pressure (P), simultaneously the bal-
ancing pressure is recorded by system, as shown in Fig. 5.

2-3 Linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)

Type SH5 linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) consists of coaxial
primary and two secondary coils with a movable ferritic core in the center, as shown
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in Fig. 6. The position of the movable core determines the relative magnitude of the
voltage induced in the two secondary coils by an alternating current in the primary
coil (ref. 1,5,6,7,8,9,10,11).

To meet the in—core conditions the materials employed are limited to metals
and ceramics. Coils are wound with ceramic insulated wire on a bobbin which is
flamesprayed with ceramics. By means of electro-beam welding and argon arc weld-
ing the LVDT is tightly sealed, aiming at enhancing the reliability of LVDT under
PWR operating conditions.

Readout instrument called DISPLACEMENT METER SH005 is designed, in
which a constant current generator is used to reduce the influence of the long cable
connections ( more than 100 m ) between LVDT and readout instrument.

The main performance of LVDTs including relationship between output volt-
age and displacement, temperature effect, zero shift and stability have been studied
carefully under the conditions simulating PWR. The calibration curves at different
temperature level are shown in Fig. 7. The temperature effect is found to be
approximately 5% increase of signal for 1001! temperature increase. This effect can
be explained as a decrease in the eddy current losses in the stainless steel coil assem-
bly due to the increase in the specific electrical resistance of the surrounding metal
parts.

2—4 Turbine flowmeter

Type TFM—II turbine flowmeter is applied to measure the flow rate of coolant
which together with the reading of temperature rise of the coolant determines the
power of fuel rods loaded in a irradiation rig. The flow rate is obtained by meas-
uring electric pulse induced in the pick-up coil with the permanent chrome steel (
ref. 1,4,6,7).

As shown in Fig. 8, the turbine flowmeter consists of the rotor, shaft, bearing,
pick—up coil, signal cable and housing. The pick— up coil for commercial turbine
flowmeters designed for installation in pipes is usually unsuitable for in—core appli-
cations because the pick—up coil protrudes 20 mm or more from the housing and are
not sealed. In this design, a small pick—up coil is inserted into the flowmeter housing
without increasing the overall diameter of a irradiation rig. The same coil material
and techniques as used in LVDT are employed in the manufacturing of the pick—up
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coil. The bearing material is graphite. All of the non-moving parts are connected
together by argon arc welding or laser spot welding except the rotor and bearing,
which makes the flowmeter more reliable.

The type TFM-II flowmeter has been successfully tested to 2500 hrs at 320t
and 15.5 MPa in a out-of-pile high temperature and high pressure loop. No rotor
stop is discovered, as shown in Fig. 9. When the rotor is forced to stop, the maxi-
mum pressure drop is less than 0.01 MPa. Table 4 gives its main specifications.

2—5 Gamma thermometer

The configuration of type GT-I gamma thermometer is shown in Fig. 10. As
gamma flux is absorbed in a steel cylinder mounted in argon atmosphere in a pres-
sure container, the resulting temperature rise is measured by means of
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples. It is used for measuring the relative power distri-
bution of fuel rod (ref. 1,6,7,11).

In this design, the inside surface of gas filled casing and gamma absorber are
well polished to reduce radiation heat losses. The casing is filled with argon gas
which has low thermal conductivity. A Chromel—Alumel thermocouple is inserted
into the gamma absorber at a sufficient distance to minimize the influence of therm-
al contact resistance between the measuring junction and the absorber. Its main ad-
vantages come from its simplicity and longer lifetime in a high radiation field, and
the disadvantages are larger size and longer time response.

A type GT—I gamma thermometer was irradiated in a Swimming Pool Reactor
in 1980, the integrated thermal neutron flux reached 5.3 x 1019 n / cm2 . GT—I pro-
vided repeatable signal for a certain level of reactor power. Fig. 11 shows the rela-
tionship between temperature difference and reactor power.

3 Irradiation programme

In—pile tests of transducers will be performed at the CIAE, combining with the
studies of behavior of PWR fuel rod. The programme includes the irradiation tests
of three Instrumented Fuel Rods (IFR), as listed in Table 4, in a Swimming Pool
Reactor at the CIAE, aiming at improving the performance of in—core transducers
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in nuclear radiation field, developing irradiation rig and experimental techniques
and studying the behavior of PWR fuel rods under normal operating conditions.

The first Instrumented Fuel Rod named IFR-26-01 has been designed and the
irradiation test for IFR-26-02 and IFR-26-03 is being planned. IFR-26-01 is
aimed at the study of performance of W / Re thermocouple assembly and turbine
flowmeter in nuclear radiation field. If possible, the fuel centreline temperature will
also be measured. As shown in Fig. 12, a single fuel rod with a length of 400 mm
and double stainless steel claddings is designed. Fuel pellets are the same as used in
Qinshan nuclear power plant. A W / Re thermocouple assembly of 1.64 mm OD is
inserted into the central hole of fuel pellets. Aluminium alloy pieces are mounted be-
tween double stainless steel claddings for simulating PWR fuel temperature and re-
moving the heat generated in the fuel rod. Chromel—Alumel thermocouples and a
turbine flowmeter are employed for measuring coolant outlet/inlet temperature
and flow rate, respectivily.

For IFR-26-02 and IFA-26—03, emphasis is placed on in-pile tests of pres-
sure gauges (membrane type ) and LVDTs and the measurements of the fission gas
pressure inside fuel rod and fuel cladding elongation, respectively.

4 Conclusions

This report is only a brief summary which presents the activities in connection
with in-core transducer and the current IFR irradiation programme at the CIAE.

Five transducers have been fully tested under the conditions simulating realistic
PWR. Their main performances have attained the design's goal.

With the construction and commisioning of PWR nuclear power plant in
China, it becomes obvious that the fuel rod behavior needs to be studied
thoroughly. On the basis of the current IFR irradiation test programme at the CIAE
the further imformation on the performance of in—core transducers in nuclear radia-
tion field can be obtained early, and continuous improvements of in—core
transducers, irradiation rig design and experimental techniques make it possible to
observe fuel rod behavior under realistic PWR operational conditions.
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Table I Main specifications of pressure gauge

Dimension
Sensitivity
Max. operating temperature
Measuring range

<})15x57 mm
0.03 MPa
350t:
0-4.5 Mpa

Table H Main specifications of LVDT

Type
Dimension
Linear range
Sensitivity
Max. service temperature
Exciting frequency
Accuracy

SH5
$11.5x70 mm
0— 5 mm

30 mv / mm
3501:
400 Hz
1 % (out-of-pile)

Table IE Main specification of turbine flowmeter

Type
Inside diameter
Measuring range
Max. pressure drop
Operatinging pressure
Operating temperature

TFM-H
32 mm
5-14m3/hr
0.01 MPa

15.5 MPa
320tI

Q ___



Table IV In—pile test programe

IFR, name Purpose Characteristcs Transducers to be installed

IFR-26-01

YV/Re thermocouple
assembly testing
Turbine flowmeter
testing
Fuel rod centreline
temperature measuring

Single fuel rod

U02 with center hollow

Stainless steel cladding

W3%Re/W25%Re thermocouple
assembly
Turbine flowmeter
Chromel-AIumel thermocouples

IFR-26-02

Pressure gauge
testing
Force-balance system
testing
Fission gas pressure
measurements

Single fuel rod

U02

Stainless steel cladding

Pressure gauge ( membrane
type )
Chromel-AIumel thermocouples

IFR-26-03

LYDTs testing
Cladding elongation or
fuel densification
measurements

Single fuel rod

U02

Zircaloy cladding

LVDTs

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of fuel limits and safety margins in normal and off-normal transients
in nuclear power plants remains a constant preoccupation for electricity
producers and fuel manufacturers. Accurate determination of such limits,
through fuel irradiation testing in the OSIRIS reactor at Saclay is closely linked to
the reliability of appropriate instrumentation techniques. Two paths are
currently followed to obtain short experimental rods : segmented fuel coming
directly from power plants, or re-fabrication of rods in hot cells with our FABRICE
process. It can be associated with instrumentation such as fuel centerline
thermocouple in annular pellets, pressure transducer or fission gas release
measurement by gamma-spectrometry using helium sweeping, in analytic
experiments. Our present development, to be implemented in 1993, is the
centerline instrumentation of a fuel column with solid pellets. Inserting the
thermocouple requires a cold drilling machine, using CO2 freezing of broken UO2
(with liquid nitrogen). During the fuel rod irradiation itself, we try to lower the
uncertainties associated to power determination, using thermal balance or
neutronic calibration, or even gamma spectrometry. A description of the new test
train designed for the ISABELLE water loop in OSIRIS is given, with special
emphasis on instrumentation : a LVDT for measuring fuel rod elongation and
eventual clad failure, and increased number and better localization of
thermocouples and SPND. The third part is devoted to the measurements by optical
microdensitometry of neutron radiographs of the fuel pellet dish modification
after irradiation. Dishes are generally disappearing through thermal and
mechanical deformation of the pellet, and this can eventually be modelized to
better understand pellet-cladding mechanical interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of fuel limits and safety margins in normal and off-normal
transients in nuclear power plants remains a constant preoccupation for
electricity producers and fuel manufacturers. Accurate determination of such
limits, during fuel irradiation testing of small re-fabricated rods, in the OSIRIS
reactor at Saclay, is closely linked to the reliability and precision of appropriate
instrumentation techniques.

2. RE-FABRICATION OF FUEL RODS

Two paths are currently followed to obtain short experimental rods :
segmented fuel coming directly from power plants, or re-fabrication of rods in
hot cells with our FABRICE process.

2.1. Segmented rods

The adaptation of segmented rods in hot cells, for later re-irradiation in the
Osiris reactor, does not present many difficulties. We designed a special saw for
cutting each segment from the 4 m long fuel rod (figure 1). After cutting in
vertical position, a prehensile end provided with a thread is welded on both
extremities of the segment. Although no tightness is required from this welding, it
is controlled by radiography. Non-destructive examinations can be performed
either on the complete rod, or on the segments. Puncturing is done on companion
segments.



2.2. Fabrice process

This technique has already been described several times [1, 2]. We first
select and characterize the concerned fuel rod by non destructive testing and
puncturing for analysis of fission gases. After cutting out the desired rod length,
and removal of UO2 from both ends, we put new spring and weld new end-plugs.
The rod is finally filled with helium and sealed, before final controls, such as
radiographs of weldings.

This process can be associated with instrumentation, like fuel centerline
thermocouple in annular pellets, pressure transducer or fission gas release
measurement by helium sweeping, in analytic experiments.

2.3. Cold drilling technique

Inserting a fuel centerline thermocouple inside a pre-irradiated fuel rod
has been already achieved, for instance in the HBC (High Burn-up Chemistry)
international program. But the fuel column was composed of annular pellets.

Our present development is the centerline instrumentation of a fuel column
with solid pellets. It was derived from the technique used in the Ris0 National
Laboratory [3].

In this case, we need to keep the fragmented fuel in position during and
after drilling the center hole. This is achieved by filling the fuel length with
liquid CO2- Then, we froze the rod by liquid nitrogen. The hole is drilled to about 40
mm. For the moment, the outer diameter of the hole is 2.5 mm. A refractory tube is
inserted to keep the column in place, before going back to room temperature, and
fixing the W5%Re/W26%Re thermocouple. The hollow diamond drill also enables
to throw N2 during drilling to evacuate the UO2 powder.

The cold drilling machine (figure 2) is now nearly ready. The overall
length of its bench was reduced to accommodate the Ris0 design to our hot cells. It
will be implemented in the .hot laboratory in 1993.

3. NEW INSTRUMENTED TEST TRAIN

An important part of the re-fabricated rods are re-irradiated in the
ISABELLE 1-rod loop of the OSIRIS reactor. This pressurized water installation
started operation in 1977. Eight experiments including MOX or UO2 fuel rods, with
or without instrumentation were conducted up to 1986.

At that time, the stainless steel pressure tube was replaced by a Zircaloy one,
in order to increase the maximum available nuclear power in the tested rod. 20
irradiation tests were performed up to November 1991.

Then, a new test train was designed, with better instrumentation.

3.1. Peculiarities of the new test train

3.1.1. Rod fixation

A particular attention has been paid to the centering of the rod. This was
achieved :

- in the upper part of the rod, by some Zircaloy 4 ribs, welded to the upper
prolongation,



- in the fissile part, by two Zircaloy 4 springs, to limit the flux absorption,
- in the lower part of the rod, by two Inconel 718 springs welded to the lower

prolongation.

We also engraved a mark on the lower prolongation, to give the rod
orientation in the nuclear flux, the Isabelle loop being in the periphery of the
core.

3.1.2. Clad rupture detection

In order to instantaneously know the time of clad rupture, two systems were
added, besides the usual differed neutron detection.

A LVDT, composed of a cobalt core centered inside an electromagnetic coil, is
used for measuring fuel rod elongation (figure 3). This device was calibrated in
the Delphes loop in Cadarache, at the same pressure and temperature conditions as
in the Isabelle loop.

The second system is based on the thermal noise perturbation inside the rod
cooling water flow. Three thermocouples fixed on the same generatrix at regular
and known intervals give signals that can be correlated (figure 4). A similar
technique was employed with success in some nuclear safety experiments in
Cadarache.

3.1.3. Supplementary instrumentation

Power determination improvements is searched through a reinforced
instrumentation with thermocouples (8 in the inlet flow and 6 in the outlet) and
11 SPND (instead of 8) in the vicinity of the tested rodlet. The thermocouples
participating to the thermal balance are also fixed closer to the extremities of the
fuel rod.

The 11 SPND are composed of :
- 4 Ag SPND in the maximum flux area to follow the rod power in steady

conditions,
- 2 Co SPND in the same area for fast power transients,
- 2 Ag SPND, on the same generatrix, on both sides of the mid-flux plane, for

axial power profile,
- 3 supplementary Ag SPND in the maximum flux area, in case of other detector

failures.

A special care has been taken to fix the thermocouples in a well situated
position for the thermal balance measurement.

3.2. Calibration experiments

They have begun at the end of 1991, using several methods of measurement:
- neutronic calculations, based on an earlier dosimetry,
- thermal balance,
- gamma spectrometry in two different laboratories,
- and determination of burn-up through mass spectrometry (23^U depletion and

14^Nd measurements).

These measurements, performed once and for the whole irradiation
program with this test train, aimed to definitively reinforce the power
determination, given by the thermal balance, the experiment being driven by the
SPNDs.



4. STUDY OF DISH FILLING

To have an estimation of the coherency of results in irradiation tests at
high linear power, we have tried a method based on the post-test examination,
which is the study of dish filling.

4.1. Method

At elevated linear nuclear power, and at high burn-up, the temperature in
the center of the fuel pellet is sufficient to activate the thermal creep. A
consequence is the displacement of fuel material towards the dishes.

Filling up the dishes depends on the fuel burn-up, on the linear power and
on the time spent at elevated power. For a given burn-up and a given duration at
elevated power, it is then possible, through the measurement of the remaining
space between pellets to have an idea of the fuel creep during the experiment, and
of its influence on fuel rod behaviour during the irradiation. This measurement
can be performed either directly on neutron radiographs, or on macrographs of
longitudinal cross-sections.

4.2. Neutron radiograph data

Neutron radiography is a non-destructive examination method, which
provides an image of the examined object on a film. With a microdensitometer, we
measure the optical density of the film, which gives the following spectrum :

Spectrum obtained
with the optical
microdensitometer

Film of neutron
yj v/ . \ radiography

h : remaining dish height between two neighbouring pellets

The remaining height of the dishes corresponds to the peak thickness at
mid-height.

For a Westinghouse-type fuel pellet, the initial value of h lays between 0.58
and 0.60 mm. Filling up the dishes results in a decrease or even in a cancellation
of h value.

To check the coherency of dish filling results in several test reactors and
different irradiation devices, we select a batch of re-fabricated and re-irradiated
fuel rods, with approximately the same burn-up, around 30 GWd/tU, and a
sufficiently long duration at elevated linear power, typically from 12 to 24 h.
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We have reported on the following figure the evolution of the dish filling
for each fuel rod. The analysis should be undertaken only in the maximum flux
area. At the ends, differences are difficult to quantify, because the reactors have
different axial power profiles, and because the different methods for neutron
radiograph shooting can induce aberrations at the extremities. Measurement
error is estimated to be 0.05 mm.

Remaining dish height (mm)

0,8

0,1
0

Bottom

Initial height

Max. flux

A
B
C
D
E

Pellet
10 15

Fuel column

2 0 25 number

Top

4.3. Macrograph data

We also select another batch of re-fabricated and re-irradiated fuel rods,
with the same conditions of burn-up : around 30 GWd/tU, and duration at elevated
linear power : 12 to 24 h.

Measured values are given as a function of the rod local linear power. They
also contribute to draw the curve showing the evolution of dish filling with the
linear power. The mean difference between two h measures is about 0.05 mm. This
enables to define upper and lower limits for h values.

4.4. Results

Some results from both methods are reported in the following curve. The
agreement between macrograph and neutron radiography is sufficiently good, as
shown for fuel rod D, to allow for the comparison on all fuel rods whatever the
technique used.



Remaining dish height (mm)

0,8

Neutron radiography

Macrography

superior margin

mean value

inferior margin

4.5. Computer .modelization
Linear power (W/cm)

Computer modelization can eventually be performed to gain a better
understanding of pellet-cladding mechanical interaction. The computer code
2D/3D TOUTATIS enables to foresee the filling of dishes. We can see the evolution
due to creep phenomenon, considering time, temperature (and therefore power)
and strain (figure 5). It is a finite element code, which uses CASTEM 2000 to deal
with the thermomechanical part.

This code can also predict the perturbation caused by a thermocouple fixed
inside the zircaloy clad, and then deduce the theoretical value of temperature by
correction of the real measurement.

5. CONCLUSION

This overview of the state of the art in fuel rod irradiations at Saclay clearly
shows the necessity of appropriate, accurate and reliable measurement
techniques in irradiation tests, and thus improving the operational margins
during nuclear plant transients.
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Figure I : Device for cutting in hot cell the irradiated segmented
fuel rods in vertical position.
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Figure 3 : LVDT for instantaneous rod failure detection.
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Figure 5 : Modelization of the filling of the dishes by 2DI3D
TOUTATIS code.
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STUDSVIKS R2 REACTOR - REVIEW OF THE CAPABILITIES AT A MULTI-PURPOSE
RESEARCH REACTOR

Mikael Grounes, Hans Tomani, Christian Graslund, Hans Rundquist and Kurt Skold
STUDSVIK NUCLEAR AB, S-611 82 NYKOPING, SWEDEN

ABSTRACT

A general description of the R2 reactor, its associated facilities and its history is given. The facilities and
range of work are described for the following types of activities: fuel testing, materials testing, neutron
transmutation doping of silicon, activation analysis, radioisotope production and basic research including
thermal neutron scattering, nuclear chemistry and neutron capture radiography.

1 INTRODUCTION

STUDSVIK AB performs R&D work and associated activities, primarily in the nuclear energy field.
STUDSVIK AB is a commercial company, active in the areas of services, supply of special equipment and
systems and also consulting. STUDSVIK NUCLEAR AB, which is the largest subsidiary within the group,
is one of the direct offsprings of AB Atomenergi, the origin of the STUDSVIK group, which was formed in
1947. The STUDSVIK group has about 540 employees and a turnover of about 500 MSEK/year.

During the 1950's and 60's, an ambitious nuclear program was launched in Sweden. The experience and
competence gained from a large number of advanced projects constitutes the basis upon which the present
activities of STUDSVIK NUCLEAR are based. Since the 1970's, the efforts have been concentrated on light
water reactor fuel and materials, and the originally domestic R&D programs have been expanded so that a
large fraction is now financed by non-Swedish sponsors.

Neutron activation analysis and radioisotope production as well as beam tube experiments for basic research
applications were started in the 1960's. In 1977 neutron transmutation doping of silicon began.

The facilities of interest in this connection are the R2 Test Reactor, the Hot Cell Laboratory, the Lead Cell
Laboratory and various other laboratories, all located at Studsvik, 100 kilometers south of Stockholm.

2 THE R2 REACTOR

2.1 General Description of the R2 Reactor

The R2 reactor is a tank-in-pool reactor, see Figure 1 and Table 1, in operation since 1960 and originally
similar to the Oak Ridge Research Reactor, ORR (1). The reactor core is contained within an aluminum
vessel at one end of a large open pool, which also serves as a storage for spent fuel. Light water is used as
core coolant and moderator. The reactor power was increased to 50 MW(th) in 1968. During 1984-85 the
reactor was rebuilt and a new vessel was installed.

The R2 reactor has a high neutron flux, see Table 1, and special equipment for performing sophisticated
experiments. An important feature of the R2 test reactor is that it is possible to run fuel experiments up to and
beyond failure; that is not possible in a commercial power reactor.

RAPP/0830mg/Kdt
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Table 1. Technical Data for the R2 Test Reactor.

Power
Moderator/coolant
Fuel length
Fuel assembly length
Fuel assembly cross section
Number of fuel plates per assembly
Neutron flux in experimental positions,

thermal
fast (>1 MeV)

Primary flow
Coolant temperature

50 MW(th)
H2O(D 0)
600 mm
924 mm
79x82 mm2

19/18

(0.3-2.5) x 10M n/tcm^sec)
(0.5-2.0) x 10M n/(cm2-sec)
1 100 kg/sec
<45#C

The present core configuration is shown in Figure 2. The components of the core are arranged in an 8x10
lattice. A normal core consists of 46 fuel elements, 6 control rods, about 12 beryllium reflector assemblies
and a number of in-pile loops, irradiation rigs and aluminum fillers. Rows No 1 and 10 consist of beryllium
reflector assemblies. The composition of the core can be altered to suit the experimental program.

The irradiation facilities in the R2 reactor have been described in the literature (2-4), and details are given
below. Most base irradiations of test fuel (that is irradiations at constant power, where fuel bumup is
accumulated under well-defined conditions) are performed in boiling capsules (BOCA rigs). Some base
irradiations and all ramp tests (that is irradiations under power changes) are performed in one of the two
in-pile loops, which can be operated under either BWR or PWR pressure and temperature conditions. The
ramp tests, simulating power transients in power reactor fuel, are achieved by the use of 3He as a variable
neutron absorber. Structural materials, such as samples of Zircaloy cladding and candidate materials for
advanced reactors can also be irradiated in special rigs either in the loops or in special NaK-filled irradiation
rigs in fuel element positions with a well-controlled irradiation temperature.

The R2 core has an active fuel length of 0.6 meters. Most fuel rods irradiated are segments of power reactor
fuel rods, so-called rodlets, with about the same length. Non-destructive examinations of fuel rods can be
performed in the R2 pool during short pauses in the irradiation program or between various phases of an
experiment, see Section 3. All the handling and all the examinations are performed with the fuel rods in the
vertical position; this is advantageous with respect to possible movements of fuel fragments etc.

Associated with the R2 reactor is the 1 MW(th) swimming pool R2-0 reactor, which is located in the same
pool, see Figure 3. The basic research performed by use of R2-0 is briefly described in Section 10.

2.2 Boiling Capsules (BOCA rigs)

The Boiling Capsule (BOCA) facility for irradiation of BWR and PWR fuel rods was introduced in 1973.

The in-pile part of a BOCA rig consists of a bare stainless steel pressure thimble containing a shroud with
flow entrance ports at the bottom and exit ports at the top. The lower part of this shroud is located in the
reactor core region. A fuel test rod bundle consisting of 4 (or 5) test rods is located inside the shroud. The
BOCA is filled with highly purified pressurized water from a special pressurization system. Figure 4 shows a
simplified BOCA flow diagram. BOCA system technical and operational data are given in Table 2.

Coolant circulation and cooling is brought about by natural circulation, although no net boiling occurs. The
water is heated mainly by the fuel rods. Buoyancy forces make hot water with lower density rise in the riser
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shroud, leave the exit port, meet the cold wall of the pressure thimble and be cooled down while flowing
downwards in the annular channel between the pressure thimble wall and the riser shroud.

The circulation flow rate is low, about 0.2 kg/sec, but the coolant is substantially subcooled. When the heat
flux at the fuel rod surface exceeds about 60 W/cm2, subcooled nucleate boiling will occur at the rod surface,
rendering a surface temperature equal to or slightly higher than the saturation temperature for the actual static
pressure.

Table 2 BOCA System Technical and Operational Data.

Permissible operating pressure range:
- Pressurizer System BOCA A 30 to 100 bar
- Pressurizer System BOCA B&C 30 to 170 bar

Permissible total power generation in one
BOCA rig - 90 kW

Permissible heat flux on test rod surface
with regard to departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) 160W/cmz

Possible range of thermal neutron flux achievable by:
- Positioning in the core 0.5 to 1.5xlO14 n/(cm2-s)
- Internal hafnium shielding Flux reduction to - 50 %
- Internal hafnium shielding plus Flux reduction total to 30 %

hafnium shielding of the Be-position rig adapter

Power in the test rods is measured by a combination of nuclear measurements with the Delayed Neutron
Detector (DND) technique, and coolant water temperature and flow measurements.

Up to five BOCA rigs can be operated simultaneously in the reactor. Two independent pressurization
systems are available, each capable of supplying 3 to 5 BOCA rigs with water. Each BOCA rig is connected
to a separate outlet circuit.

Each rig is constantly fed with a purging water flow in order to control the water chemistry in the
self-circulating water volume of the pressure thimble. The same flow is let out to the drain. This inlet and
outlet of water takes care of thermal expansion and contraction of the water in the thimble. During reactor
start-up, when the water is heated up and expands, the flow is increased. The out-going water is monitored
for radioactivity (fission products), and water chemistry is controlled.

In order to make it possible to irradiate power reactor fuel with standard enrichment in the R2 in-pile loops
and BOCA rigs, it is often necessary to decrease the neutron flux. This is achieved with "hafnium absorbers in
the form of tubes or plates.

2.3 In-pile Loops

Data for the two loops used in the current LWR fuel R&D programs are shown in Table 3 (2-3). Data for
other loops, e g for the testing of HTR fuel, are described elsewhere (5) and will not be discussed here. Each
LWR fuel loop utilizes two diagonally adjacent fuel element positions in the R2 test reactor, see Figure 2.
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1
PWR
30-150
220-325
2.5-4.5
150

0.6-1.2
0.8-1.5
5-10

2
BWR
30-90
220-285
2.5-5.0
400

0.6-0.9
1.2
5-8

The two loops are pressurized in order that test fuel rods can be investigated at realistic operating conditions
for either PWR (loop No 1) or BWR (both loops) type power reactors.

Table 3 Characteristics of the R2 in-pile loops.

Loop No
Type
Pressure, bars
Coolant temperature, *C
Coolant flow rate, kg/sec
Max cooling capacity, kW
Neutron flux, lO^^cm^s)
Thermal, 0 ,
Fast(>lMeV),0 f

Gamma heating in stainless steel, W/g

The loops can be used for irradiation at constant power of up to 4-5 test fuel rods simultaneously, and for
power ramp tests of single rods. The test rods to be ramp tested are installed in the loop in special capsules,
which in turn are inserted in a special test rig. The loops can also be used for irradiation testing of structural
materials, e g Zircaloy test specimens, including creep specimens, and steel specimens of various types.

The in-pile part of the loops are of a U-tube design, taking up two core positions and thus providing two
test positions in the R2 core, one ofwhichcanbe used for ramp tests (Figure 5). The U-tube is isolated
from the reactor primary coolant by a gas gap containing CC>2- Heat losses from the tube to the reactor
coolant are therefore quite small, which facilitates accurate test rod power measurement.

The working in-core space inside diameter of these in-pile pressure tubes is 45.5 mm. Useful length in the
core is 670 mm.

The main features of the loops are presented in Figure 6. This figure shows a simplified flow diagram of
Loop No 1.

In the present Ramp Test Facility, introduced in 1973, the fuel rod power during performance of ramp tests
in the loops is controlled by variation of the 3He gas pressure in a stainless steel double minitube coU screen
which surrounds the fuel rod test section. The principle of operation of this system is based on the fact that
3He absorbs neutrons in proportion to its density, which can be varied as required by proper application of
pressure.

The axial location of the minitube coil screen in the loops' U-tubes is shown in Figure 6. The efficiency of
the 3He neutron absorber system makes it possible to increase test rod power by a factor of 1.8 to 2.2
(depending on the fissile content of the fuel). The 3He absorber system is designed to achieve a 100 % power
increase within 90 seconds, when operating with the normal pressure variation (bellows system).
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In order to achieve a higher power increase than a factor of about 2, the reactor power must be increased
before or simultaneously with the "3He ramping". This variety of combined ramp systems is called "double
step up-ramping", Figure 7. The technique makes it possible to increase the test fuel rod power by a factor of
about three.

An important advantage of the R2 Ramp Test Facility is that test rods, one at a time, can be loaded and un-
loaded during reactor operation. This is done by means of a lock vessel built onto an axial drive mechanism
with about 3.5 m stroke. This lock vessel is bolted on top of a lock valve (ball type valve) fixed on top of the
ramp rig. For BWR pressure conditions and normal rod lengths there is a 4-rod revolver lock vessel with a
mechanical chain drive. For tests of PWR fuel rods and longer than normal rods, there exists a selection of
rod lock vessels and dedicated hydraulic drives. Figure 6 shows a ramp rig with a hydraulic drive.

In the Ramp Test Facility ramp rates can be achieved in the range of 0.01 W/(cnrmin) to about 3 000
W/(cmmin).

The power (linear heat generation rate in the fuel rod) is measured calorimetrically by the use of two inlet
thermocouples, two outlet thermocouples, a venturi flow-meter and a pressure gage. The special calibration
techniques employed have been described (3). The estimated uncertainty (± lo) is 2.3 % when the most
common rod lengths (0.3-1.4 m) are used. The reproducibility obtained, when a fuel rod is irradiated several
times in the same ramp rig, is ± 1 %. For fast ramps the discrepancy between the terminal power aimed at
and the one obtained is less than ± 1 kW/m.

The axial thermal neutron flux distribution is measured by activation of cobalt wires in dummy rods and by
gamma scanning of the ramp tested fuel rods.

Each test rod is mounted in a separate stainless steel "capsule" (a shroud open at both ends), primarily as a
safety measure and to facilitate the removal and handling of test rods that fail in the course of a power ramp.
The "capsule" with the fuel rod is connected to the actuating rod which is used to move the fuel rod axially
between the rod changing device and the in-pile section of the rig. There is a small floating push-rod built in
at the bottom guide plug of the capsule. This push-rod transmits the elongation movements of the test rod to
the LVDT type elongation detector built into the bottom of the ramp test rig.

2.5 Fuel Rod Failure Detection System

Fuel rod failures in the loops are detected by a Cerenkov-type radiation sensor which monitors the activity
of the loop coolant water. The Cerenkov detector is installed in a by-pass circuit in order to increase the de-
tection system sensitivity by decreasing the background "N activity produced in the loop coolant water.
The 16N background activity is decreased by the introduction of a delay time due to the fact that the
Cerenkov detector is positioned in the by-pass circuit.

The system detects fuel rod failure after 155 ± 10 seconds. This degree of failure detection capability has
been verified experimentally. An example of system operation during a ramp test where the rod failed, is
shown in Figure 8.

However, the moment of failure is also registered instantaneously by the rod elongation measurement system
as a sudden rod contraction and also often by the power measurement system as a small thermal "spike",
(3,6-7).
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3 POOL-SIDE EXAMINATION

The general appearance of the irradiated fuel rods can be studied by visual inspection in the R2 pool (3). The
following phenomena can also be investigated in detail:

Dimensional changes, ridge formation, rod bow and creep-down can be investigated with equipment for
profilometry and length measurements. The existence and location of fuel rod defects can be established by
means of eddy current testing.

The axial distribution of certain nuclides is determined by axial gamma scanning of fuel rods or of cladding
samples. Data obtained before ramp tests are used as a check on the bumup profile during the base
irradiation. Data obtained after ramp testing are used to check the power profile during the R2 irradiation and
for studies of the fission product redistribution.

Neutron radiography can be used to study the general appearance and dimensions of the fuel, the extent of
filling out of pellet dishing, of center porosities and of center melting (8,9). This type of examination also
reveals the presence of special fuel cracks, interpellet gaps etc. Indications of cladding failure and of
structural changes in the fuel can also be observed. In cases where there is no leakage of fission products
from failed fuel rods neutron radiography is an important tool since cladding leaks are indicated by the
existence of hydrides in the cladding or by the presence of water in the fuel cracks.

4 POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION

Post-irradiation examination of irradiated fuel is performed in STUDSVIK's well-equipped Hot Cell
Laboratory, which has been described in a separate publication (10).

Post-irradiation examinations of structural and cladding materials are performed in STUDSVIK's versatile
Lead Cell Laboratory, which contains equipment for post-irradiation mechanical testing, corrosion testing
and metallography.

5 FUEL R&D

Much of STUDSVIK NUCLEAR's R&D work in the fuel area has been concentrated on fuel testing, which
can be made in the R2 test reactor with high precision under realistic water reactor conditions. This type of
work was started in the early 1960's. In a very general sense the purpose of fuel testing can be described as
follows:
- Increase of reactor availability by decreasing fuel-related operational power restrictions,

defining the operational power limits
Acquisition of experimental data for fuel-related safety considerations

- Decrease of fuel costs by making increases in fuel bumup possible.

The fuel testing activities can be divided into a number of well-defined steps as follows:

Base irradiation, performed
- in a power reactor, or
- in STUDSVIK's R2 test reactor

- Power ramping and/or other in-pile measurements, performed
- in STUDSVIK's R2 test reactor
Non-destructive testing between different phases of an experiment, performed
- in STUDSVIK's R2 test reactor pool or in the Hot Cell Laboratory
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Destructive post-irradiation examinations, performed
- in STUDSVIK's Hot Cell Laboratory, or
- in the sponsor's hot cell laboratory.

Fuel examination can be performed on standard (full-size) fuel rods from power reactors, which can be
investigated in the Hot Cell Laboratory. If required, some types of tests could also be performed on such fuel
rods in the R2 test reactor. However, due to the rather large initiation costs, such tests have not yet been
performed. It should be noted, however, that short fuel rodlets, suitable for ramp testing and other on-line
measurements in the R2 test reactor, can now be fabricated from irradiated full-size power reactor fuel rods
by the STUDFAB refabrication process.

Fuel testing in the R2 test reactor is usually performed on fuel segments of 350-1000 mm length. However,
tests have also been performed on full-size demonstration reactor fuel rods with up to 2.5 m length. In those
cases only the lower 0.6 meters were irradiated. Irradiation at constant power is performed in boiling
capsules (BOCA rigs) in fuel element positions, or in pressurized water in-pile loops operating under BWR
or PWR pressure/temperature conditions, as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 above.

Ramp tests incorporating a very fast-responding test rod power measuring system and associated on-line
measurements, such as rod elongation and noise measurements for studies of the rod thermal performance,
are performed in the pressurized water loops.

The ramp tests are a form of integral performance tests where the complex interplay between the pellets and
the cladding of a power reactor fuel rod is reproduced. The primary test objectives are:

Determination of the failure boundary and the failure threshold, see Figure 9.
Establishing of the highest "conditioning" ramp rate that safely avoids failure occurrence.
Study of the failure initiation and progression under short time over-power transient operation
beyond the failure threshold.
Proof testing of potential pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) remedies.

Other, more specific test objectives have also been pursued in some projects.

The fuel testing projects executed at Studsvik have been organized under three different types of
sponsorship:

International (multi-lateral) fuel projects

- Jointly sponsored internationally on a world-wide basis
Project information remains restricted to the project participants through-out the project's
duration and some pre-determined time after project completion.

Bilateral fuel projects

Sponsored by one single organization, or a few cooperating organizations
Project information remains restricted to the sponsor, sometimes published later.
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In-house R&D work

Sponsored by STUDSVIK NUCLEAR.

Several new hot-lab techniques have also been introduced in recent years (10). The STUDFAB process for
fabrication of rodlets from full-size fuel was mentioned above. Fuel ceramography can include scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA).

Descriptions of the fuel testing facilities and the techniques used were given in Section 2 above. The noise
measurements introduced for studies of the rod thermal performance have been described elsewhere
(11-13). Several other novel testing techniques have also been introduced (14). A very fast ramp rate, up to
3 000 W/(cmmin) can be used to obtain fast power transients and to determine the pellet-clad
interaction/stress-corrosion cracking (PCI/SCC) failure boundary. The double step up-ramping technique
was described in section 2.4. On-line elongation measurements can be performed during ramp tests, Figure
8. Test fuel rods can be fitted with on-line pressure transducers through a refabrication process.

6 MATERIALS R&D

The R&D work in this area consists of studies of irradiation effects in structural materials. These types of
studies have been concentrated on pressure vessel steels, stainless steels and nickel-base alloys (for
super-heater and fast reactor cladding) during the 1960's and on zirconium alloys since the 1970's. The early
pressure vessel steel work comprised investigations of different potential pressure vessel materials, of
different materials variables, and of the influence of different irradiation conditions (neutron fluence,
irradiation temperature etc). Recent work has been concentrated on accelerated irradiation of materials
actually used in pressure vessels under as realistic conditions as possible. Recent work on stainless steels has
to a large extent been concentrated on fusion reactor materials within the Next European Torus (NET)
program, where tensile tests, fatigue tests, and stress corrosion tests have been performed after irradiation to a
displacement dose of 10 dpa. Some work, including post-irradiation creep and fatigue tests and crack
propagation studies, has also recently been performed on potential FBR vessel materials. The work on
nickel-base alloys has been discontinued. The work on zirconium alloys is continuing and is being expanded
in order to include in-pile corrosion.

7 NEUTRON TRANSMUTATION DOPING

Neutron transmutation doping of silicon for industrial use in electric power components is performed. With
the present facility, from 1982, it is possible to treat simultaneously three shelves with silicon ingots, see
Figure 10, where only the bottom shelf is shown. The silicon ingots are loaded manually onto the triple-shelf
irradiation facility, which is situated in the R2 reactor pool, in front of the reactor vessel. The ingots perform
a horizontal helical movement on the shelves in front of the core. The neutron flux is monitored through
self-powered neutron detectors and the velocity of the ingots and hence the neutron fluence is controlled by
a computer.

After completion of the irradiation the ingots are removed from the shelves to a conveyor which slowly
transports them to the pool surface. A permanent radiation instrument monitors the dose rate and in order to
avoid hand doses to the operators the ingots are lifted with a crane. They are then stored for a few days in
order to let the nSi and nP activities decay. The decontamination is done by rinsing in demineralized water.

Silicon ingots with lengths up to 600 mm and diameters from 60 to 152 mm are treated routinely. The target
resistivity of the resulting n-conducting material usually lies in the 30-300 ohmcm range. The high
uniformity and precision of the irradiation guarantees less than 5 % axial variation and a radial gradient
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which is better than 2 and 4 % for the minimum and maximum diameters, respectively. The day-to-day
constancy of the operation of the facility is monitored by means of cobalt monitors attached to some of the
silicon ingots.

The irradiated material is shipped in compliance with IAEA regulations. The bulk material must have a
specific activity of less than 7.4 Bq/g before it is shipped as non-radioactive material. For the nonfixed
surface contamination a limit of 0.4 Bq/cm2 is maintained taking the ALARA principle into consideration.
Application of these values to the process normally gives a turnover time of three weeks at Studsvik.

8 NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

The present set-up for neutron activation analysis (NAA) permits multi-element determination by
instrumental and radiochemical NAA of around 50 elements in trace concentrations. The samples which
are investigated are of biological, environmental, industrial, or geological origin.

The samples usually require little or no pre-treatment, and after weighing they are pneumatically transported
in plastic capsules to a position close to the reactor core. Having been irradiated the samples are left to decay
in a storage unit for a suitable period of time, before the gamma radiation is registered with a Ge(Li) or a high
purity Ge detector. The thermal and epithermal fluxes are measured with a Zr monitor. Thus the automatic
data evaluation system gives an absolute determination of the composition of the sample from the intensity of
the gamma spectrum, which is characteristic of each element.

Neutron activation analysis in theory permits determination of around 70 elements. In practice the number is
limited to some 30 elements when using instrumental NAA. Application of radiochemical NAA increases
this number.

Many elements can be determined at sub-ppb(10-9) levels, but high concentrations of disturbing elements
may be troublesome because of spectrum interferences. Sometimes corrections have to be made for other
reasons, for instance due to interfering nuclear reactions. Neither the lightest elements nor lead and sulphur
can be detected. Some examples of STUDSVIK NUCLEAR projects for which instrumental NAA has
proved to be an efficient method are:

- Multi-element studies of geological samples, with special interest in rare earth elements and
iridium.

- Uranium, thorium and other elements in sediment.
- Trace elements in metallurgical products.

Trace elements in foodstuff.

9 RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION

Radioisotopes can be produced over a wide range of conditions in several irradiation positions in and around
the R2 vessel. The operational cycle of the reactor, however, to some degree limits the number of isotopes
that are produced routinely.

There are six permanent rigs in the reactor core which are used for radioisotope irradiation. One of them can
be loaded and unloaded during reactor operation. The maximum flux which can be obtained for irradiation is
as high as 4 xlO14 n^cm^s). The permanent rigs can be supplemented with temporary installations. 192Ir is
produced by irradiation in the core positions. The specific activity of the resulting product is higher than 350
Ci/g. The encapsulated isotope is used industrially for gamma radiography. *69 Yb, which is also produced,
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has the same application.

Eu is irradiated with the aim to extract 153Gd, which is used for sources in bone scanners. 3 2P and 3 5S are
examples of isotopes produced in R2, which are used for biological research. There in also a wide variety of
radioisotopes being produced for medical research and therapy, such as 65Sr, e9Sr, e6Rb, 155Cd, 110Ag,
51Cr, 59Fe, 45Cs, <7Cs, 9°Y,186Reand " N i .

A few other isotopes are produced routinely. 24Na for example is delivered to the Swedish defence forces for
training purposes.

The reactor has not been designed for the production of 60Co. However, this isotope has previously been
produced in limited quantities.

10 BEAM TUBE EXPERIMENTS

The R2 and R2-0 reactors serve as sources of thermal neutrons for a wide variety of basic research
applications. The beam tubes at the R2 reactor are used for thermal neutron scattering experiments, see
Figure 11 and Table 4. The R2-0 reactor, which is. mobile in the pool, is in one position used as source for a
neutron capture radiography facility and in the other position as source for a facility for nuclear physics and
nuclear chemistry experiments based on an on-line isotope separator. Researchers from the universities have
easy access to the facilities through the Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory (15). The laboratory is
organized as a department at the University of Uppsala but serves users from all Swedish universities. The
instruments are also available for outside users.

In connection with the change of the reactor vessel, a large D2O box was installed on the outside of the core
box. The re-entrant beam tubes end at positions close to the thermal flux peak in the D2O. Two tangential
beam tubes were installed through a region in the biological shield which was previously inaccessible. The
new beam tubes are rectangular with height 18 cm and width 8 cm. The larger vertical divergence of the
beams increases the flux at the experimental positions. With these modifications substantial improvements in
the thermal flux and in the ratio of thermal to fast flux at the experimental positions are achieved. The
research performed involves, for example, structure determinations in crystals and amorphous systems,
studies of magnetic phenomena in condensed matter and of excitations in disordered systems.

fable 4 Neutron scattering instrumentation at the R2 reactor.

Instrumentation

Service instrument
Time-of-flight spectrometer for thermal neutrons
Triple-axis spectrometer
Diffractometer for protein studies
Diffractometer for disordered structures
Powder diffractometer
Single-crystal diffractometer
Spectrometer for polarized neutrons

A thermal neutron facility for neutron capture radiography (NCR) is located at the R2-0 reactor, see Figure
12. A very pure thermal neutron field is produced by moderation of the fast neutrons from the reactor in a
large D2O volume positioned immediately outside the pool liner and adjacent to the reactor core, which is
located immediately inside the pool liner. At the outer edge of the D2O volume irradiations can be made in
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a thermal flux over a large area (30x30 cm2). The thermal flux used in recent experiments has varied be-
tween 6108 and 5109 n^cm^s), corresponding to a reactor power of 25 to 200 kW. The facility is used ex-
tensively for biomedical research and has proved to be an efficient tool for studying the distribution of
boron loaded compounds with a specific affinity for certain tumors.

A variety of nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry research programs are based on the on-line isotope
separator OSIRIS at the R2-0 reactor. The main activity is aimed at studies of the properties of short-lived
neutron-rich nuclides. The programs include determination of fission yields including branching ratios for
gamma decay from fission products and determination of the anti-neutrino spectrum at a nuclear reactor.
The system utilizes a novel method for plasma creation and allows higher temperatures, up to 2500 *C, and
thereby shorter delay times for the released fission products. This has considerably increased the number of
nuclides available and has increased the production yields of many short-lived isotopes by factors of
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Figure 1
The R2 Test Reactor -
General Arrangement

Figure 2
The R2 Test Reactor-
Core Configuration

Figure 3
The R2-0 Reactor
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Figure 9
Schematic PCI Failure
Progression Diagram

Figure 10
Silicon Irradiation Facility
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The R2-0 Thermal Neutron Facility
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Neutron Scattering Instrument
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ABSTRACT

Fuel rod irradiations in reflector positions of the materials
testing reactor BR2 are becoming increasingly important. A typical
example is that of irradiation devices containing single LWR fuel
rods, to be tested in the framework of a new international fuel
investigation and development programme. Some of the irradiations will
comprise power transients with central fuel melting (at 2800*C), the
power increase being obtained by decreasing the pressure in a He-3
neutron absorbing screen and/or by varying the BR2 reactor operating
power. A total power variation by a factor of at least 2.5 in the fuel
rod irradiated could thus be achieved.

In some of the rods, central temperature measurements (up to
2000* C) will be carried out. Both fresh and pre-irradiated fuel rods
are concerned in the programme. For these irradiations, the accurate
knowledge of the neutron-induced fission heating and of the gamma
heating is required, as one of the purposes of the programme consists
in establishing the correlation among the thermal conductivity, the
burn-up and the irradiation, temperature. Calibration work among
various measuring methods and between measurements and one- and
two-dimensional calculations is being pursued.

The paper describes:

- the preliminary test irradiations in BR2 at full operating power
(about 66 MW) with the irradiation device containing either a
fuel rod or only water. The rod power was determined by
subtracting the gamma heating rate (in the water and the
structural materials) measured by thermal balance in the "empty"
device from the total power (fission heating rate + gamma
heating rate in the fuel rod, the water and the structural
materials) measured by thermal balance in the device with fuel
rod.
The measurements were carried out at various He-3 pressures. The
perturbation due to the He-3 pressure variation and to the
presence of the fuel rod in the device has been determined, in
the empty device and in the neighbouring BR2 channels (over the
total axial height of the BR2 core), with the aid of
calorimetric probes (measuring the gamma heating rate and the
thermal neutron flux) as well as by one- and two-dimensional
calculations (also inside the device with fuel rod). Because of
discrepancies between measurements and calculations, additional
neutron flux measurements will be carried out with activation
dosimeters, probably at low reactor power."



the power determination method that will be used during the
irradiation proper, at full reactor operating power. This will
consist essentially of thermal balance determinations in the
irradiation device. In addition, the neutron flux and the gamma
heating rate in the neighbouring or in similar BR2 channels will
be further monitored with the aid of calorimetric probes. The
(very high) temperature in the central hole of the fuel rod will
be measured in some cases with adequate thermocouples.
Calculations are planned to link the whole of the measurements.

the off-line examinations to be carried out at the end of each
fuel rod irradiation. These will consist of non-destructive
gamma spectrometry of the fuel rod over its whole length and of
destructive radiochemical measurements (determination of the
final burn-up of the fuel rod) . Here again, all measurements
will be correlated by means of calculations.

The paper will be presented by:

B. PONSARD Tel. : 32-14-332430
C.E.N./S.C.K., BR2 Department Telex' : 31922
Boeretang 200 Telefax: 32-14-320513
B-2400 MOL
BELGIUM
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1. INTRODUCTION

Up to the end of 1989, CEN/SCK carried out transient tests on BR3 fuel
rods in the Materials Testing Reactor BR2. These fuel rods were enriched UO
(up to 7 X U-235/U) , MOX or gadolinium-doped rods, pre-irradiated in the
BR3 PWR test reactor. The pre-conditioning linear power and the maximum
linear power reached during the transients were correlated with the results
of Post Irradiation Examinations (PIE).

Since 1990, CEN/SCK is also involved in transient and ramp irradiation
campaigns in BR2 on short segments of PWR and BWR rods. Some of these are
instrumented with central thermocouples, others are submitted to a power-
to-melt transient test. Most of these rods have acquired a high burn-up in
another reactor before the irradiation campaign in BR2. One of the main
objectives of these irradiation tests is the determination of the thermal
conductivity and power-to-melt criteria of different fuel types at high
burn-up. Therefore, the linear power has to be correlated with accurate
central temperature measurements. Hence, the objectives of the irradiation
campaigns in BR2 changed drastically from the ordinary carrying-out of
transients on fuel rods to the in-pile measurement of the fuel characte-
ristics.

The major problem met in these programs is the accuracy on the rod
power determination. There are two ways to determine the rod power:
On the one hand, the rod power can be determined with the in-pile instru-
mentation of the irradiation rig (see chapter 3). On the other hand, the rod
power can be confirmed after irradiation in BR2 by non-destructive
(so-called "burnotheque" or Ba-La method:see chapter 4) and by destructive
determinations.

The first method is on-line power determination (e.g. thermal balance)
whilst the second one is off-line power determination (e.g. gamma-spectro-
metry). At the present time, an error analysis is in progress to estimate
which of both is the most accurate.

In comparing both methods, the gamma heating intervenes in the
calculation of the rod power. If we assume that the thermal balance is
nearly perfectly measured, the uncertainty on the rod power determination is
proportional to the uncertainty on the gamma heating rate determination
multiplied by the ratio of the gamma heating rate to the total rod power.

During the first irradiation campaigns, a high ratio of instrumented
rod segments between the gamma heating rate and the rod power, as compared
to previously irradiated BR3 rods, has been measured. This phenomenon is due
to different facts.

Firstly, the fuel column length of the segments was about one third of
the fuel column length of a BR3 rod (1 meter). These segments, irradiated at
the maximum BR2 neutron flux plane level in capsules designed for BR3 rods
(i.e. with the same supporting structure) gave only about half of the power
delivered by an equivalent BR3 rod.

Secondly, the burn-up of the fuel was very high (up to 60 000 MWd/tM).
This high-burn-up fuel gave a very reduced power compared with fresh fuel,
even in the channels of BR2 with the highest fluxes.
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Thirdly, the enrichment of power plant reactor fuel is normally less
than the enrichment of BR3 fuel due to the small dimensions of the BR3 core.

And finally, the thermal conductivity data are not only interesting at
high power and high temperature but also below the nominal conditions and
therefore data were also collected at low rod power conditions (starting
from 10 2 of the nominal rod power) , where the gamma-heating has a relati-
vely high contribution.

The conclusion of the foregoing was that the rod power determination
and mainly the on-line rod power determination by the thermal balance method
had to be improved.

Three solutions have been envisaged to improve the accuracy of the
determination of the fuel rod power:

The first was to reduce the ratio of the nuclear heating rate to the
rod power by a proper choice of the BR2 channel. Measurements carried out by
means of calorimetric probes nevertheless show that the ratio of the gamma
flux to the thermal neutron flux is nearly constant and independent of the
position of the channel in the BR2 reflector (Fig. 15).

The second solution was the use of gamma screens (bismuth, tungsten)
around the irradiation rigs. Unfortunately, calculations indicated that
there was little chance to reduce the gamma flux more than the thermal
neutron flux by means of screens.

The third (and last) solution was to improve our knowledge of the gamma
and neutron fluxes in BR2. During the last two years the "Nuclear Reactor
Experiments Research Unit" of CEN/SCK devoted a lot of time to this ob-
jective. This work will be described in chapter 2 of the present paper,
which is to be considered more as a progress report than as a final report.

A first report was already presented during an internal seminar at Mol
in November 1991. The in-pile instrumentation was then focused [1].

A comparison between 2-D calculation results and experiments was made
in a second paper presented at the European Working Group on Irradiation
Technology at Saclay in May 1992 [2].
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2. IN-CORE NEUTRON AND GAMMA FLUX MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The post-irradiation examination (PIE) of the first power transients
executed in the BR2 reflector gave rise to certain doubts about the linear
powers actually reached in the fuel rods. These doubts were confirmed after
the irradiation of short segments (about 30 cm) characterized by a high
burn-up (up to 60 000 MWd/tM). For this reason a special effort was made in
recent years to improve the determination of the nuclear heating in the
reflector channels.

At the beginning, the experimenters were mainly interested in the fast
fluxes in BR2 and the calculation method applied to obtain the nuclear
heating in the reactor core was satisfactory [3].

Later on, it appeared that the extrapolation of this method to deter-
mine the nuclear heating in BR2 reflector channels led to an important
underestimation of this heating. The comparative study of nuclear heating
values in the reflector channels measured with calorimetric probes and
calculated with the codes GEXBR2-TRPT2/TRPT3 indicated a discrepancy by a
factor situated between 1.5 and 3.5, depending on the number of fuel chan-
nels surrounding the considered channel.

The out-of-pile thermal calibration of a calorimetric probe in Al,
described in the next paragraph, made it possible to correct the whole of
the measurements performed before cycle 04/90 by a factor of 1.13 [4] and to
use the calorimetric probes for the absolute determination of the nuclear
heating in aluminium.

2.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CALORIMETRIC PROBE

The calorimetric probe [5] is a device that allows the instantaneous
measurement of the axial distribution of the radiation (gamma and thermal
neutron) in the reactor channels. Strictly speaking, one should mention
"nuclear heating" instead of "gamma heating", as the energy deposited in
materials subjected to radiation in the BR2 core consists of:

- energy resulting from the absorption of gamma rays (93 2).
- energy resulting from the absorption of beta rays (3.5 Z).
- energy resulting from the slowing-down of fast neutrons (3.5 Z).

The active part (fig. 1) of the calorimeter consists of two independant
probes:

- the "neutron probe" is made of two aluminium rods, with a diameter of
3.5 mm, in which Al-U-235 (1.2 mg under the form of U 0 ) and Bi-209
pellets as well as Chromel-Alumel (0.5 mm diameter) thermocouples are
mounted. The heat produced flows axially towards the base support,
which is in metallic contact with the outer tube of the calorimetric
probe. This heat is proportional to the thermal neutron flux and the
beta-gamma energy for the U-235 pellet and to the beta-gamma energy for
the Bi-209 pellet.
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The temperature difference indicated by the two thermocouples is
therefore directly proportional to the thermal neutron flux. It allows
the measurement of a thermal neutron flux up to a value of
7 E+14 n/cm2s.

- the "nuclear heating probe" is based on the same principle of axial
flow of heat, which in this case is produced by absorption of the
radiation in a pure aluminium cylinder. The temperature difference
measured along the flow path by two Chrome1-Alumel thermocouples
(0.5 mm diameter) is a direct measure of the heating rate. It allows
the measurement of a nuclear heating up to a value of 24 W/g . .

The active part of the calorimetric probe is enclosed in a watertight
envelope-tube in aluminium. This tube, under Ne pressure, is suspended at
the top of the irradiation device, which itself is fixed to the upper
reactor vessel cover.

An axial displacement mechanism makes it possible for the envelope-tube
to travel over a distance of 1400 mm into the channel. The compensation
wires of the four thermocouples are led with the aid of a flexible tube
through.a penetration in the wall of the reactor pool towards a differential
thermoelectric tension measuring device.

The measurements are then stored in a data acquisition system.

The calorimetric probe can be loaded inside a fuel element (core) or
inside a beryllium filling piece (reflector).

The calorimetric measurements are carried out upon demand (approxi-
mately three times per week). When not in use, the active part of the probe
is kept outside the neutron flux.

2.3. THE CHOICE OF THE IRRADIATION CHANNEL

The method used to determine the neutron flux in the CCD device loaded
with the fuel rod to be tested is based on perturbation theory. The unper-
turbed neutron flux is calculated in the irradiation channel loaded with a
beryllium plug and a beryllium obturator using the integral transport theory
in large cells, considering five energy groups: code GEXBR2-TRPT3 [6]. The
perturbed thermal neutron flux in the fuel rod, depending of the He-3
pressure in the CCD device, is calculated with integral transport theory
with the flat flux assumption in discretized annular sub-cells, using the
diffusion boundary condition and the epithermal flux ratio.

The method used to determine the gamma heating in the CCD -device is
based on a comparison of the power produced in the empty CCD device and the
calorimetric probe. The calorimetric probe is also able to measure the axial
distribution of the thermal neutron flux, giving the required data to
calculate the axial perturbed neutron flux in the fuel rod and therefore the
axial shape factor depending of the neighbouring shim rod position.

Calorimetric measurements are systematically performed in the reflector
channels to allow an accurate determination of the unperturbed irradiation
conditions of the chosen channel for the irradiation, taking into account
the load of the surrounding channels.
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The irradiation of empty [PWC-CCD] rigs (i.e. without fuel rod) showed
that the accuracy of the method used for the determination of the nuclear
heating is about ± 15 2, ± 10 2 in most of the cases, (Fig. 3). The method
is based on the assumption that the fuel rod loaded in the [PWC-CCD] rig
(see description in chapter 3) does not modify the nuclear heating in the
structural materials of the rig itself.

2.4. DETERMINATION BY MEASUREMENTS OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE HE-3 PRESSURE
CHANGE AND THE INTRODUCTION OF THE FUEL ROD ON THE NUCLEAR HEATING

In order to get a clear insight into the gamma heating problems and to
verify the validity of the hypothesis according to which the presence of a
fuel rod in the [PWC-CCD] rig does not modify the gamma heating in the
structural materials of the rig itself, a measurement campaign with calori-
metric probes was carried out in channels H337, H323 and K349 during BR2
cycle 03/91AB (Fig. 2).

During cycle 03/91A the [PWC3-CCD4] rig was loaded without fuel rod
(water occupied the space normally occupied by the fuel rod) in channel
H337, characterized by a gamma heating rate of 2.18 W/g Al at 100 2 of the
nominal reactor power (NR). In the present case NR amounted to 54 Mtf. The
reactor was stopped after an energy production of 289 MWd and the completion
of the measurements in the rig itself as well as in the adjacent channels
H323 and K349 with the aid of the calorimetric probes R0631 and R0633. The
probes were introduced into various BR2 fuel environments from the neutron
and gamma point of view in order to be able to generalize the effects
measured: probe R0631 in H323 was surrounded by two BR2 fuel elements while
probe R0633 in K349 had no fuel neighbour (Fig. 2).

The only modification of the BR2 loading during the shutdown 03/91B
(after irradiation cycle 03/91A) consisted in replacing the PWC3 capsule by
an identical capsule, PWC1, containing a fuel rod (UO - Gd 0 with U-235
enrichment ranging from 4.3 to 5.6 2 according to the axial burn-up and with
initial Gd content of 10 2). The CCD4 screen was kept. No other modifica-
tion was brought to the BR2 loading in order to maintain the load charac-
teristics during cycle 03/91B and to enable the comparison of measurements
carried out during the two parts of the cycle. The calorimetric measure-
ments performed before and after the interruption of 2-days of cycle 01/91A
indeed made it possible to verify that the gamma heating remained the same -
in absolute value and in location - in a same loading and at an equivalent
control rod position [7]. Measurements made with an empty [PWC-CCD] during
cycle 03/92B confirm this result. It has also been demonstrated that the
nuclear heating is exactly proportional to the power of the reactor, this
power being measured by the integration of the N-16 activity.

Calorimetric measurements were also performed during the two parts of
cycle 03/91 in channels H323 (probe R0631) and K349 (probe RO633) for
various pressures of the CCD4 He-3 screen.
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2.4.1. Influence of the He-3 pressure in CCD4

The calorimetric measurements carried out in channels H323 and K349 are
very sensitive to variations of the He-3 pressure of the CCD4 screen in the
PWC capsule loaded in the neighbouring channel H337.
Indeed, the effect of the pressurization of the He-3 screen from 3 to 33 bar
has, for instance, been measured during the two parts of the cycle; repre-
sentative measurements show following effects [8]:

| Cycle 03/91A Cycle 03/91B

fuel rod present in [PWC-CCD] ?

effect on the thermal neutron flux in H323
effect on the gamma heating in H323

effect on the thermal neutron flux in K349
effect on the gamma heating in K349

no

- 7 Z
- 4 Z

- 9 Z
- 4 Z

yes

- 7 Z
- 3 Z

- 7 Z
- 3 Z

Equivalent measurements had been carried out during cycle 08/90A in
channel K49 during the irradiation of an instrumented segment in the ad-
jacent channel G60. The pressurization of screen CCD1 from 5 to 34 bar
resulted in similar effects [9], e.g.:

- effect of - 8 Z on the thermal neutron flux in K49.
- effect of - 5 Z on the gamma heating in K49.

One can deduce from the foregoing that the effect measured does not
depend on the channel considered and conclude that the total pressurization
of a He-3 screen has an effect of about - 8 Z on the thermal neutron flux in
an adjacent channel and of about - 4 Z on the gamma heating.

Measurements executed in capsule PWC5 without fuel rod have shown that
the pressurization of the He-3 screen from 4 to 37 bar results in a decrease
of the gamma heating in the capsule itself by 5 Z.

2.4.2. Influence of the introduction of a fuel rod into the rig

The calorimetric measurements made in channels H323 and K349 are very
sensitive to the loading of a fuel rod into a PWC capsule in the neigh-
bouring H337 channel (Fig. 2), and this phenomenon is very pronouncedl

Indeed, a proper choice of representative measurements in the two parts
of cycle 03/91 (He-3 pressure, height Sh of the control rods, etc) indicates
following effects:

effect on the thermal neutron flux in H323
effect on the gamma heating in H323

effect on the thermal neutron flux in K349
effect on the gamma heating in K349

3 bar
Sh=470

+ 5
+ 1

+ 16
+ 0

He-3
mm

1
1

1
Z

20
Sh

bar
=520

+ 8
+ 3

+ 21
+ 2

He-3
mm

Z
Z

Z
Z
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2.5. DETERMINATION BY CALCULATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE HE-3 PRESSURE
CHANGE AND THE INTRODUCTION OF THE FUEL ROD ON THE GAMMA HEATING

Two-dimensional neutron and gamma calculations [2] were carried out in
order to help interpreting the measurements cited in the preceeding para-
graph.

2.S.I. Influence of the He-3 pressure in CCD4

The effect on the thermal neutron flux and on the gamma heating in all
channels of the variation of the He-3 pressure in the [PWC-CCD] rig in
channel H337 can be deduced from the two-dimensional calculations. In order
to compare the results with the measurements only the channels H323 and K349
were considered. The effects calculated for pressure variations from 1 to 20
bar and from 1 to 40 bar were further interpolated for a pressure variation
from 3 to 33 bar, corresponding to the measurements (see chapter 2.4.1):

fuel rod present in FWC-CCD?

effect on the thermal neutron flux in H323
effect on the gamma heating in H323

effect on the thermal neutron flux in K349
effect on the gamma heating in K349

Cycle 03/91A

no

- 5.0 2

- 1.2 2

- 7.4 2
- 0.8 2

Cycle 03/91B

yes

- 5.5 2

- 1.6 2

- 7.8 Z
- 1.2 2

The comparison of the present table with that of the measurements shows
that the calculated effect of the He-3 screen pressurization on the thermal
neutron flux in the neighbouring channels is practically the same as the
measured effect. The calculated effect on the gamma heating, on the contra-
ry, is more than two times smaller than the measured effect.

The calculated gamma heating decrease inside the PWC capsule amounted

to:

- 0.9 2 for a He-3 pressure increase from 1 to 20 bar
- 2.0 2 for a He-3 pressure increase from 1 to 40 bar.

Interpolation of these results for a He-3 pressure increase from 4 to
37 bar leads to a (calculated) gamma heating decrease of 1.7 2, to be
compared with the measured value of 5 2, indicated in chapter 2.4.1.

2.5.2. Influence of the introduction of a fuel rod into the rig

The calculated effects on the thermal neutron flux and on the gamma
heating in channels H323 and K349 are indicated hereunder.

effect on the thermal neutron flux in H323
effect on the gamma heating in H323
effect on the thermal neutron flux in K349
effect on the gamma heating in K349

1 bar

+ 1.3
+ 0.7
+ 1.8
+ 0.7

He-3

2
2
2
2

20 bar

+ 0.7
+ 0 .1
+ 1.0

0 .0

He-3

2
2
Z
2
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One easily observes that the calculated effect on the thermal neutron
flux is much smaller than the large measured effect (both the calculated and
the measured effect on the gamma heating are small). There hence remains a
total disagreement between calculated and measured effect of the introduc-
tion of a fuel rod into the [PWC-CCD] rig on the thermal neutron flux in the
neighbouring channels. This point will have to be further investigated by
means of a benchmark irradiation.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE IRRADIATION FACILITIES AND TRANSIENT PROCEDURE

3.1. THE IN-PILE FACILITIES

The IN-PILE facilities are designed for a 84 mm BR2 reflector channel.

3.1.1. Previously used facilities: description and operation (Fig. 4)

The power transients in the previous programmes were carried out in 3
Pressurised Water Capsules (PWC-1, PWC-2 and PWC-3) .which simulate the
coolant pressure and temperature encountered in PWRs.

The PWC capsules can accept UO and MOX as well as UO -Gd 0 BR3 rods.
The rod is centred in a 26 mm diameter thimble tube filled with demine-
ralized water pressurized at 14 MPa and has a cladding diameter of 9.5 mm,
while the fuel column has a i m length.

One thermocouple (TE) and 3 Self-Powered Neutron Detectors (SPND or
NFE) are situated in the pressurized water at the hot-plane.

The nuclear heat produced by the fuel is radially dissipated by heat
and mass transfer through the stagnant water annulus. The heat transfer in
the pressurized water annulus occurs by natural convection, nucleate boiling
at the fuel rod surface and condensation at the inner surface of the pres-
sure tube, the outer surface of the pressure tube being cooled by the forced
convection of BR2 primary water.

A droplet water flow is maintained through the in-pile section for
evacuating radiolytic gases and detecting cladding rupture by the presence
of fission gases. Presently, the capsules are not designed and qualified to
operate longer with a failing cladding. In that case BR2 should immediately
be scrammed.

The rig is reloadable in the BR2 hot cells or in the BR2 pool facility
with fresh or pre-irradiated fuel rods.

The PWC capsules are surrounded by one of three existing Control and
Calibration Devices (CCD-1, CCD-2 and CCD-3).

The CCD measures the dissipated power of the fuel rod. The 2 mm He-3
screen is a thermal insulator and a thermal neutron absorber. It controls
the fission power of the rod generated by thermal neutrons.
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The fuel rod fission power can be modified by changing the pressure in
the He-3 gas gap. A depressurization from 4 MPa absolute to 0.1 MPa absolute
approximately doubles the rod power.

PWC-2 was damaged during a "power-to-melt"
handling. Both devices were dismantled.

test and CCD-3 through

3.1.2. New facilities: modifications and improvements.

In order to replace dismantled facilities, to carry out new programmes
and to improve the performances, 2 PWCs (PWC-5 and PWC-6) and 1 CCD (CCD-4)
were constructed. The operation principle of the new devices remained the
same. PWC-5 was designed to accept PWR and BWR fuel segments instrumented by
a high temperature tungsten-rhenium central thermocouple. The number of
thermocouples at the hot-plane has been increased from 1 to 3. The centring
pieces were adapted to accept rod segments from 9.5 mm to 13.5 mm in dia-
meter. The segments are prolonged by screwed Zircalloy extension pieces.
Three thermocouples (TE) and 3 Self-Powered Neutron Detectors (SPND or NFE)
are situated in the pressurized water at the hot-plane. Irradiations have
been performed with the central temperature of the fuel reaching 2000°C
(fig. 6)'.

PWC-6 was designed to accept BWR and PWR non-instrumented fuel seg-
ments from 9.5 mm to 13.5 mm in diameter and up to about 1 meter in length.
These extension pieces increase the length of the segments to that of a
classical BR3 rod and centre it on the hot-plane. 3 thermocouples (TE) and 3
Self-Powered Neutron Detectors (SPND or NFE) are situated in the pressurized
water at the hot-plane. There are 3 thermocouples (TE) in contact with the
cladding at the hot-plane. A Linear Variable Differential Transducer (LVDT
or DE) has been added above the core to measure the elongation of the rod
(Fig. 7).

CCD-4 was designed to increase the power factor from 2 to 2.3. The
head of the rig was modified to allow the instrumentation hose to be re-
placed in case of damage.

Table 1 and 2 give a comparison of the performances of all the rigs.
They are easily reloadable in hot-cells or in the BR2 pool facility.

Table 1.

PWC RIG

PWC-1

PWC-3

PWC-5

PWC-6

ROD

BR3

BR3

9.5-->13.5

9.5-->13.5

TE(water)

1

1

3

3

TE(cladding)

-

-

-

3

TE(fuel)

-

-

1

-

SPND

3

3

3

3

LVDT

-

-

-

1
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CCD RIG

CCD-1

CCD-2

CCD-4

Table 2.

He-3 GAP
[mm]

2

2

4

POWER
MAX.

FACTOR : F
POWER/MIN. POWER

2

2

2.3

3.2. THE OUT-OF-PILE CIRCUITS

3.2.1. PWC OIJT-OF-PILE facility (Fig. 8 and 9)

This facility provides the pressurisation and circulation of the water
in the PWC rigs.

As the fuel rod is surrounded by stagnant water, the rod cladding
temperature is close to the coolant saturation temperature. Changing the
cladding temperature can thus be achieved by modifying the stagnant water
pressure.

The critical heat flux (CHF) - per cm fuel length - was determined by
out-of-pile tests with electrically heated rods at similar thenno-hydraulic
conditions. For example, the CHF at 14 MPa for a BR3 rod in the PWC geometry
with the BR2 primary water temperature at 40°C is about 900 W/cm. Transients
up to 720 W/cm can be carried out in BR2 for the determination of the
"power-to-melt" level.

In case of an accidental depr es sur ization of the PWC capsule, an
automatic action (2 out of 3) scrams the reactor immediately to prevent the
burn-out of the rod.

Rinsing water is not recirculated. After the activity measurement, the
water is sent to the warm-waste circuits.
In case of high level activity, the loop is automatically and immediately
isolated and the rinsing is consequently stopped.

There are 3 independent circulation loops for each of the PWC rigs but
only 2 pressurization pumps in parallel.

3.2.2. VNS (Variable Neutron Screen) (Fig. 9 and 10)

This OUT-OF-PILE facility provides the pressurization and circulation
of He-3 in the CCD screens.

During steady state conditions and slow power ramps, the He-3 pressure
is controlled via the secondary side of a bellow pressurizer which is itself
pressurized with nitrogen. A small He-3 gas flow is maintained through the
annular gap. The purpose of this flow is the purification of the He-3,
contaminated by tritium formed by neutron capture.
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Fast power transients are executed by a quick depressurization followed
normally by a reverse of the reactor. During the fast depressurization
phase, the He-3 is evacuated to the dump tank. The depressurization rate is
controlled by the position of the calibrated needle valve. The opening time
of this valve in the VNS installation is selected using formerly made
calibration curves. These curves give the residual He-3 pressure versus
opening time of the depressurization valve.

There are 3 independent circulation loops for each of the CCD rigs but
only 1 single and common pressurization bellows.

3.3. EXECUTION OF A TRANSIENT (Fig. 11)

The transients consist of a fast power increase, a hold time at high
power and a fast power decrease to well below the preconditioning power
level.

During slow power ramps, there is enough time for the instrumentation
stabilisation and for the operator to adapt manually the correct power.
However for fast power transients, the He-3 pressure corresponding to the
high power must be previously programmed.

Prior the start of the reactor, tests are made to adjust the position
of the regulating valve to the required slope of transient and to determine
the curves of residual He-3 pressure versus opening time of the electro-
magnetic valve.

During reactor start-up, power steps are made (e.g. 10Z NR, 202 NR,
40Z NR, 602 NR) to check the good choice of the irradiation channel. Extra-
polations of the rod power are made up to the regime reactor power
(e.g. 1202 NR). In case of an improper choice of the channel, the reactor
must be stopped and the irradiation devices must be displaced to another
channel.

Then, at reduced reactor power (e.g. 60 2) the He-3 pressure in the CCD
screen is changed from minimum to maximum, hereby recording the slow evo-
lution of the fuel rod power.

By extrapolation to the regime reactor power, the He-3 pressure during
the preconditioning period can be determined. The required power increase
during the transient is obtained by controlling the opening time of the
depressurization valve. During this period He-3 is evacuated to the dump
tank. Formerly made calibration curves of the residual He-3 versus the
opening time of the valve allow an easy and automatic control of the maximum
fuel rod power.

The high-power hold time can last from 1 minute in some programmes to
24 hours in other ones.

After that, the reactor is generally stopped by a reverse. Other
procedures are also possible to stop the transient : e.g. a fast He-3
pressurisation or the insertion of the control rod (or rods) surrounding the
experiment to its (or their) low position.
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During the pre-conditioning and the stable high power periods, the
absolute power of the fuel rod is determined by thermal balance with the
CCD. During depressurization, the relative power of the fuel rod is de-
termined by cobalt collectrons (Self-Powered Neutron Detector) or by He-3
pressure. During the reverse of the reactor, the relative power of the fuel
rod is determined by the fission chamber of the reactor itself.

The average fast depressurization time is about 10 to 15 seconds to
obtain a power factor 2. Power variation rates approach 25 W/cm.s. With a
reactor reverse, the decrease rate of the fuel rod linear power is generally
around 10 W/cm per s.

For greater power factor F, it is possible to start the transient with
a BR2 power increase by a factor of 1.3 (for example) in about 3 minutes and
then to follow with a fast depressurization of the CCD-4 by a power factor
of 2.3 In that way, it is possible to reach a power factor of 1.3 * 2.3 = 3.

3.4. OUT-OF-PILE INSTRUMENTATION

All. the signals provided by the IN-PILE and OUT-OF-PILE transducers
(thermocouple, collectron, pressure, differential pressure) are measured by
a digital voltmeter via a scanner and the values are recorded in Standard
Data File (SDF) of the Data Acquisition System for ON-LINE or OFF-LINE
analysis. Tables of values, screen graphics, plots on paper and additional
calculations can be obtained.

3.5- CALCULATION OF THE MAXIMUM LINEAR HEAT RATE GENERATION

There are presently 3 methods to determine on-line the peak pellet
power. The first one is based on the thermal balance. It has been used for
years but gives now some problems of accuracy because of the" decreasing
ratio of the total rod power to the nuclear heating in the surrounding
structure of the rig due to the increasing burn-up of tested rods. The other
two are independent of (or less dependent on) the calculation or measurement
of the nuclear heating in the structure. They are developed to cover the
lack of accuracy in the thermal balance and to get some additional controls.
Anyway, these methods are still in progress and based on hypotheses which
still must be demonstrated experimentally.

3.5.1. Rod power measurement by the thermal balance (Fig. 12)

The total dissipated power (P total) is determined by making the
thermal balance of the inlet and outlet BR2 cooling water that flows through
the annulus between PWC and CCD. The inlet and outlet temperatures are
measured by 3 chromel-alumel thermocouples and the flow-rate is determined
by the differential pressure on a diaphragm.

After subtraction of the nuclear gamma-heating in the structural
materials situated inside the He-3 screen (P gamma), the total rod power
(P rod) can be determined.
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One has the following equations :

P gamma [W] = P gamma calculated [W] on the basis of calorimetric probe
measurements

or

P gamma [W] = P gamma measured [W] on the basis of the irradiation of an
empty capsule

and

P rod [W] = P total [W] - P gamma [¥]

The mean value of the linear heat generation rate can be determined by
dividing the total power by the length of the fissile column:

LHGR mean [W/m] = P rod [W] / length [m]

Taking into account the power profile in the rod by means of a shape
factor (B), one obtains the peak pellet linear heat generation rate
(LHGR max):

LHGR max [W/m] = LHGR mean [W/m] * B

B is the ratio of the peak pellet linear heat generation rate (LHGR max) to
the mean value of the linear heat generation rate along the rod (LHGR mean):

B = LHGR max [W/m] / LHGR mean [W/m]

For the piloting of the experiment, B can be determined by calculation
while for the analysis of the results, B must be determined more accurately
by gamma spectrometry (see chapter 4).

The thermal" balance is measured with sufficient accuracy : about IX of
the full scale between 1 kW and 20 kW. The CCD device was qualified with an
electrical heater in an out-of-pile loop.

Nevertheless, the nuclear heating cannot be predicted for a BR2 cycle
with an accuracy better than 10Z (see chapter 2.3). This uncertainty on the
nuclear heating can be multiplied by a factor of 4 for small rod segments at
a high burn-up. In this case the nuclear heating can represent 80Z of the
thermal balance while the total rod power represents only 202.

A method exists anyway to improve the accuracy of the nuclear heating
determination. It consists of measuring the thermal balance with the same or
a similar empty rig (i.e. without fuel rod) and with exactly the same
reactor loading (except the rod itself). This method is very cumbersome and
time-consuming because it requires stopping the reactor in the middle of a
cycle to load the rig with the rod. It nevertheless is technically possible.
One still has to demonstrate experimentally that the loading of the rod
itself does not change the gamma flux significantly (see chapter 2).

The method of the rod power determination by the thermal balance can be
compared to an axial calorimeter because the heat is evacuated vertically
from the top to the bottom of the rig.
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3.5.2. Determination of the nuclear heating rate and of the total rod power
by means of the central thermocouple (Fig. 13)

This method is independent of the determination of the nuclear heating
but is only suitable for thermocouple instrumented rods. It is based on the
assumption that the central temperature of the peak pellet does not change
if the peak pellet power remains the same independently of the neutron
spectrum.

Therefore, a rod, instrumented with a thermocouple, is irradiated with
the surrounding He-3 screen at low pressure (e.g. 0.18 MPa) and with BR2 at
low power (e.g. 65Z NR). The power of the reactor is then doubled (e.g.
130Z NR) compensating by a pressurisation of the He-3 screen (e.g. 3.69 MPa)
in such a way that the central temperature of the rod remains the same. The
rod power also is assumed to remain the same. A 1-D calculation has shown
that the power generation profile does not change significantly if the
neutron spectrum is modified due to the He-3 pressurisation in spite of the
fact that the epithermal flux is not negligible in the BR2 reflector and
that He-3 only absorbs thermal neutrons. The temperature profile in the fuel
rod should therefore be the same too and the central temperature should
remain constant (this assertion should be controlled with a thermo-mecha-
nical code like COMETHE).

This leads to a system of 2 equations with 2 unknowns, viz. the total
rod power (P rod) and the nuclear heating in the surrounding structure
(P gamma). The nuclear heating is proportional to the power of the reactor
(Z NR) . The rod power remains the same. The thermal balance (P total) can be
measured with a sufficient accuracy (see dotted lines in Fig. 13)
That gives for instance in a typical case the following equations :

P rod (130Z NR, P He-3 = 3.69 MPa)+ P gamma (130Z NR) = P total (130Z NR)

P rod (65Z NR,P He-3 = 0.18 MPa) + P gamma (65Z NR) = P total (65Z NR)

with

P rod (65Z NR) = P rod (130Z NR),

if the central temperature remains the .same

and

P gamma (130Z NR) P gamma (65Z NR)
reactor power (130Z NR) reactor power (65Z NR)

reactor power (130Z NR)
the ratio can be defined as F : the power factor.

reactor power ( 65Z NR)

In this example F=2 but the maximum power factor achievable is 2.3 with
CCD-4.
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That leads to the following system :

P rod (130Z NR)+ P gamma (130Z NR) = P total (130Z NR)

and

P rod (130Z NR) + (1/2 * P gamma (130Z NR)) = P total (65Z NR)

1/2 P gamma (130Z NR) is thus the difference between P total (130Z NR) and

P total (65Z NR)

Unfortunately, for all previous irradiations, the power factor F is
very low : 1.2 at most for couples of measurements at the same temperature.
As a consequence, the system is quasi-singular and cannot give an accurate
value for the 2 unknowns (the angle between the 2 straight lines is very
small; the intersection of the 2 bands is too much spread; the dotted lines
show the uncertainty zone of the measurement). Therefore the 2nd equation is
fictive and a new irradiation is planned with a maximum power factor F = 2.0
to 2.3 to test the method.

3.5.3. Determination of the peak pellet linear heat generation rate by means
of the thermocouples in the PWC

Analysis of the results of different irradiations shows that there is a
univocal relation between the peak pellet LHGR and the temperature of the
thermocouples situated in the pressurized water or against the cladding.
(TE x.l, TE x.2, TE x.3, TE x.4, TE x.5, TE x.6, x being the number of the
PWC) (fig. 4,5,6,7). These thermocouples are situated at the hot plane of
the reactor, practically at the position of the peak pellet. The temperature
varies from 30°C for zero power of the rod up to 310°C for a peak pellet
LHGR of 720 W/cm (Fig. 14).

The temperature varies in a quadratic way : T = K * (LHGR)

This variation can be understood if one accepts a global heat transfer
coefficient (alpha) varying linearly with the temperature. This is nearly
the case for heat transfer in natural convection and for heat transfer by
boiling and condensation on a sub-cooled surface. The shape of the curve has
also been controlled by rig modelization with the RELAP code. The curves do
not seem to be dependent on the rod type and on the rod geometry but only on
the LHGR. A small correction can be made to take into account the variation
of the primary water temperature (20°C...40°C). The curve thus represents
the differential temperature between the thermocouple near the rod and the
temperature of the BR2 primary water in the CCD. The curve crosses the
origin of the axes (differential temperature is zero for zero power). The
greatest advantage of this method is the following:, it is less sensitive to
the nuclear heating than the thermal balance. This fact can be explained by
the presence of less absorbing material (about 2 times less). The thermal
balance is sensitive to the mean value of the rod power. This method is
sensitive to the peak pellet power. In case of a short segment (e.g. 0.33 m
fuel length) centred on the mid plane, the total rod power can be 2 times
smaller than the equivalent power for a normal BR3 rod.
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Finally, for short segments, the present method is 4 times less sensitive to
the nuclear heating than the thermal balance. Furthermore, the form factor
(B) does not intervene in the calculation. The peak pellet LHGR is given
directly by the method.

A drawback is the following : the mean temperature measured is that of
a mixture of steam and cold water; this temperature is less stable and more
"noisy" than the temperature of the primary water circuit.

The method of the peak pellet power determination by the thermocouple
inside the PWC capsule can be compared to a radial calorimeter because the
heat is evacuated radially from the cladding to the pressure tube of the
rig. Like the 2nd method, this 3rd method of the on-line rod power determi-
nation has to be qualified. Contrary to the 2nd method no additional irra-
diation is required for this 3rd method because irradiation results already
exist. Only analyses of these results are required and modelling. If this
last method gives reproducible results, one has still to calibrate it with
an electrically heated rod (in the so-called out-of-pile CHF loop) to obtain
the calibration characteristics of the temperature in the PWC versus the
LHGR.

4. NON-DESTRUCTIVE DETERMINATION OF BURN-UP AND LINEAR POWER

4.1. INTRODUCTION

After an irradiation has been performed, the test rod can be examined
by gamma-spectrometry in order to determine several parameters:

- total burn-up by examination of Cs-137
- linear power during the last irradiation by La-140
- fission gas release by Kr-85

In the next sections these gamma-spectrometric measurement methods will
be discussed. Since this paper mainly concerns burn-up and power measure-
ments, the Kr-85 measurements will not be dealt with.

Both non-destructive methods discussed below depend on the used fission
product yields, gamma yields and calculated self-shielding corrections. They
are completely independent of the gamma heating generated by the reactor in
the rod during the irradiation. When comparing with other methods it should
be taken into account that the total energy released per fission is used
(e.g. the energy of neutrinos is also included). With respect to the Ba-La
method, the dependence on the fission product yield and gamma yield can be
reduced by measuring more (short-lived) fission products. This could also
increase the possible time scale of the irradiation and of the time after
which one can examine the fuel rod in order to detect any traces of the
short-living fission products.

4.2. BURN-UP MEASUREMENTS

The burn-up of a fuel rod is determined using a long-living fission
product: Cs-137. This isotope has a half-life of 30.17 years and will there-
fore remain for a long time in the irradiated fuel.
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The cross section for capture is very small (0.1 barn), therefore Cs-137
will hardly be removed during neutron irradiation. The fission yields for
U-235 and Pu-239 differ 6-7Z, but this effect is compensated due to the
different values for the energy released per fission for U-235 and Pu-239.
For linear power values above 200-250 W/cm Cs-137 migrates partly to the
dishes**of the fuel pellets.

The method consists in performing comparative measurements of the
Cs-137 content of the fuel to be inspected and some well-known reference
fuel samples (the so-called burnotheque) [10]. These reference samples
originate from the SENA reactor and have different values for the burn-up.
The Cs-137 content of these reference samples has been well determined. The
original SENA fuel rods have been dismantled and the Cs-content of several
fuel pellets has been determined radiochemically. The neighbouring fuel
pellets have been used to serve as the reference samples of the burnotheque,
assuming the Cs-content of the neighbouring fuel pellets were the same. The
burn-up of these reference samples ranges from 13 000 to 30 000 Mtfd/tM. A
secondary burnotheque has been constructed using fuel samples of which the
burn-up has been determined with the help of the primary burnotheque. These
samples all have a burn-up of approximately 30 000 MWd/tM. For some samples
neighbouring fuel pellets have been removed for radiochemical analysis, but
the results are not available yet.

The results of the comparative measurements have to be corrected for
the different history and geometry conditions of the burnotheque and the
examined fuel rod. These corrections include:

- self-absorption in the fuel
- absorption by materials between fuel and detector
- decay of Cs-137 during the irradiation
- decay of Cs-137 during cooling time
- fission yield
- energy released per fission

The last two corrections are important if the measurement concerns
different fissile isotopes.

The uncertainty on the burn-up value is approximately 3Z, mainly due to
the uncertainties on the burn-up of the reference samples and the determi-
nation of the peak area of the Cs-137 gamma peaks. Due to the fact that the
primary burnotheque is not yet available on the hot-cell presently used, the
secondary burnotheque is used at the moment. Since the uncertainty on the
burn-up values of the secondary burnotheque is somewhat higher due to the
more indirect way of burn-up determination, an uncertainty of 4Z (1 a) is
attributed to the measurements with the secondary burnotheque. The total un-
certainty depends on specific measurement conditions. The value that is
given here can be considered as a maximum value, provided measurement
conditions are normal.

The fundamental parameter that is determined by these measurements is
in fact the Cs-137 content of the examined fuel. Due to the long half life
and the small capture cross section of this fission product the Cs-137
content is a direct measure of the burn up of the fuel. Indirectly the
linear power of the fuel rod can sometimes be determined. Should the irra-
diated fuel rod be fresh before the irradiation, one can determine the rod
power by simply dividing the measured burn-up by the irradiation time.
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In case the fuel rod has already been irradiated previously, the burn-up of
the fuel rod has to be determined before and after the irradiation.

It is clear that if there is just a small difference between the
burn-up before and after the irradiation, this way of linear power determi-
nation will not be very accurate or will not work at all. Problems could
also arise if there is not much time available to examine the fuel rod after
the irradiation has been performed. These problems are due to the fact that
it takes several months for the Cs-137 gamma-peaks to arise above the
Compton edges of the high energy gamma-peaks of short-living fission pro-
ducts .

Because of the above mentioned reasons a more direct method has been
developed to determine the linear power of a fuel rod that has been produced
during a recent irradiation.

4.3. LINEAR POWER MEASUREMENTS

The linear power of a fuel rod during irradiation is determined by use
of the short-living fission product La-140. Its half life is 40.27 hour. The
decay behaviour of La-140 is however determined by the half life of its
parent nuclide, Ba-140 (12.75 d). The capture cross section is 1.6 b, which
means that a negligable part is consumed by neutron capture. The fission
yields for U-235 and Pu-239 differ by 102; while the energies released per
fission differ by 4Z, this means that one has to take these facts into
account if MOX-fuel has to be measured.

Table 3. Fission yields of La-140 and Cs-137

fissile
isotope

U-235
Pu-239

fission yield
La-140 (Z)

6.28
5.55

fission yield
Cs-137 (Z)

6.24
6.65

energy released
per fission "

201.7
210.0

Due to the short half life of La-140/Ba-140, it is impossible to con-
struct reference samples of these isotopes. A more indirect method has been
developed to compare the La-140 activity in an irradiated fuel rod with a
well-known reference source. The reference source that is used during these
measurements is a 45.7 GBq (01-07-92) Eu-152 source, calibrated very pre-
cisely at CBNM at Geel, Belgium. This reference source and an irradiated
fuel rod are measured under the same geometrical conditions (position, slits
collimators). From the gamma spectrum of the Eu-152 source gamma-peak areas
can be determined for several different energies. With the known gamma
yields and calculated selfabsorption coefficients the gamma efficiency curve
can be determined for the detector at the specific measurement conditions.
An extrapolation of the gamma efficiency to 1.596 MeV can be executed, the
main gamma peak of La-140. In this way it is possible to determine which
counting rate at 1.596 MeV is equivalent with a certain amount of La-140
isotopes in the sample. The second step consists in a measurement of the
fuel that has to be investigated. The 1.596 MeV counting rate is determined
in this way.
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The following corrections are applied to determine finally the linear power:

- self-absorption in the fuel
- absorption by materials between fuel and detector
- decay of La-IAO during the irradiation
- decay of La-140 during cooling time "*
- production factor (i.e. ratio of Ba-140 and La-140 content)
- fission yield
- energy released per fission

The uncertainty on the linear power value is approximately 51 (1 a ) ,
mainly due to the determination of the efficiency curve, the gamma peak
areas and the source activity. As for the burn-up measurements, the total
uncertainty depends on specific measurement conditions. The value that is
given here can be considered as a maximum value, provided measurement
conditions are normal.

Contrary to the measurements with Cs-137, where the long half-life of
Cs-137 makes that the complete history of the fuel rod is considered, the
short half-life of La-140 makes that this type of measurements will only
consider the most recent irradiation circumstances of the fuel rod (say the
last two months before actual measurement). Globally speaking one can state
that the total burn-up of a fuel element can be best measured with help of
the Cs-137 isotope, while information about the most recent irradiation can
be best gained with the help of the La-140 isotope, certainly if the infor-
mation has to be available quickly (e.g. if the information is needed for a
subsequent irradiation).

5. CONCLUSIONS

To resume and conclude, there one on-line and off-line fuel rod power
determinations. These methods are more or less dependent on the nuclear
heating determination. The nuclear heating can be determined by calculation
or experimentally with calorimetric probes or by irradiation of empty PWC
capsules. That gives a set of experimental values. An error analysis and an
error estimate must be made for all the methods. This set of information
must converge towards a unique,coherent and accurate fuel rod power value.
It is foreseen to qualify this procedure next year with the irradiation of a
benchmark rod.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 : The active part of the calorimetric probe.

Fig. 2 : Configuration 12E (cycle 03/91AB).

Fig. 3 : Gamma power measured by CCD versus calculated gamma heating.

Fig. A : CCD-l/PWC-1.

Fig. 5 : CCD-l/PWC-5.

Fig. 6 : CCD-l/PWC-6.

Fig. 7 : CCD-4/PWC-6.

Fig. 8 : PWC (pressurized Water £apsule).

Fig. 9 : Simplified flow sheet for a PWC-CCD irradiation campaign.

Fig.10 : VNS-2 Variable Neutron Screen.

Fig. 11 : Example of transient with BR2 and He-3 screen.

Fig.12 : Determination of the peak pellet linear heat generation rate.

Fig. 13 : Determination of the gamma heating and total rod power by means
of the central thermocouple.

Fig.14 : Peak pellet linear heat generation rate versus temperature in
the pressurized water capsule.

Fig.15 : BR2 Calorimetry.
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Fig.3 : GAMMA POWER MEASURED BY C(;D VERSUS CALCULATED GAMMA HEATING F17U
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FIG. n : EXAMPLE OF TRANSIENT WITH BR2 AND He-3 SCREEN
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ABSTRACT

A re-fabrication and instrumentation technique is of important for a
re-irradiation test of irradiated fuel rod at the Reactor Fuel Examination
Facility (RFEF) in JAERI. The re-fabrication and instrumentation work have
been conducted since 1987. Up to the present, 15 re-fabricated fuel rods
for a pulse-irradiation test in the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor(NSRR)
and 5 re-fabricated fuel rods for a ramp test using a boiling water
capsule test in the Japan Materials Testing Reactor(JMTR) have been
completed.

This paper describes the re-fabrication procedure and the in-core
instruments of re-fabricated fuel rods in RFEF.

1. INTRODUCTION

RFEF was established as the Post Irradiation Examination (PIE)
facility for full size LWR fuel assemblies to obtain fuel performance data
and to confirm the integrity of the LWR fuels. Since 1979, RFEF has carried
out PIE of LWR fuels and developed PIE techniques including
re-fabrication.

Recently in Japan, the fuel development has been planned to have
more economical and safe fuel usage options with higher burnup. Under
this circumstance, the re-fabrication and instrumentation of Shortened
Fuel Rod (SFR), processing from an irradiated commercial fuel rod, have
been strongly needed with respect to a simulated Reactivity Initiated
Accident (RIA) test and the Boiling Water Capsule (BOCA) test .

Concerning with the re-fabrication work of SFR, an irradiated
commercial fuel rod should be e&t to a short size fuel segment without -
any changes of initial fuel rod conditions. After cutting, a fuel segment
is assembled to SFR with several components and jn-core instruments.
Finally, inspections are needed to be made for checking the availability
of SFR for re-irradiation tests .

Up to the present, the re-fabrications, for 8 PWR (max. burnup 35,000
MWd/t) and 7 BWR (22,000 MWd/t) fuel rods for NSRR and 5 BWR type fuel
rods for JMTR, have been carried out in RFEF. Re-irradiation tests using



these fuel rods were successfully completed.

2. RE-FABRICATION PROCEDURE

2.1. Outline of re-fabricated SFR

Generally, an irradiated commercial fuel rod has a fuel stack length
of about 3.6m. To uti l ize the rods for the re-irradiation tes t at NSRR or
JMTR, it is required to have a fuel stack length of ~0.6m which depends
on the core capacity of each reactor and to fabricate i t without changing
the fuel conditions. SFR is made of fuel segment, several components and
in-core instruments. The cutting position of the irradiated commercial
fuel rod is decided by the non-destructive examination data of commercial
fuel rods such as ones from y scanning, eddy current, profile measurement
and X-ray radiography. The configuration of SFR is i l lustrated in Fig.l.
The components used are outlined as follows,

• A top end fitting ; consisting of a top end plug, a gas plenum, a spring,
and electromagnetic core to measure the axial movement of the fuel
column.
• Joint plug ; connecting both end fittings to fuel segment.
• Hafnium disks ; placing to the both ends of fuel stack to get smooth

power profile.
• Alumina pel lets ; using for leading the stack movement to the core and
for thermal insulation.
• A movement marker ; placing in an open space next to the hafnium disk

on the top end of fuel stack to record maximum expansion of fuel column.
• A bottom end fitting ; consisting of an alumina pellet and a spacer with

a center hole to have a good conductance of the rod internal gas to the
pressure sensor.
• A pressure sensor ; equipping with the type of a strain gauge for NSRR

or equipping with the type of a differential transducer for JMTR.

2.2. Re-fabrication procedure

An important matter in re-fabrication process is to fabricate SFR
without any changes of initial fuel rod conditions and is to assure the
reliability of the SFR, especially at welding area. Furthermore, SFR
should be fabricated to fit with an irradiation capsule to be used in each
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reactor. The procedure of the re-fabrication is shown in Fig.2. The detail
procedure is as follows,

1) Dry cutting
The cutting device equips a diamond wheel , a specimen holder and

motor unit. A diamond wheel is rotated by 300 r.p.m., while a fuel rod is
rotated conversely by 10 r.p.m. during cutting. Then, only fuel cladding
is cut under dry condition to preserve the fuel pellet condition.

2) Removal of end pellets
After cutting, half length or one fuel pellet is removed from the

both end side of the fuel segment using carbide-tool or diamond drill.

3) Processing of both ends
It is requested from the reliability point of view to connect a fuel

rod with both end fittings tightly and to get a good electric conductivity
for welding. For these purposes, the removal of crud, deposits, inner and
outer oxide layer on the surface of fuel cladding is made by a wire brush.
Finally, a precise milling is performed within the range of end fitting
insertion.

4) Construction of components
Several components (seen in Fig.l.) are inserted to fuel segment and

both end fittings. Finally, the both end fittings and in-core instruments
are connected to fuel segment tightly and straightened using oil jack
device.

5) Circumferential welding
On the integrity of SFR, circumferential welding process is requested

to hold SFR with good straightness and to avoid over heating in welding
area during welding. Circumferential welding is performed on the joint
plugs between a fuel segment and both end fittings. The welding device
consists of a welding torch, a air-tight chamber, a rod rotation device
and a specimen holder. The configuration of circumferential welding
device is shown in Fig.3.

SFR constructing with components is held by the specimen holder. The
welding torch is fixed to the upside of welding point with adjustment of
the gap, which is about 0.7mm, between the torch and the welding point by
turning screw. SFR is rotated by one revolution for circumferential



welding.
The welding is done by rectangular pulse of which the base current is

normally 40 A and the upper current is 50 A. The pre-welding test using
irradiated cladding which is sampled near by fuel segment is important to
determine excellent welding condition. The typical mode in welding
current is shown in Fig.4.

6) Introduction of mixed gas
Mixed gas is used for simulating the composition and the pressure of

initial gas condition of a irradiated fuel rod. The constituent of gas
mixture (Xe, Kr and He) is determined by the gas analysis performed in PIE
of an irradiated commercial fuel rod.

After circumferential welding, SFR is evacuated in chamber to remove
moisture and air. Subsequently, the mixed gas from the gas supply unit is
introduced into SFR through the hole at the top end plug.

7) Seal welding
The hole of the top end plug is sealed by TIG welding in the chamber

under mixed gas atmosphere.

8) Ultrasonic washing and drying in vacuum
After re-fabrication work, SFR is washed in water bath by ultrasonic

washing device for cleaning dusts and deposits, especially U02 part icle.
Finally, SFR is dried in vacuum.

3.NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION OF SHORTENED FUEL RODS

After the re-fabrication, non-destructive inspections, such as visual
observation, x-ray radiography, gamma scanning and profile measurement,
are performed to confirm the rel iabil i ty of SFR.

1) Visual observation : The whole fuel rods are visually inspected and
photographed after cleaning. Photographs are normally taken to 0° ,90
° ,180° and 270° directions. The typical overview of SFR is shown in
Photo. 1.

2) X-ray radiography : The configuration of fuel pellets and components
in SFR is checked. The integri ty of welding area in fuel cladding is
inspected by using the X-ray radiograph obtained from standard sample
(called to penetrameter) which has several artificial defects. Pictures are



taken to two directions. An example of X-ray radiograph is shown in
Photo.2.

3) Gamma scanning : Gross gamma ray and 13TCs peak along axial
direction are scanned to estimate a power flux of SFR. Gamma spectrometry
is mainly conducted at three axial levels corresponding to gas plenum,
pellet center and pellet-pellet interface.

4) Eddy current test : To check whether the defects on fuel cladding
tube exists or not, eddy current test is performed.

5) Diameter profile measurement : The diameter profile measurement of
SFR in two different directions, namely 0° to 180° and 90° to 270° , are
carried out with an accuracy by ± 0.01mm.

6) Helium leak test : Sealed welding area in SFR is checked by helium
leak test in a vacuum chamber equipped with a helium analyzer.

7) Pressurized proof test : Hydrostatic test up to 30 kg/cm2 is
performed in a water pressure vessel. From this, the hydrostatic strength
of SFR before re-irradiation is evaluated.

8) Contamination check : After the fabrication and inspection of SFR,
SFR is cleaned using acetone, and a radioactive contamination is checked.

4 . IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATION

On the in-core instrumentation for NSRR, almost in-core instruments
are attached to SFR during re-fabrication process in RFEF. Instruments
are axial elongation sensor (the type of differential transformer with
linear variables) as the cladding extensometer, fuel column movement
marker (zircaloy ring) as the fuel extensometer and rod internal pressure
sensor. Other instruments, such as thermocouples (Pt/Pt-13% Rh, 0.2mm
dia.) for the cladding surface temperature measurement , capsule strain
gauge and capsule pressure sensor, are attached to SFR after transport
to NSRR.

At JMTR, the development of FP gas pressure measurement system was
completed. The relevant re-instrumentation devices are punching, FP gas
pressure gauge and connecting devices. After completing the
re-fabrication, the punching device makes small hole on the bottom end
fitting of SFR by arc discharge. Then FP gas pressure lead to the pressure
gauge. The FP gas pressure gauge is equipped with transducer system in
which the accuracy on pressure measurements is within l%(max press. :
5MPa). The connecting device works to lead the the electric signal of FP



gas pressure gauge during a power ramping test.
The re-instrumentation devices described above are assembled to SFR

at RFEF, and the punching and connecting works are performed at JMTR.

5 . ENDING REMARK

An important matter for the re-fabrication of Shortened Fuel Rod is
to process without any changes of initial fuel rod conditions and to
assure the integrity of SFR, especially at welding area. Furthermore, SFR
should be fabricated to fit with an irradiation capsule. Fundamental
aspects on re-fabrication are as follows,

1) Removal of pellet from the fuel stack end using diamond drill
without cladding damage

2) Removal of oxide layer from fuel cladding surface
to make welding more smoothly

3) Preservation of the straightness of SFR
during Circumferential welding

4) Check the integrity of SFR by inspections after re-fabrication

In order to perform welding successfully, a mock-up test using
irradiated cladding tube sampled near by fuel segment is needed to
determine the excellent welding condition.

Some technical difficulties in re-fabrication process were encountered
in the beginning, because of the different mechanical and thermal
conditions between irradiated and no-irradiated fuel rods. These
different conditions were significant with the increase of the buraup,
accompanying with pellet swelling, oxide layer on fuel cladding tube.
However, these problems have been solved by the works mentioned above.
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ABSTRACT

LWR fuel testing at the High Flux Reactor (HFR) and the Hot Cells at Petten has been successfully
performed with pre-irradiated fuel rod segments. The testing methods have been extended with hot cell
techniques for (1) re-fabrication of test fuel rods from full length fuel rods from power reactors, (2) re-
instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments with pressure sensors, and (3) instrumentation of re-
fabricated fuel rods or fuel rod segments with central thermocouple and/or pressure sensors.

Full length LWR fuel rods are shipped directly from the commercial power reactor to the Petten Hot Cells
for re-fabrication. Prior to segmentation, the fuel rods are punctured for fission gas analysis, pressure and
void volume determination. The segments are characterized by NDT methods (e.g. gamma-scanning, eddy
current measurement and profilometry), prepared for insertion of isolation pellets and new end plugs. After
welding of the end plugs, leak testing and re-filling with helium (or optionally fission gas from puncturing)
up to the previous gas pressure are performed. Finally, the fuel rods arc characterized and checked again
by the same NDT methods as used earlier, and by neutron radiography prior to HFR irradiation testing.

The re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments consists of the application of pressure sensors
for on-line fuel rod pressure monitoring during HFR irradiation testing. In this method, a pre-assembled
re-instrumented head is remotely welded to the top side of the fuel rod segment The re-instrumentated
head contains 2 pressure transducers and a sampling valve for gas filling of the measuring system after
welding to the fuel rod. Connection of fuel rod plenum and measuring head is performed by an integrated
drill in the re-instrumentated head. The re-instrumentated head provides means for sampling of the fission
gases and further analysis, and/or for re-filling during an irradiation test programme.

The method for instrumentation of re-fabricated fuel rods allows the installation of a central thermocouple
in the fuel stack and/or the application of pressure sensors. This technique is applicable to pre-irradiated
fuel rod segments and to segments prepared for re-fabrication. If pre-irradiated fuel rod segments are to
be re-instrumented with thermocouples, the top end plug and components in the plenum region are
removed. For installation of a central thermocouple, a bore is drilled into the top end of the fuel stack,
using subcooled solidified CO2 for fixation of the fuel. After drilling, a molybdenum tube is inserted as a
support for the pellet fragments, and for guidance and protection of the thermocouple. Then a special top
end plug is welded to the fuel rod. A pre-assembled measuring head, consisting of a connection piece to
the top end plug, a zircaitoy/stainless steel joint, a central thermocouple and/or pressure sensors and the
connection system to the out-of-pile installation, is attached as an integral component to the fuel rod,
welded and handled by the same technique as used for re-instrumentation.

After re-fabrication and/or instrumentation the fuel rods are transported to the HFR, where they are
remotely loaded into the standard LWR fuel rod testing facilities. These facilities provide a wide range of
testing capabilities under typical LWR system conditions (both PWR and BWR) including various types
of transient scenarios. Several fuel rods have been re-fabricated and two fuel rod segments have been re-
instrumented, and successfully tested at the HFR. Studies and preparations for re-instrumentation of fuel
rods with a central thermocouple and/or pressure sensors are in progress.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

For more than 20 years, the High Flux Reactor (HFR) Petten [1] and the Hot Cell Laboratory (HCL) at
Petten have been supporting the LWR fuel irradiation programmes related to the investigation of fuel rod
performance under various operation modes, mostly transients. The test fuel rods for these programmes
consist mainly of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments which have previously been operated in commercial
power reactors.

The testing methods employed at Petten are being constantly improved. During the last 4 years they have
been extended with hot cell techniques for (1) re-fabrication of test fuel rods from full length power reactor
fuel rods, (2) re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments with pressure sensors, and
(3) instrumentation of re-fabricated fuel rods or fuel rod segments with a central thermocouple and/or
pressure sensors.

During 1992, the re-fabrication system was installed at the Petten HCL in order to cope with the increasing
demand for HFR testing of advanced and/or high burn-up fuel rods, of which only pre-irradiated full length
fuel rods from commercial power reactors are available. Meanwhile several test fuel rods have been re-
fabricated and successfully tested in programmes related to the investigation of power transient behaviour.
In addition, this new technique provides the basis for the preparation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments
and of segments from full length fuel rods, for re-instrumentation with central thermocouples, pressure
sensors and other instruments.

In 1989, a system for re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments with pressure sensors was
introduced in the Petten HCL. Fuel rods re-instrumented by this method have been successfully tested in
programmes addressing transient fission gas release phenomena.

Both the re-fabrication and the re-instrumentation techniques together with a special drilling and assembly
method, provide the basis for re-instrumentation of both types of fuel rod segments with central
thermocouples, pressure sensors and other instrumentation. Studies and preparatory work for various
combinations have been performed. The systems required for installation of central thermocouples will
become operational at the Petten HCL during the course of 1993.

This contribution addresses the hot cell methods developed and employed at Petten for re-fabrication and
instrumentation, and highlights some typical examples.

2.0 RE-FABRICATION

The re-fabrication technique at the Petten HCL is based on the method developed earlier.at the Ris0
National Laboratory (NL) in Denmark [2]. Detailed information on this method, the drilling technique, for
accommodation of a central thermocouple in the fuel and its installation procedure, has been obtained
within the framework of a know-how transfer contract between the Petten HCL and the Riso NL. In view
of other boundary conditions and availability of equipment at the Petten HCL, several details of the re-
fabrication technique had to be adapted to the requirements of the Petten HCL and are therefore different
in comparison to the reference method.

2.1 Reception of the full length fuel rods and preparation for re-fabrication

In most cases, the pre-irradiated full length fuel rods are directly delivered from the commercial power
reactor to the Petten HCL. For the transport of fuel rods with lengths exceeding 2 m and up to approx.
4.5 m total length, the R52-type container has been selected. Provisions for reception of R52-type
containers have been made and are operational at the Pctten HCL.

The available handling space in the Petten HCL is limited to 2 m for objects which need to be handled in
all directions. Therefore, full length fuel rods are first punctured and segmented into operable lengths.
After the non-destructive investigations, further segmentation into the lengths needed for re-fabrication is
performed. Table 1 gives a sequential overview of the preparatory activities. Because the main hot cells
at the Petten HCL are not alpha-tight cells, the segmentation is performed within a closed, local



containment formed by a plastic bag. For segmentation, a pipe cutter, situated in this plastic bag, with seals
at both sides of the cutting area, is employed. After cutting, the pipe cutter and the two sides of the plastic
bag are tightened and isolated by several welds across the plastic bag. The bag is then cut between the
welds and provides a temporary seal to the open end of the fuel stack.

Table 1 Delivery, reception and preparatory work prior to re-fabrication of test fuel rods

Step Activities

At the commercial power reactor fuel storage pond

1 Withdrawal of the full length fuel rod from the fuel element Loading into a transport
container (e.g. R52, max. fuel rod length approx. 4.5 m).

Direct shipment to the Petten Hot Cells.

At the Petten hot cells, main hot cell section

2

3

4

5

Reception of the transport container, unloading of the full length fuel rods
and temporary storage.

Puncturing for pressure measurement, void volume determination and fission gas analysis.

Segmentation of the full length fuel rod for handling purposes (length < 2 m).
Investigation and fuel rod characterization by non-destructive methods like gamma-

scanning, eddy current check, profilometry, oxide layer measurement or visual inspection.

Selection of the fuel rod sections for re-fabrication and further segmentation.
Typically, fuel rod segments for re-fabrication are cut into lengths of approx. 400 mm

before they are transferred to the alpha-tight hot cell section for re-fabrication.

2.2 Re-fabrication of LWR test fuel rods

The re-fabrication of the test fuel rods is performed with dedicated re-fabrication devices. The steps in the
re-fabrication procedure and characterization of non-instrumented fuel rods as summarized in table 2.

A typical lay-out of a re-fabricated fuel rod is shown in Figure 1.

Lower
Centring

Valve type stem

Spring sleave

Piece /Weldings ^ l a s o , , d ^ s

/I

Top Seal
Fuel rod For Irradiation
Support Capsule
Piece

Figure 1 Typical lay-out of a re-fabricated LWR fuel rod



Table 2 Re-fabrication and fuel rod characterization sequence

Step Activities

At the alpha-tight hot cell section (in argon atmosphere)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Cutting of the lower end of the fuel rod to precise length using a rotating saw with a
diamond-cutting blade.

Removal of one pellet by drilling and machining of the cladding tube internally and
externally for preparation of the insertion and welding of a new end plug.

Determination of the fuel stack position by depth measurement relative to the cladding.

Introduction of an isolation disc and insertion of the lower end plug with a cone shaped fit

Welding of the end plug to the cladding by rotating the rod under a TIG welding head.

Closure of the central opening in the end plug with a valve type stem; attachment of the
lower centring piece and welding to the lower end plug.

Cutting of the upper end of the fuel rod to the specified length.

Removal of several pellets by drilling and machining of the upper end of the cladding tube
in order to adapt it to the upper end plug dimensions. Determination of the upper fuel

stack position by depth measurement relative to the cladding.

Insertion of an isolation disc and fixation of the fuel stack by a spring sleeve.
The spring sleeve is released automatically during the first start-up to power at the HFR.
Welding of the end plug to the cladding by rotating the rod under a TIG welding head.

Temporary sealing of the central bore in the top end plug.

Cleaning and decontamination of the fuel rod external surfaces.
Transfer of the fuel rod to the large main hot cell section.

At the main hot cell section

10

11

12

Removal of the temporary top seal and connection to the gas filling system.

Insertion into a tube furnace. Alternating sweeping of the fuel rod by evacuation with
vacuum and helium filling (above 100 6C). Finally at room temperature, void volume

determination and filling of the fuel rod to the specified pressure.
Closure of the opening in the top end plug.

Transfer of the fuel rod into the re-fabrication section of the hot cells.

At the alpha-tight hot cell section (in argon atmosphere)

13

14

Attachment of the upper centring and support pieces to the upper end plug and
TIG welding to the upper end plug.

Decontamination and transfer to the main hot cell section

At the main hot cell section

15

16

Characterization of the fuel rod by non-destructive methods (e.g. visual inspection, gamma
scanning, eddy current cladding check, profilometry or oxide layer measurement).

Loading of the fuel rod into a dedicated transport vessel. Transfer to the HFR.

At the HFR, prior to loading into the irradiation device, during intermediate inspections and after
irradiation, the following non-destructive methods are performed for fuel rod characterization

17 Mandatory: neutron radiography.
Optional: eddy current cladding check and profilometry.



Figures 2 and 3 show typical results of the remote welding on re-fabricated fuel rods.

Figure 2 Weld between irradiated
cladding and bottom end plug

Figure 3 Weld between top end plug
and upper support structure

3.0 RE-INSTRUMENTATION

Up to now, re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments at the Petten HCL has only been
performed with pressure sensors for on-line fuel rod pressure monitoring during HFR irradiation testing.
However, preparations are in progress for re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments and "of
re-fabricated fuel rods with central thermocouples, pressure transducers and/or other instrumentation (e.g.
linear displacement transducers for fuel stack length monitoring).

3.1 Re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments with pressure sensors

The re-instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rod segments [3] is performed in the main section of the
Petten HCL. In this method, a pre-assembled, re-instrumented head, with two pressure transducers and
a sampling valve, is welded to the fuel rod segment. Connection of the fuel rod plenum and the measuring
system is performed by an integrated drill in the re-instrumented head. The gas inventory within the fuel
rod is not exchanged during this procedure and only changed a little by the helium originating from the
added free volume between the sensors and the end plug.
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Figure 4 Block diagram of the re-instrumented fuel rod and related out-of-pile systems



Two different versions of the re-instrumented heads are available. They differ mainly in the methods of
sealing the internal drill shaft and in doing so, they accommodate the differences between the type of end
fittings on PWR and BWR fuel rod segments. Commercially available pressure transducers are used as
pressure sensors. The pressure transducers and the sampling valve are situated at approx. 2.5 m distance
from the fuel rod, outside the neutron flux field. The interconnection tube is filled-up with a solid wire in
order to reduce the dead volume of the measuring system. The entire measuring system is placed in a
pressure controlled containment Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the re-instrumented fuel rod and the
measuring system. Figures 5 and 6 show some details of the interconnection zone of two different fuel rods.
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Figure 5 Interconnection section of
a pre-irradiated PWR fuel rod

Figure 6 Interconnection section of a
pre-irradiated BWR fuel rod

The re-instrumentation is performed with a dedicated welding and drilling device installed at the main
section of the Petten HCL. The welding operation is performed by a rotating TIG welding torch in a locally
sealed welding chamber. Figure 7 gives an overview of the main elements of the re-instrumentation rig.
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Figure 7 Block diagram of the re-instrumentation rig at the Petten HCL



The re-instrumentation procedure and characterization of the fuel rod segments includes the steps as
summarized in table 3.

Table 3 Re-instrumentation for pressure monitoring and fuel rod characterization sequence

Step Activities

At the main hot cell section

1

2

3

4

5

6

Characterization of the fuel rod by non-destructive techniques (e.g. visual inspection,
gamma scanning, eddy current cladding check, profilometry or oxide layer measurement).

Removal of oxides and cleaning of the top end for welding by abrasion with emery
samplinge.

Positioning of the fuel rod into the welding and drilling stand.
Attachment of the re-instrumented head. Adjustment of the assembly for the correct

welding position. Closure of the welding head. The welding head is self-centring on the fuel
rod. Welding by a rotating TIG welding torch.

Pressure leak tests, determination of the void volume of the attached measuring system,
alternate sweeping of the measuring system with vacuum and helium.

Helium filling of the measuring system to the anticipated fuel rod pressure.
Isolation of the helium supply line.

Interconnection of the fuel rod plenum with the measuring system using the integrated drill.
The fuel rod pressure sensors are employed to supervise this operation.

Fixation of the drill and additional sealing of the drill by a metal sealing system.
Closure of the containment with the pressure measuring system.

Visual inspection and loading of the re-instrumented fuel rod into a transport container.
Transfer to the HFR.

At the HFR, prior to loading into the irradiation device, during intermediate inspections and after
irradiation, the following non-destructive methods are performed for fuel rod characterization

1 Mandatory: neutron radiography.
Optional: eddy current cladding check and profilometry.

3.2 Re-instrumentation of fuel rod segments and re-fabricated fuel rods with central thermocouples
and/or pressure transducers

The method for instrumentation of re-fabricated fuel rods allows the installation of a central thermocouple
in the fuel stack and/or the application of pressure sensors. This technique is applicable to segments
prepared for re-fabrication and also to pre-irradiated fuel rod segments. In the latter case, the top end plug
and components in the plenum region are removed and re-arranged. Figure 8 shows the schemes for
different instrumentation arrangements.

For installation of a central thermocouple, a bore is drilled into the top end of the fuel stack, using
subcooled solidified CO2 for Fixation of the fuel. After drilling, a 2.5 mm outer diameter molybdenum tube
is inserted as a support for the pellet fragments, and for guidance and protection of the thermocouple. A
special top end plug is then installed and welded to the fuel rod. These activities are performed in the
alpha-tight hot cell section.

A pre-assembled measuring head, consisting of a connection piece to the top end plug, a zircalloy/stainless
steel joint, a central thermocouple and/or pressure sensors and the connection system to the out-of-pile
installation, is attached as an integral component to the fuel rod. It is welded and handled by the same
equipment used for re-instrumentation.



If only pressure sensors are to be installed, the same re-instrumentation technique is employed as described
in the chapter 3.1.
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Figure 8 Re-instrumentation arrangements

3.3 Instruments for re-instrumentation

The instrumentation available for re-instrumentation is summarized in table 4. Beginning with fresh fuel
rods, instrumentation of this kind has been successfully used in several irradiation programmes [4]. In
addition, valuable experience was gained with the direct measuring fuel pressure sensors on re-instrumented
fuel rods as shown in chapter 3.1.



Table 4 Sensors used for re-instrumentation

Parameter

Central
temperature

Fuel rod internal
pressure

Fission gas analysis,
refilling of fuel rod
with gas

Sensor or device

High temperature thermocouple,
WRe type with BeO insulation,
molybdenum sheath,
length approx. 200 mm,
commercial product

Direct pressure measurement with
absolute pressure transducer, with
stainless steel diaphragm for flush
mounting and welding installation,
pressure range above LWR system
pressure (e.g. approx. 100 bar for
BWR and approx. 200 bar for
PWR), commercial product

Indirect measurement of pressure
with a membrane pressure switch and
an external pressure transducer, the
membrane of the pressure switch is
kept in a floating position by
adjusting the external balancing
counter pressure and supervision of
the membrane position by resistance
measurement of an electrical contact
between the membrane and an
electrical contact; Petten-made
product

Stainless steel sampling valve
situated in the measuring box close
to the direct measuring pressure
transducers; commercial product

Remarks

Correction for decalibration during
irradiation testing:
0.8% for a thermal neutron fluence
of 1024 m2

Pressure transducer mounted
outside the neutron flux field;
well suited for monitoring rapid
changes in pressure

Membrane pressure switch close to
fuel rod and in radiation field,
indirect pressure measurement by
external pressure transducer, not
suited for rapid changes in pressure

Operations are performed at the
Petten HCL, the sampling valve is
connected to the standard
equipment for pressure
measurement, void volume
determination and fission gas
analysis; puncturing is avoided; the
fuel rod can be further irradiated
after measurements and refilling

4.0 IRRADIATION TESTING AT THE HFR

After re-fabrication and/or re-instrumentation, the fuel rods are transported to the HFR. There they are
always checked by neutron radiography, and if-they fit into the under-water measuring system, are
optionally checked by eddy current measurement of the cladding and by profilometry.'Thereafter, in the
HFR pool, the fuel rods are remotely loaded into the standard LWR fuel rod testing capsules [5]. Figure
9 shows the standard type of LWR fuel rod irradiation capsule.

The LWR fuel testing facilities provide a wide range of testing capabilities under typical LWR system
conditions (both PWR and BWR). Various types of transient scenarios can be easily simulated. Table 5
summarizes the main features of these systems.
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TabkS Main characteristics of the LWRfuel testing facilities at the HFR Petten

Feature

No. of testing
systems

LWR system
conditions

Loading and
unloading of
fuel rods

Operation

Power control

Test scenario

Fuel rod failure
monitoring and
shut down of
the experiment

Characteristics

8 systems for parallel and independent operation are available

Any of the PWR, BWR and PHWR system pressures up to 160 bar,
typical fuel rod surface temperatures from approx. 150 W/cm linear heat
generation onwards, fuel rod surrounded by high pressure water

Remote loading and unloading in HFR pool,
fuel rods of up to 2 m length and 22 mm outer diameter can be handled,
intermediate inspections are feasible after approx. 3 days decay period

The experiments can be started and stopped independently of HFR operation

By controlled positioning in the Pool Side Facility (PSF) relative to the HFR
core

Individual test scenarios in the power range from 0 to 700 W/cm linear heat
generation and with controlled power change rates between 0.05 to
3000 Wcnvhnhr1 using standard enriched fuel are feasible

Continuous failure monitoring through activity monitors on return line of the
primary system, detection of fission gas release to the primary system within
approx. 5 minutes after the event;
immediate shut down of the experiment by fast withdrawal (< 1 minute) to
nearly zero power position; hence, fuel rod failures can be "frozen" in their
primary condition

Present experience relates to re-fabrication of fuel rods and re-instrumentation of fuel rod segments with
pressure sensors. The fuel rods have been tested at the HFR in projects addressing the power ramp
behaviour and fission gas release mechanisms.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The present paper provides an overview of the re-fabrication and re-instrumentation techniques already
available and under consideration at Petten.

The re-fabrication method of test fuel rods from irradiated full length fuel rods provides an important and
economically viable procedure to the LWR fuel research community, especially in view of the increasing
demand for tests with high burn-up fuel. It combines in a very efficient manner, the possibilities of a power
reactor and of a test reactor.

Irradiation testing has confirmed that the fuel rod behaviour of re-fabricated fuel rods is similar to that
experienced with segmented pre-irradiated fuel rods. ~

With the re-instrumentation technique for irradiated fuel rods, more meaningful and improved tests are
possible with on-line monitoring of important characteristics such as fission gas release, restructuring,
thermal behaviour, etc..

The combination of a technically, well-equipped, hot cell laboratory and a testing reactor, with versatile and
modular irradiation devices, flexible testing facilities and experienced staff is a pre-requisite for the
realization of projects using re-fabricated and/or re-instrumented fuel rods.
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Abstract

Among the limitations to extended burn up and operation flexibility of PWR fuel, Fission
Gas Release and Pellet Cladding Interaction are of very great importance. This is why analytical
experiments have been performed by C.E.A. in the Siloe" reactor in Grenoble for several years in
order to understand the basic mechanisms involved in these phenomena. In this context, two very
specific items of equipment, giving access to kinetics, were developed : the fission gas analysis
laboratory on one hand and the in-pile fuel rod diameter measurement device (named DECOR) on
the other hand.

Both of these devices use the Griffon rig designed for the irradiation of short instrumented
PWR type fuel rods in thermohydraulic conditions similar to those of power reactors. The linear
power is adjusted by varying the position of the rig with respect to the Siloe" core.

Fission gas release studies
In such experiments, the fuel rod is equipped with sweeping gas lines welded onto the end

plugs and, in most cases, with centrelines thermocouples. Rod gas lines and intrumentation are
connected to the fission gas laboratory, which is located just near the containment building of the
reactor, through the Griffon sample holder and underwater lines.

During a measurement sequence, helium of high purity is introduced at the bottom of the fuel
stack in order to sweep the released fission gases and transfer them to the fission products
laboratory for analysis. The fission products can be measured on line or after cold trapping and
delay in order to reduce activity. The analysis is performed either by gamma-spectroscopy for
radioactive gases, or by mass-spectrometry or gaseous chromatography for stable gases. The 6
shielded cells of the lab can store up to 5000 Ci of radioactive gases in 55 cold traps.

Thanks to this complex equipment, it is possible to study the change in instantaneous release
(R/B = release rate/birth rate) of radioactive gases versus power, temperature or burn up, or to
determine the released fraction of stable gases. The short time lag of the transfer between the rod
and the lab allows access to short half-life products such as 89Kr (Tl/2~ 3,2 minutes)

In-pile diameter measurements
For this kind of measurement of PWR type rods, the DECOR sample holder, integrated into

the Griffon rig, was developed.
A mobile unit is moved along one diameter of the fuel rod : the displacement of two ceramic

fingers in contact with the cladding is transmitted by two rigid rods to an elastic blade equipped
with strain gauges. The signal supplied by the gauges is converted into diameters using reference
diameters made of Inconel located at each ends of the fuel rod. This systematic calibration at each
measurement avoids problems due to instrumentation drift under flux. Two types of measurement
sequences are possible : full profile of the rod during a power plateau or measurement of the rod
median part during power variations in order to determine the contact between fuel pellets and
cladding.

Given the accuracy of this device, of the order of one micrometre, the kinetics of very small
phenomena, such as the irradiation creepdown of the cladding after an high power transient, can be
studied. Thanks to its high performance, the DECOR device is used in several Pellet Cladding
Interaction experiments.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Within the context of the French research and development programme on pressurised
water reactor (PWR) fuel, many experiments are aimed at improving fuel performance and
behaviour in the light of more stringent operating requirements. These requirements
concern, in particular, fuel manoeuvrability, i.e., its resistance to power variations imposed
by new reactor operating modes, and this at higher bumups, the current target being

1

To satisfy these requirements, it is clear that a better understanding of the elementary
mechanisms involved in the phenomena limiting fuel performance is necessary, i.e.,
essentially pellet cladding interaction (PCI) and fission gas release (FGR). Once these
mechanisms have been understood, it will be possible to improve models and thereby
predict the behaviour of a given fuel under new operating conditions, or to devise new fuel
concepts capable of meeting specific requirements.

It is for this reason that the Service d'Etudes du Comportement des Combustibles
(SECC) -Fuel Behaviour Studies Section- has for more than 20 years been developing
specific irradiation techniques, of increasing performances, in order to measure the kinetics
of rod cladding deformation and fission gas release. The latest developments in these
techniques used in the Siloe" experimental reactor are presented in this paper : the DECOR
device for diameter measuring under irradiation and the fission product analysis laboratory.

2 - THE GRIFFON IRRADIATION RIG

2.1 Aims of the Griffon rig

In order to be representative, all the analytical studies performed on PWR fuels
presented here require an irradiation device capable of reproducing operating conditions
equivalent to those encountered in power reactors; this is the purpose of the Griffon
capsule. The thermohydraulic conditions in this device are close to those of PWR's in terms
of coolant pressure and external cladding temperature ; also the operating power can be
adjusted to the desired level.

The main feature of the Griffon capsule is its large useful diameter under irradiation.
It can thus be equipped with a variety of instrumentation depending on the aims of the
experiment : temperature measurements, dimensional measurements, fission gas sampling,
or a combination of these various measurements [1].

2.2 Operating principle and description of the Griffon rig (figure n°l)

The Griffon capsule is a boiler designed for irradiating short fuel rods (about 0.3 m
long) thereby leading to a homogeneous axial power distribution given the height of the
Siloe" core (0.6 m). The nuclear power released by the rod is evacuated by natural
convection of pressurised water. The heat generated in the fuel rod is exchanged with a
riser channel carrying water (and/or steam), moved by the thermosiphon effect, with the
return flow, downwards, being coaxial with the upward flow. The water is cooled in the
return circuit through the wall of the rig by a channelled fraction of the primary flow from
the Siloe" reactor.
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In a pressurised water boiler of this type, the cladding temperature depends on the
evacuated power : before the onset of nucleated boiling, single-phase heat exchange takes
place. Afterwards, i.e. for powers greater than 230W.cm-i, the cladding temperature is
constant and equal to the saturation temperature (about 330cC), corresponding to the
internal pressure of the rig : 13 MPa.

The rig consists of the following components :
- an in-pile part (sample holder + lower part + upper part) placed inside a sleeve

instrumented with neutron detector probes and channelling a fraction of the primary flow to
cool the rig. This sleeve is itself fitted to a displacement box for adjusting the neutron
power by varying the distance of the rig from the Silo6 core;

- an out-of-pile part comprising hydraulic and electrical units respectively for
pressurising, cleansing and chemical conditioning of the water and for monitoring, control,
safety and data acquisition of the rig.

The sample holder, which supports the fuel rod and instrumentation, is specific to the
experiment performed in the rig and will be described later. The sample holder is placed in
the lower part which forms the pressure vessel of the rig and is connected to the upper part,
providing mechanical rigidity of the assembly. The upper part contains the riser pipes for
water circuits, electrical lines and, where applicable, fission gas sweeping lines, away from
the reactor. The upper and lower parts can be separated to allow the insertion or removal of
samples in the hot cell located next to the reactor pool.

The main features of the rig are as follows :
- rated operating pressure : 13 MPa
- fuel rod diameter : all diameters, 15x15, 17x17, 19x19 PWR types
- maximum length of fuel column : 350 to 400 mm (irradiated part centred with

respect to the median plane of the core)
- cladding external temperature : depends on linear heat generation rate (virtually

constant, about 330°C, after onset of nucleated boiling)
- nature of fuel : UO2 and/or (U, Pu)O2
- maximum total linear heat generation rate : 55 kW.m-i (for 17x17 fuel rod)
- coolant: demineralised, degassed water, chemically treated by addition of lithia
- instrumental diameter under irradiation : 44.5 mm over a distance of about 780 mm.

All the measurements logged during an irradiation in the Griffon rig (temperatures,
pressures, flow rates, neutron fluxes, etc.) are processed and stored by the Pegase data
acquisition system common to all experiments performed in the Silo6 reactor.

2.3 Power determination in the Griffon rig

One of the main parameters to be considered when performing an analytical
irradiation experiment in a Griffon-type device is the operating power of the rod studied.
Two independent methods [2] are used to evaluate this parameter : neutron dosimetry, i.e.,
measurement of the incident neutron flux, and gamma-ray spectrometry, i.e., post-
evaluation of the quantity of fission products in the fuel rod.

The following steps must be taken to obtain the power history :
a) Prior to irradiation, preliminary neutron physics calculations are made. These take

into account the geometry of the rig and the nature of the fuel (composition in fissile atoms
and neutron characteristics) and lead to a predicted relationship between the distance to the
core and the operating power. This relationship is useful for controlling the experiment.



b) During the irradiation process, the Pegase system provides a very good evaluation
of the power : the currents generated by the six self-powered detectors (rhodium probes)
placed on the sleeve are processed using coefficients from the neutron calculations in order
to determine the fission power. The gamma heating of the rod due to the core is estimated
by transposition of previous heat measurements.

c) After irradiation, the self-powered detector signals are analysed in more detail and
a dosimetry power history is supplied, taking into account the change in fuel during
irradiation.

d) A few hours after irradiation, a longitudinal gamma-ray spectrometry examination
is performed on the submerged measuring device in the Silo6 pool. The fission products
present in the fuel rod, chosen for their radioactive half-lives and their physical chemical
properties, are quantified. At the same time, based on the dosimetry history, the MARISE
code is used to calculate the theoretical fuel change : the quantities of fission products
which should be present in the fuel rod are thus calculated. By comparing the measured and
theoretical calculated quantities for each nuclide chosen, a correction coefficient applicable
to the dosimetry history is determined. The power determined can then be used by the
experimenter.

3 - MONITORING OF FISSION GAS RELEASE

3.1 Aims of fission gas release studies

Fission gas release studies are aimed at obtaining information on kinetics and
correlating gas emission to well-defined temperature or power levels, or to specific
irradiation histories (power transients, etc.) for modelling requirements [3]. These studies
give valuable pieces of information that cannot be obtained by traditional puncturing of the
cladding in the hot cell with recovery of gases, giving information only on the final state of
the fuel rod. This type of study can be carried out in the Silo6 reactor installation, called
the Fission Product Analysis Laboratory, on sound or defective fuel rods from PWRs or
fast neutron reactors. This paper will be limited to facilities concerning the study of sound
PWR fuel rods.

3.2 The fuel rod and its instrumentation

The fuel rod, although shorter, has the standard PWR geometry (pellet and cladding
diameters) but differs by the nature of its plugs. These are made of stainless steel,
assembled with the cladding by a diffuse stainless steel/aluminium joint, and designed to
support the instrumentation : stainless steel fission gas sweeping tubes and, in most cases,
W-Re thermocouples for on-line measurement of the centreline temperature of the fuel rod.
Fuel temperature is a parameter of prime importance for studying thermally active
phenomena such as those concerning fission products. Filters made from sintered stainless
steel of known particle size distribution are placed at each end of the fuel rod to prevent the
possible dragging of fissile particles in the gas sweeping lines. Note that such plugs
equipped with gas line have already been fitted to fuel rods irradiated in power plants and
remanufactured by the Fabrice process as part of the HATAC programme.



The fuel rod is fixed to the sample-holder, while the gas lines and thermocouple risers
are connected to those on the rig. The sample holder consists of the fuel rod locking
system, the separator tube between the internal and external channels of the coaxial
thermosiphon, a closure plug allowing the passage of the various instrumentation lines and
sealing the pressurised part, and, finally, the head including the manual valves for isolating
the gas sampling circuits when the rig is disconnected.

3.3 Fission product analysis laboratory

Located close to the reactor containment, this laboratory is operated by the Service
d'Etudes du Comportement du Combustible. It consists essentially of six cells shielded by
10 to 20 cm of lead. Each cell contains different fission product storage and analysis
installations. Each of these cells is dedicated to particular types of study, and not all of
them can be used for studying PWR rods. The sampling circuits of the Griffon sample
holder are linked to the fission product laboratory through underwater pipes in the reactor
pool and then by shielded overhead lines which pass through the containment wall of the
reactor building. Each cell can store fission products up to a radioactivity level of 1000
Curies. These gases are subjected to on line or deferred analysis by gamma-ray
spectrometry, gas-phase chromatography or mass spectrometry according to the principle
described in the following section.

3.4 Fission gas analysis procedure (figure n°2)

When the fission release from a fuel rod has to be characterised under a given set of
operating conditions, the operation is carried out in the following manner :

- High-purity helium, of controlled oxygen content (< 0.1 vpm) to avoid upsetting
the O/M ratio of the fuel is injected in the circuit at the bottom of the fuel rod at a selected
pressure, depending on the experiment, and kept constant. This helium flow drags the
fission gases generated by the fuel rod and transports them to the laboratory via the return
line (in polished stainless steel to minimise adsorption and degassing).

- Before entering the analysis cell, the pipes pass in front of an ionisation chamber
designed to measure the gross activity due to fission products. The transfer time between
the rig and the lab (several minutes for flow rates of a few 10 cm3/min) is sufficiently short
to measure gases of short radioactive half-lives, such as 89Kr (T1/2 = 3.2 min).

- The gases are then analysed on line by a gamma-ray detector (Ge-Li or Ge HP)
connected to a 4000-channel analyser. Several counting configurations are possible,
depending on the activity of the gases, so as to avoid saturating the diode. Several spectra
can therefore be recorded at different times in order to characterise a power plateau or
transient.

- A sampling of the gases mixed with the helium can also be extracted through a spool
valve and recovered in an ampulla in a sampling unit in order to perform additional
analyses by gamma-ray spectrometry or chromatography.

- For low activity gases, a compressor can be used, with the spectrometric analysis
then taking place downline.



- The entire amount of released fission gas is then stored in a liquid nitrogen cooled
activated carbon trap. There are 55 traps of this type in the laboratory which can be
selected in succession in order to individualise different release stages corresponding, for
example, to different power levels. Two safety traps are located downline of these traps,
before the residual helium outlet into the waste gas circuit of the reactor. The activated
carbon traps are degassed in a transfer circuit, after a decay period of several weeks, so that
they can be analysed by the previously described methods : gamma-ray spectrometry for
i33Xe and 85Kr, chromatography (0.5 mm3 STP sensitivity in Xe and 0.3 mm3 STP in Kr)
or mass spectrometry (2 x 10-3 mm3 STP sensitivity per isotope) for non-radioactive gases.

- All information relating to the gas analyses (operating parameters, flow rates,
pressures, acquired spectra) is transferred to the SECC computer for subsequent processing.
Various software systems are then used : LINA for analysing spectra and calculating release
rates of the various radioactive nuclides, MARISE for fuel change calculations and for
estimating the creation rates of these same nuclides in order to calculate R/B ratio (see
following section).

3.5 Examples

Numerous studies have been undertaken to date using the experimental system with
the Griffon irradiation rig and fission product analysis lab. These were related to :

- different types of new UO2 fuels within the context of the CONTACT experiments
[4],

- fuels pre-irradiated in power reactors up to 55 GWd.tu-i, remanufactured by means
of the FABRICE process and then subjected to power transients (HATAC programme) [5],

- more recently, a mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel (MOX) with the
GRIMOX experiments [2].

These studies dealt with :
- the instantaneous release rates of R/B radioactive gases (instantaneous Release rate/

instantaneous Birth rate) generally represented as a function of the decay constant,
- the total release fraction F of stable gases,
- and occasionally the gas pressure drop in the fuel rod is measured in order to obtain

information on closure of the oxide-cladding gap, a factor of particular interest for fuel rods
having reached high bumups.

4 - DIAMETRAL MEASUREMENTS UNDER IRRADIATION

4.1 Purpose of measurements

Designed as part of an experimental programme relating to pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction, the in-pile metrology system DECOR [6] is aimed at measuring the diameter of
a PWR-type fuel rod, along a diameter line, under irradiation conditions. Two types of
measurement sequence are possible : complete profilometry of the fuel rod during a
constant power plateau, or monitoring the change in a portion of the rod (equivalent to
about two pellets) situated in the maximum flux plane, during a power variation. The latter
type of measurement is particularly useful for detecting the appearance of any hard contact
between pellets and cladding.



The advantage of the rig lies in the possibility of on-line monitoring of cladding
deformation, thereby enabling the kinetics of the phenomena and the maximum deformation
to be determined, as opposed to the measurements taken in the hot cell after irradiation
which give information only on the permanent deformation.

4.2 The DECOR sample holder (figure n°3)

Apart from the conventional functions common to all the Griffon sample holders
(support for fuel rod and instrumentation monitoring the rig operation), the DECOR sample
holder includes an original measuring system designed by the SECC : the displacement of
two ceramic finger sensors in contact with the fuel rod cladding is transmitted through two
rigid rods and induces the bending of an elastic blade equipped with strain gauges. The
sensor, rod and gauge assembly is moved along the fuel rod by an external motor and
magnetic coupling through the pressure vessel.

The outputs of the the strain gauges are converted into diameters by means of a set of
reference diameters at each end of the fuel rod. Compensation for temperature and
irradiation drift effects is made intrinsically or during post-experimental processing of
results.

The structure of the sample holder (lower part, closure plug, head) is similar to that
described previously (cf. § 3.2). On the other hand, for the measurement function, the
sample holder includes :

a) A longitudinal movement unit consisting essentially of the fuel rod diameter
measuring system which includes:

- two ceramic finger sensors,
- two Inconel rods connected by an elastic Inconel blade equipped with four strain

gauges,
- one sliding control rod attached to the nut of the ball screw transforming rotational

movement into vertical movement.
b) A rotational movement unit which drives the longitudinal movement unit. This

comprises:
- a part placed in the pressurised water, including mainly a ball screw, an extension

rod and the armature of the magnetic coupling,
- a part outside the pressurised circuit, including the inductor of the magnetic

coupling, a movement monitoring screw with electrical limit switches, and a stepper drive
motor equipped with a built-in encoder monitoring the effective increments of the rotational
movement unit.

The magnetic drive system (inductor + armature) is an important item of the sample
holder as it enables the rotational movement of an assembly in a low pressure part to be
transferred to an assembly in a high pressure part without any possible leak.

The characteristics of the measurement system are given below :
- measurement stroke : 368 mm
- measurement step : 0.5 mm
- possible diametral measurement range : 9.40 to 9.80 mm
- water temperature at strain gauge level : about 150°C for a linear heat generation

rateof45kW.m-i.



4.3 Data acquisition

In addition to the electrical monitoring and control rack units and hydraulic rack unit
associated with the GRIFFON rig, a special electrical rack unit was set up for the DECOR
sample holder. This monitors the profilometry system and manages the acquisition of strain
gauge signals, the displacement motor control, and the information sent by the position
encoder and limit switches. This rack unit includes the following :

- a Microcontrole rack providing the interface between the stepper motor, the encoder
and the microcomputer; it controls the motor and can operate in "manual" or "remote"
mode (computer-controlled),

- a Vishay rack comprising four conditioning, amplifying modules, one for each
strain gauge,

- an HP 300 microcomputer with data acquisition unit.

A computer program was developed to handle the measurement sequences with
acquisition of various parameters (pressures, temperatures, fuel rod/core distance, etc.).
This program can control the power ramp automatically by anticipating the response of four
self-powered detectors, and can simultaneously control the ceramic contact displacement
with data acquisition with a 3-second cycle time.

As soon as a sequence ends, all the data collected are available for local printing or
disk storage for deferred processing by the experimenter.

4.4 Processing of measurement data

When processing the data obtained from each series of measurements, due allowance
is made for the reference diameters placed at the ends of the fuel rod. In this way, any drift
problems related to the strain gauges and to other components of the mobile measuring unit
are eliminated. This procedure is implemented automatically after the experiment by means
of a spreadsheet software and the files containing the stored strain gauge signal values. The
file structure and associated processing procedure depend on the type of measurement.

The following procedure is used for processing complete profile measurements :
- the reference diameters are measured cold without irradiation on a high-precision

metrology unit in hot cell,
- the expansion of the reference diameters at the time of measurement under

irradiation conditions, is calculated by reference to the temperature values continuously
recorded by the thermocouple placed in the hot test section of the rig opposite the reference
diameters and by estimating the gamma heating in the Inconel,

- for each profile measurement, a linear conversion law is established by regression
from the hot-calculated reference diameters and from the corresponding strain gauge
signals,

- the instrumentation drift during profile measurements between the bottom and top of
the fuel rod - resulting from neutron flux gradients and the high temperature effects on the
strain gauges [7] - is evaluated by comparing the responses on the bottom and top reference
diameters,

- the corrected linear regression law for instrument drift is applied to the strain gauge
signals at any point on the fuel rod in order to obtain the diametral profile.



For short profile measurements, the aim of the processing operation is to obtain the
variation in diameter at a given elevation in relation to irradiation power (the number of
available measurement points at this elevation depends on the number of ceramic contact
runs, i.e., the power ramp duration). The outputs are converted by reference to the
diameter values at the selected elevation, taken from the complete profile measurements
taken before and after the power ramp, by interpolation.

4.5 Sensitivity of measuring device

The device is validated in two stages : firstly before irradiation, but under
temperature and pressure conditions representative of current reactor conditions, and
secondly under irradiation conditions by means of the various fuel rods studied. This
second stage is the more difficult but nonetheless more significant of the two stages in view
of the potential role of the neutron flux, especially on the strain gauges, as presented here.

The problem of characterising a device under irradiation is linked to the combination
of several different physical phenomena, some of which are not possible to measure.
However, the following points are an essential part of the device validation procedure and
for estimating measurement sensitivity :

- Study of measurement repeatability; various measurements were taken, at
sufficiently close intervals, so that physical phenomena possibly affecting the cladding
diameter (such as creep) could be ignored; these measurements were also taken at various
power levels. The repeatability of measurements was thus estimated to be ± 1 micrometre.

- Comparison of profile measurements taken in the pile and on the hot cell metrology
unit, before and after irradiation. For these comparisons only those measurements taken in
the device at zero power and without pressure were considered. On the various fuel rods
studied, and at various stages of irradiation, good agreement was found between the two
measurement systems.

- Study of sensitivity on observation of a quantifiable phenomenon : hydrostatic
compression of the cladding by the coolant. On several occasions, measurements were
performed successively in the device at a pressure of 13 MPa and then without pressure.
Good agreement was noted between the measured deviation averaged over the entire
cladding and the value that can be easily estimated by calculation, knowing the difference
between the internal and external cladding pressures and modulus of elasticity. This
observation clearly showed the sensitivity of the measurement device with respect to
phenomena of low amplitude.

4.6 Examples of use

This device is designed for detailed study of particular phenomena related to the
mechanical pellet-cladding interaction, whether for new fuel rods or for rods with high
bumup, as obtained by the Fabrice remanufacturing process using rods taken from power
reactors.

Among the past and future uses of the DECOR rig, the following studies are
particularly noteworthy :

- study of primary creep of the cladding under irradiation, with reopened gap after
plastic deformation during a high power transient,

- detailed study of variations in local cladding deformation at pellet interface and mid-
pellet levels in relation to power and burnup,

- study of oxide creep at high power,
- study of oxide gas swelling at high power,



- monitoring the onset of strong contact or, conversely, gap widening, between fuel
pellets and cladding, and determination of corresponding operating power.

The quality and level of accuracy of the measurements performed in the DECOR
irradiation rig are perfectly in line with the targets of these analytical experiments designed
to contribute to the development of pellet-cladding interaction models needed by nuclear
fuel designers and operators.

5 - CONCLUSIONS

In view of the improvements that need to be made in PWR fuel behaviour to meet
future requirements, the SECC has developed increasingly higher performance irradiation
analysis techniques, especially in the Pellet-Cladding Interaction and Fission Gas Release
fields. In this respect, two tools used in the Griffon rig are currently operational for
analytical irradiation of PWR fuel rods in the Siloe" reactor in Grenoble :

- the fission gas analysis laboratory for on-line measurement of instantaneous fission
gas release rates, which are useful for understanding the mechanisms involved,

- the DECOR sample holder, designed for diametral measurements of a PWR fuel rod
under neutron irradiation, with sufficient accuracy to detect low-amplitude phenomena.
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ABSTRACT

The paper discusses' results of experimental WER fuel in-

vestigation under power ramps. Specificity of using the research

reactor "MTR" to accomplish scheduled power rating of fuel is

considered. The paper presents the metodology of experiments

using irradiation facility "TEST". Reactor experiments were per-

formed at burn-rup ~ 10000 MW.day/t U0„ using standard fuel pins

and the ones having backfitted fuel and cladding. • • .



1. INTRODUCTION

Experience gained in water cooled reactor core operation

shows that PCI under transient conditions is one of important

factors affecting fuel serviceability.

Operation under transient conditions is an indispensable

part in" design operational schedules of NPP. The schedules can

be divided into three major kinds:

- power rise following a long term reactor operation at

lower level;

- power ramp following a short term operation at lower

level;

- power cycling described by periodic short time power

changes.

The first two kinds of schedules take place at NPP operating

under base load conditions when, e.g., circulation loop is

switched on, electrical power is increased, power rises after

loop switched on. The latter schedule is inherent in load follow

HP?.

Power ramps after long-term reactor operation at a lower

level are hardest for fuel pins to endure when they occur at a

rate significantly higher than that of stress relaxation in fuel

cladding due to U02 creep. In this case one assumes schedules

when the time of reactor operation at a lower power level is

longer than that of fuel-cladding "running-in", i.e., the time

sufficient for a pellet-cladding gap capable of partial accomo-

dation of core thermal expansion to be filled as a result of

processes proceeding during fuel operation.

If special measures are not taken to limit the amount of

a ramp and rate of power change even separate power ramps after
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a long term reactor operation at a lower level can result in

cladding failure.

The aim of the investigations is to find maximum loads

endured by fuels under power ramps ys fuel burn-up as well as to

study the performance of back-fitted fuel pins.

2. THE MIR REACTOR

The MIR reactor is designed for life testing of fuel assemb-

lies, their fragments and separate fuel elements of power and

research reactors. For this.purpose the reactor is instrumented

with some loop facilities which allow testing of -perspective fuel

assemblies designs with different kinds and parameters of the

coolant. The fuel assembly under testing is located in the in-

dependent loop channel with the possibility for control and

maintenance of the flow, temperature and coolant pressure.

Thus, the mair requirement for the reactor is its ability

for provision, maintenance and control of the established irra-

diation conditions for all experiments that are carried out si-

multaneously in different reactor loop channels.

The MIR reactor core is a channel type core located in the

water pool and consists of berillium blocks with a minimum hexa-

gonal dimension of 148.5 mm. Driver fuel assemblies and loop

channels are placed inside these blocks. Cross-section of tite

core is shown in Fig.1. The loop channels are positioned in the

second and the third block rows so that each of them is surround-

,_ed with six driver fuel assemblies (for example, see channel 3-7)

12 loop channels and 48 channels for driver assemblies can be

placed in the core simultaneously. The height of the core is

1000 mm.



The safety and control rods (diameter — 25 mm) consists of

the absorption composition based on disprosiunu On the whole

there are 29 rods in the core: 6 safety rods, 2 automatic reactor

power control rods, others are reactivity compensation rods (KS)

and those for loop channels power control. For reactivity com-

pensation 12 "heavy" compensators- with fuel tail (KD) are used,

they are located in the central holes of the forth row" of the core

berillium blocks. The compensator KD represents a driver fuel

assembly connected with the cadmium tube (O.D. 59 mm) situated

above it and covered with stainless steel. In the lower position

(compaign beginning) the driver assembly is below the core but

absorption material - in the core. The compensators with fuel

tail are moved in the upper position according to fuel burnup.

' Their driver assemblies are inserted in the core and absorption

materials are removed from the core. Great quantity of the control

rods makes it easy to coordinate the irradiation conditions of the

fuel assemblies under test and to support the required power

during compaign.

3. METHODS OP IE-PILE EXPERIMENT WITH POWER RAMPING

Considerable increase of fuel assembly power under test with

a sufficiently high rate can be provided at the MIR reactor with

overmoving of control rods without using a special facility. For

this purpose prior to power ramping the nearest to investigated

assembly control rods are in the intermediate or lower position,

but during ramping they are removed from the core with maximum

possible rate. At the same time for compensating the positive

reactivity the rods KS situated in other sites are inserted into

the core. In this case the reactor power is maintained as practi-

cally continuous one. V/hen power increase of the tested assembly



due to overdistribution of neutron flux is insufficient it is

possible to rise a total reactor power within a definite range.

Complexity of implementing the experiments with power ramping

in one of the loop channels at the MIR reactor is due to necessity

for irradiation condition in other channels to be maintained con-

tinuous during recompensation power increase processes. So the

methods for carrying out such experiments impose certain require--

ments for the fuel structure of the core, particularly:

1. The assembly under test must be situated in such a site

of the core where it does not lead to exceeding of required power

conditions of others, since during recompensation there is small

power rise in the adjacent loop channels. As a rule, this demand

may be achieved in the third block row of the core when the expe-

riment with power ramping has been conducted.

2. Since before power ramping the nearest to investigated

fuel assembly contrcl rods must be in the intermediate or lower

position, the initial portion of this site of the core in total

reactor power is underatimated. Because of this for providing a

considerable amplitude of power ramping for tested assembly using

the control rods movement as well as rise of the total reactor

power it is necessary to'surround the tested assembly with driver

assemblies having minimum fuel burnup.

3. For providing high rate power increase it is required to

apply as less as possible control rods during recompensation.

This demand can be chieved if the control rods sites in the core

are surrounded with driver assemblies also having minimum fuel

burnup.

U-235 content in other driver assemblies has been chosen in

accordance with the required irradiation conditions in adjacent

loop channels as well as to necessary supply of reactivity for

reactor operation. In the third block row in the core the nearest
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control rods to the tested assembly are: 3 "heavy" compensators

with fuel tail (rods Kit) the movement rate of which is quite low,

3 "light" speedmoving rods (KS).

The bundles of the WER type fuel elements (up to 10 elements)

were under conducted experiments with power ramping. It was i.m-

possible to heat water in the loop only with this 1 bundle because

of insufficient total amount of U-235* For conducting experiments

the loop facility PVK-2 has been chosen. It has 2 parallel loop

channels (2-6 and 3-7 in the core) in one of which (3-7) the

tested bundle was located, another one contained the fuel assembly

with sufficient amount of U-235 and was used for heating the

coolant.

However it was difficult to heat up the coolant to the .tem-

perature range 27O...29O°C because of the lower power level of

channels 2-6 and 3-7 when 3 nearest to them control rods KS were

in the lower position. To avoid this difficulty one of the rpds

was previously fully extracted that necessitated the movement of

rods KD in the experiment with rapid power increase. The initial

position of rods KD was intermediate. Comparatively little length

of the tested fuel elements permits such decision as th,e height

heat rating distribution in the bundle has not been distorted in

spite of reposition of control rods and rod KD among them.

4. DESCRIPTION OP EXPERIMENTS

As mentioned above, experiments have been conducted in the

loop channel 3-7 of the MIR reactor using a test facility TEST to

investigate fuel elements behaviour during power ramping. The test

facility shown in Fig.2 consists of fuel elements bundle, flow

divider and fixture with thermocouples. Test section with fuel

was oriented with respect to the thermocouple fixture so that
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each thermocouple was placed opposite to the corresponding fuel

element to measure water temperature at the tube outlet where the

fuel element was located* The inlet coolant temperature of the

test section was also measured with thermocouple. Coolant flow

distribution through the fuel elements was found as a result of

provious hydraulic verification of the test section. The total

pov/er of the fuel bundle was measured with the help of resistance

thermometers installed both at inlet and outlet plenum of the loop

channel.

Using this test facility experiments R-1 and R-2 have been

conducted with the fuel previously irradiated up to 8.5»-»10 MvV.d/kg

UOp burnup. Typical fuel elements design is shown in Pig.3, their

description is presented in Tabl.1.

Preliminary irradiation of fuel elements under steady-state

power has been performed in the test facility STS in which up to

72 elements can be installed simultaneously-(4 sections, each

consists of 18 elements, Pig.4). The tests were conducted using

standard design fuel pins, the ones with bimetallic cladding

as"well as containing fuel with additives of Nb oxides and others.

The fuel pins of the first two groups were tested in the -"TEST"

facility, fuels with alloying additives were tested in STS. Modi-

fied fuel pins had burn-up up to~10 MiV.day/kg UOp.

The pre-irradiation history of the fuel pins that partici-

pated in experiment R-1 is shown in Pig.5. In that priod the mean

HGR was not higher than 350 W/cm and prior to a ramp was lowered

to~ 260 W/cm,

The mode of PA heat generation rate changes in the "TEST"

facility in R-1 and R-2 is shown in Pig.6. During power rise one

can point out three stages of the process:

1 - fuel pin pov/er increase with KD rods;
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2 - power increase with KS rods;

3 - increase of fuel pin rating by raising the total power

of a reactor.

In experiment R-1 the time to the fuel pin power rise was

8 min, while in R-2 it was 10 min. Experiment R-2 as distinct

from R-1 had a larger amplitude of power ramp and higher maximum

—linear heat generation rates of fuels at their initial level

being essentially the same (Pig.7)»

In experiment R-1 fuels of standard design and the ones

having a cladding with a layer of pure Zr after a power ramp were

irradiated at the upper power levels for ̂-125 n showing no indi-

cations of leakage.

In experiment R-2 a fuel assembly lost its tightness which

was identified from a sharp increase of the total V -activity of

the primary circuit coolant following 1ft5 n after a power ramp.

The reactor was shit down to discharge..fuel pins.

Differently modified fuel pins within STS fuel assembly

experienced power changes from ~260 W/cm to ~ 600 W/cm in the

course of the experiment. As it is indicated by the zotvtictsystem

the fuels of the STS assembly retained their integrity. '

CONCLUSION

WER fuel and fuel pins were investigated in the research

reactor "MIR" under different operation conditions. -Power ramp

experiments were conducted using standard design fuel pins as

well as the ones with modified fuel and claddings having pure Zr
layer; it is shown that fuel pins remain serviceable .under

adequately rigid conditions of power changes. At low burn-up

( ~10 MW.day/kg U09) the standard fuel pins remained integer

at HGR not less than 600 W/cm for 125 h at the upper power

level.



Table 1

Description of Fuel Elements and Their Heat

Ratings in the Tests

Name Test R-1 Test R-2

Cladding material

O.D.x thickness, mm

Fuel:

U-235 content,% w.

peJLDefc dimension:

height, mm

diameter, mm

hole, mm

Burnup, MW.day/kg

Heat rating during
ramping, W/cm

start

end

Ramping duration, min

Zr+1% Fb

, 9.15x0.65

uranium dioxide

4.4

9. . .12

7.57
2.3

8.5...10.0

260
556

8

Zr+1% WD

9.15x0.65

uranium dio

4.4

9 . . . 1 2

7-57
2 . 3

8.7...10.7

260
700

10
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'SCHEME OF IRRADIATION DEVICE^'TEST"

Core centre

Coolant inlet
1 . pressure switch
i . thermocouple
j - ejector'
4 - block TEST
« - .flux separator
6 - fuel elements

Fig.2



Experimental fuel element

^ _ upper tail;

* - cladding *.l*0,65 (2t - ;
51 - fixing rod; 4- fuel (U02).
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IRRADIATION DEVICE
"5TS"

1 - channel head;
2 - suspension-

fixing rod;
3 - flux separator;
h - block (4)

b - fuel element;
6 - cell (tube);
7 - water-

distillate .

Fig. h



.HISTORY OF FUEL ELEMENTS IRRADIATION IN EXPbRIMENT R-1
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1. F O R E W O R D

This paper presents a part of the activity carried out in
the INR Pitesti, regarding reliability testing of the equipment
manufactured and intended to be used at the Nuclear Power Plant
(NPP) CANDU Cernavoda (Romania). Describing also the results—ef
reliability testing, it refers to the Failed Fuel Location
System(FFLS).

•t



2. ABSTRACT

This paper presents the experimental reliability tests
performed in order to prove the reliability parameters for
Failed Fuel Location System (FFLS), equipment used to detect in
which channel of a particular heat transport loop a fuel failure
is located, and to find in which channel what particular bundle
pair is failed. To do so, D2O samples from each reactor channel
are sequentially monitored to detect a comparatively high level
of delayed neutron activity.

The FFLS equipment was manufactured in INR Pitesti (based
on a Canadian License) for NPP Cernavoda — Romania.

The tests were provided by Technical Specifications and
the test procedure.

The tests were performed in such running and environmental
condition that correspond to actual operating conditions.

There sre two kinds of tests, performed in two steps:
- qualification and acceptance tests ;
— intensive tests;
A special attention was paid to the accelerated tests

(intensive tests) where stress level applied is above the level
established by reference condition (stated by design); the
acceleration of the operating conditions in the sense of a time
compressing may be considered, in case of a product where it was
stated that the reliability parameters depend mainly on the

t

number of the operating cycles.
There are also presented the devices and equipment used to

carry out the reliability test programme. Conditions of
environment are also considered, being very close to the real
ones.

The result of tests and the conclusions are also given.
It is to be mentioned that the experimental reliability

tests for FFLS were performed after an original procedure, prior
approved by Canadian experts.

On the other hand, there &re presented reliability
improvement measures taken in order to check that FFLS control
system is operating within design specification.



3. INTRODUCTION

The information regarding the reliability of products are

obtained mainly by following the behavior during true operation

or during the laboratory tests.

Each of these 2 ways presents, in the same way, advantages

and limitations. In case of real operation all the phenomena

occurred during product operating are recorded. To these

limitation of the methods of the real operation, are added the

difficulties connected to accurate acquisition of data or

deficiencies of the informational system.

Without excluding these methods, which present a lot of

disadvantages, it is necessary to use the method of the

laboratory tests. Any experiment will give a true indication for

the reliability characteristic in question which is valid for

the conditions of the experiment and the sample of items tested.

For example, if 5 items are operated in one year, (approximately

3760 h) and 2 failures are found, the observed mean time between

failures is :

MTBF = 5 x 8760/2 = 21,900 [ h ]

If this experiment is repeated, it is not very likely to

come out with the same figure due to the statistical uncertainty

related to the small number of observed events (in this case

failures). In relation to equipment reliability testing, the

statistical uncertainty is particularly important because the

volume of such tests is generally rather limited, concerning

both the number of items tested and the exposure time.

During the laboratory tests at operation without failures, a

sample ' of element (system, module), operating in certain

conditions close to those in the plant, the existence of special

testing devices and high qualified personnel is necessary.

For FFLS equipment, the environment conditions are

different, as follows:

for detector and preamplifiers:

- ambient temperature: 5 — 50 degrees Celsius;

- relative humidity: up to 95X;

- radioactivity background level : up to 5.16 x 1OE-4 C/kg

(2 R/h) ,-



for electronic control:

— temperature : 5 — 40 degrees Celsius;
— relative humidity: up to 95X;

— radioactivity background level: up to 6.45 x 10E—7 C/kg
(2.5 mR/h):
The equipment shall be insensitive to these changes with

the specified accuracy.

Regarding the nature of the product (e.g. unique, great
series), the-' observation of the behavior and acquisition of
necessary information may be organized f-ol lowing different
schemes. In every case it is necessary that the operation of
records be conceived.

To make assessments and prognoses regarding the reliability
level of the products, for reliability tests (laboratory tests),
the number of samples must be n<=N of the population.

After the moment of the samples preparing and beginning of
the tests, there are not allowed operations on the tested
products.

During the tests, a systematic recording is necessary,
which will support the final decision of the test, such as:

— time (beginning of the test, the occurrence of failures,
etc.)

— details over the stress and environment conditions.
The main reliability parameter which has been followed was

the MTBF, taking into consideration that, on a known formula,
reliability parameters are stated on these relations, easily
calculated. It is necessary to specify that for statistical
methods used to estimate reliability parameters, it is necessary
to know the form of the repartition law of the good operating
time.

In the following, it will be assumed that the theoretical
reliability law is exponential.

The running of the test performed in such environmental
condition corresponds to the real operating conditions.

A special attention was granted to the accelerated tests,
where stress level applied to the components is above the level
established by reference condition (stated by design).

- The acceleration of the operating conditions in the sense
of the time compressed was considered, in the sense that the
reliability parameters depend mainly on the number of the

•*: operating cycles, (in our case, the period of the test performed
corresponds to approximately 1 year of operation).



Note: The FFLS equipment works in combination with another

important equipment -for fuel behavior in the CANDU system, the

HTSRM (Heat Transfer System Radioactivity Monitor)-

4. DEVELOPMENT DF RELIABILITY TESTS.

According to the applicable reliability procedure, the

purpose of this reliability test is to check that the FFLS

control system is operating within design specifications.

The acceptance criteria are the following:

a) carriage blocking or incorrect positioning of detectors;

b) ratio ri-)-RcJ < O.05
Rcj

The reliability test was performed in 2 steps:

- Qualification (type) tests lasting about 500 h;

- Intensive tests lasting about 96 h. in 12 cycles.

4.1 TESTING EQUIPMENT:

- Test stand for carriages, consisting of two moderator

tank simulators, the carriages and the related control and

command equipment. This configuration simulates the equipment in

rooms 303 and 304 of the NPP Cernavoda;

- Three Put—Be 239 neutron sources in a water—filled tank;

- Co-60 radiations source: 3-7 >: 1OE+5 Bq to 15 >: 10E+5 Bq

(10-50 uCi) ;

- Co-60 radiations source 3.7 y. 10 E+5 Bq (10 uCi > ;

- Multiple pulse generator (1-100000 Hz);

- Preamplifier, Canberra 17O6 L type;

- Amplifier - discriminator Canberra 2171 type;

- High voltage supply Canberra 3102 type;

'- Gamma flowmeter (100 uR/h - 10 R/h); - 7.17xiO~12 C/kg.s

to 7.17>:10~7 C/kg.s;

- Climatic enclosure —40 to +90 Celsius degrees, relative

humidity up to 100 '/.

- Digital psychrometer;

- Digital voltmeter type HP 3490 A;

- D.C. arnpermeter type DU-2O; '

- Frequency meter, 50 MHz;

- Pulse generator 100 KHz, iOv;

- D.C. iriil lampermeter;

—Temperature control stand for the water in the moderator
»

tank .



4.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS:

— 79 - 631O5-CS-OO7 - Qualification Requirements (internal
document, in Romanian);

— Reliability Test Procedure (internal document);
— 79 — 63105— TS — OO7 — Technical Specifications for

FFLS (internal document)

4.3. QUALIFICATIONS TESTS:

The qualification tests provided in the reliability
procedure were performed for approx. 500 h.

The following tests were performed:

4.3.1. Determination of plateau curves for BF3 detectors
was d.one as per points 2.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.1 in the TS. The
results sre given in Appendix A, individually for each detector.
Curves N=f(U) have been plotted, where:

N = number of pulses;
U = voltage applied to detector CV]
It is ascertained that products are in accordance with

design requirements (there were no failures).
4.3.2. Verification of gamma—neutron discrimination

requirements was done as per points 2.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.2 in the'
TS. The results are given in Appendix B individually for each
detector + BTSD assembly (Treaty Signal Block Detectors). It is
ascertained that products are in accordance with design
requirements (there were no failures).

4.3.3. Verification of requirements regarding flux ratio
determination was done as per points 2.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.3 in the
TS. The results are given in Appendix C, individually for each
BF3 detector assembly + BTSD assembly. A linearity is noticed
between the values obtained by means of Canberra chain and FFLS
chain.

It is ascertained that these sub-assemblies do not display
non—conformities (failures).

4.3.4 Verification of FFLS system initialization was done
as per points 2.3.2.5 and 4.3.2.5 in the TS. It has been noticed
that system operates correctly and the start of the programming
of a new mode of action was permitted. At the same time, system
behavior was checked for the case when initialization cannot be

<*i achieved. It is ascertained that there sre no non —conformities
(failures).

6
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4,3.5. X̂ S-tiD-S. cf operator console was done as per points
2.3.2.7 and 4.3.2.7 in tn& T3. The test was carried out in the
configuration FFLS-E electronic block -t- carriage instailea on
the moderator tank simulator rails. It is ascertained that there
are no non-conformities (failures).

4.3.6. Blank scan testing was done as per points 2.3.2.8
and 4.3.2.8 in the TS in the same configuration as above. It was
noticed that return valves were closed and the rate was
displayed within required accuracies; there are no non-
conformities (failures).

4.3.7. Channel calx brat .ion test was done as per points
2.3.2.9 and 4.3.2.9 in the TS. It" was noticed that rates values
on the display for each individual channel do not differ from
one another with less than 5X There sre no non—conformities
(failures).

4.3.8. Verification of FFLS assembly operation mode in
AUTOMATIC regime was done as per points 2.3.2.11 and 4.3.2.11 in
the TS, including the simulation of a scanning failure. Under
these circumstances, it was noticed that the equipment can
operate independently in each room (or simultaneously); it
carries out the scanning sequences-; A & B detector groups are
correctly positioned for EAST and WEST loops scanning.; in case
of failure in one room, the assembly in the other room (the
carriage) is operating normally; if scanning is done with
BACK6R0UND DECREASE/OFF option the display will show the value
of the rate applied at ratemeter input with a 57. accuracy; when
BACKGROUND DECREASE/ON option is chosen the display shows the
difference between the rate applied at ratemeter input and the
value displayed for blank scanning with an accuracy of 5A. There
are no non—conformities (failures).

4.3.9. Verification of MANUAL mode operation was done, as
per points 2.3.2.12 and 4.3.2.12 in the TS. It was noticed that
in this operation mode the FFLS assembly is operating correctly,
showing no failures.

4.3.10. Data output test, was done as per points 2.3.2.14
and 4.3.2.14 in the TS m the- configuration: FFLS-E electronic
block, carriages being installed on moderator tank simulator. It
was noticed that scanning reports were obtained both on display
arid on the printer. There ar& no failures.

4.3.11. Tanks water temperature testing was done as per
points 2.3.2.15 arid 4.3.2.15 in the TS. It was noticed that the
system controls tank water temperature within the ranee TF'+5 C.
There &re no failures.

4.3.12. Variation of 220 V A.C. + 107. and 48 V D • C. + 57.
power supply test was done as per points 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 4.5.1
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and 9.5.2 in the TS. It was noticed that requirements of points
2.3.2.11 and 2.3.2.12 of the TS are met (for the situation at
points 2.5.1 and 4.5.1) and that resistance voltage differs with
less than 17. as compared to supply voltage (points 2.5.2 and
4.5.2 in the TS for 4R V D.C, voltage variation). There are no
failores.

4.3.13. Climatic and radiation tests were done as per
points 2.8.1 and 4.8.1 in the TS, in a single channel. It was
noticed that FFLB equipment met the requirements of points
2.3.2.11, 2.3.2.12 and 4.3.2.11, 4.3.2.12 respectively in the
TS. There are no failures.

4.4.INTENSIVE TESTS

These tests were done for appro:, 96 hrs within 12
individual cycles. Each cycle consisted of 7 automatic
scannings, the carriages operating simultaneously. Within each
scanning it was noticed that the following sequences were
achieved (loop EAST):

a) Valves VI (room 3O3) and V5 (room 3O4) were open for 5
minutes. '

b) Three detectors in each room were lowered to the upper
monitoring position and the other three detectors to the bottom
monitoring position. After the detectors are positioned, a
waiting period elapses allowing data acquisition, then detectors
are lifted.

c) The carriage moves to the next position and detectors
are again lowered as in b).

d) Sequences b) and c> were repeated for carriage positions
1, 3, 5, 7, "9, 11, 13 and 15.

e> Valves V3 (room 3O3) and V7 (room 3O4) were open.
f) With valves VI and V5 closed, the carriage moves to

position 15 and a 5 minutes waiting period elapses.
q) Sequence b) and c) is repeated for carriage positions

16. 14, 12., 10, 3., 6, 4 end 2.
h) Carriage is brought back to position 1 (home position)

end valves V3 and V7 are closed.

The total duration of the test was 17O hrs.
A manual scanning was also performed.

•f For loop WEST the sequences were similar to those of loop
• * • _ _

EAST; in this case valves VI. VJ-, Vt:> and V7 were replaced by
valves V2, V4, V6 , VS.



During these scannings the "following failures were noticed:

— 1 failure: locking pin (failure to function);
— 1 failure: error in positioning of carriage (failure to

remain in position);

These events (failures) are not the result of an electronic
component failure. The events are caused by oscillation in
carriage positioning because of unexpected carriage behavior,
consisting of small oscillations when carriage is stopped in a
given position. The explanation is that carriage transducer head
is located on the edge of a position indicator, in ah
uncertainty area where the locking pin falls near the rail hole
edge.

Having a small occurrence probability, these failures were
eliminated by increasing the hysteresis of the discriminator
that treats transducer head signals, and by providing a constant
force on the locking .pin coil. These were done by changing a
resistor value in the feedback loop of the discriminator and,
respectively, by increasing the saturation current of a driving
transistor (by means of a resistor added into transistor base).

4.5. RELIABILITY TEST FDR DETECTION LINES RELATED
TO THE REFERENCE CANBERRA CHAIN.

This test was done on the 12 assemblies BF3 detectors + the
corresponding DSTB (Detector Signal Treating Block) located in
the water-filled tank and in which the three Pu-Be 239 sources
were placed. The neutron flux was varied by moving the 3
radiation sources.

The test, duration : 96 h
Before starting the first measuring cycle, the calibration

constants of the respective measuring channels were determined
with respect to the reference Canberra chain, noted as follows:

— RC — Neutron flux rate determinated with the reference
Canberra channel and BF3 detector.

— Ri — rate for each channel determined by means of FFLS
equipment;

— Calibration constant: Ki=Rc/Ri (computed).
Each channel is considered to satisfy the requirements of

the reliability test if ratio rj--1~RcJ <0-05 when rii=Ki*Rij

* (Rcj and Rij are the average values of a 10 measurements set for
each detector i=i-12, in each cycle j = 1-12).

It was ascertained that results obtained — Appendix D -



were in accordance with FFLS design requirements.

5.RESULTS OF TESTS (RELIABILITY PARAMETERS):

5.1.Data processing

Because there were no failure, on whole equipment, it was
made processing of parametric defects data, one calculated the
relative errors on the test results for/ detection lines vs
Canberra chain (according to Appendix D) — ratio :

ri.j - ficj < O.O5
Rcj

The verification of condition imposed under TS
specification was done by measuring 10 values for e^/ery data.

The read values for measured flux ( Re - for Canberra
chain, Rm - for detectors) constituted the data bank necessary
for reliability performances calculation. It was noticed that
the set of obtained errors inscribed on a line :described the
gaussian character of the repartition.

The working s.tages for establishing the defect fraction
were the followings ;

— arrangement of calculated errors values from minimum to
maximum ;

— calculation for each of the " i " values found of the
repartition function :

Yi = (i - 1/2) * 100/N where :
N — represent the number of measurements repetitions, for

same situation;
i - represent the order number of the repetition, in

increasing order;
- graphic representation of point pairs ni , yi;
- calculation of defect fraction in each interval;
-critical from the reliability point of view (the worst

case) resulted to be detector F3270 , which displays a certain
evolution in time of the defect fractions (these were
practically zero for the permitted limits provided in standard;
this shows a considerable accuracy).

By transposing the? defect fraction values in the Weibull -
type probabilities system, using the graphic formula, the
reliability parameters were calculated as follows.

5.2.Reliabi1ity calculated parameters.

For this detector, considered critical from the reliability
point of view, reliability parameters were calculated, thus :

10



>-(t) = { t R(t) - R(t +At)3 / R9t)
7 M t ) = (97.4 - 95.09)/97.4*24 =992 * 10 E-6
MTBF = l/?s. = 1/(992 * 10 E-6) = 1008 h

The comparison between the determined
parameters and those provided in TS is :

reliability

MTBF = 1,008 h
R(10 h) = .990
R(24~Ti) = .976
R(168 h)= .846

Provided in TS : 936 h
Provided in TS : .9893
Provided in TS : .974
Provided in TS : .835

The FFLS reliability
values provided by TS.

performances are superior to the

6.RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS:

For the FFLS equipment, the following reliability
improvements have been done:

- modification of software, in certain parts, to ensure a
more correct operating of the "watch—dog" and for a better
communication between those two microcomputers belonging to the
FFLS;

- improvement of the optical decoding system for carriage
positioning (increased accuracy of positioning);

11
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7.CONCLUSIONS

The performance of the reliability test on the FFLS
equipment was done in accordance with the reliability procedure.
Since the failures that occurred (mentioned in this report) were
insignificant, they were not considered. The results obtained
ascertain that the tested equipment is reliable, in accordance
with design requirements.

-f
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APPENDIX C

VERIFICATION OF THE REQUIREMENTS REGARDING FLUX RATIO DETERMINATION

No.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Channel
no.

F3287
F3287
F3287
F3287
F3287
F3287
F3287
F3287
F3287
F3270
F3270
F3270
F3270
F3270
F3270
F3270
F3270
F3221
F3221

Flux
ratio

n/cm2s

1.8
4.9
8.0
15.0
40.0
70.0
150.0
300
700
1.8

4.9
15.0
40.0
70.0
150.0
300.0
700.0
1.8
4.9

N
pulses
pulses

700
1950
3340
6010
15670
28070
60550
118340
294030
700
2010
5950
15490
27090
59190
113100
272820
650
1880

T
s

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
.10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Re
puls/s

71
196
341
615
1612
2813
6032
11950
29230
71
196
615
1612
2813
6032
11950
29230
71
196

Rm
puls/s

70
195
334
601
1567
2807
6.055
11834
29403
70

201
595
1549
2709
5919 ,
11310
27282
65
188

Km

.99

.99

.98

.98

.97
1.0
1.0
.99

1.01
.99

1.03
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.98
0.95
0.93
0.92
0.96

P

.99
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
.99
.99

1.01
1.03
.99
.98

1.01
1.01
1.03
1.02
1.05
1.11
1.06
1.04

KE

.97
1.00
.98
.98
.97
.99

1.0
1.0
1.03
.97

1.00
0.98
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.03
0.97
1.00

DKE/KE
%

-1.93
.95

-1.14
-1.02
-1.96
-. 18
0.52
.66
4.9

-1.93
.95

-1.02
-1.96
-0.18
0.52
0.66
4.09

'-1.93
0.95
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APPENDIX D

RELTARTT.TTY TEST RESULTS FOR THE DETECT'ION LINES

CANBERRA CHAIN

VS

Detector Ki 8h 16h 24h 32h 40h 48h 56h 64h 72h 80h 88h 96h

F3223
F3259
F3299
F3252
F3251
F3277
F3272
F3282
F3270
F3303
F3287
F3234

Ki

1.00782
1.0066
.99523
.99851
.96662
1.00231
.99115
.98873
.98889
.98937
.94196

1.00984

- Re / Ri

.0041

.0039

.0046

.008

.0021

.0051

.0099

.0035

.014

.0019

.0024

.007

.0013

.0069

.0095

.015

.0039

.011

.0096

.0021

.026

.0002

.02

.0025

.0048

.013

.01

.019

.0052

.014

.0069

.013

.036

.013

.018

.0019

.0077

.0092

.011

.021

.0077

.0199

.01

.0069

.0287

.0051

.0086

.0073

Acceptance criteria

.0078

.019

.008
-. 0069

.0075

.015

.0154

.0193

.03

.015

.0158

.0004

.0086

.010

.009

.00082

.02065

.0228

.023

.0195

.0313

,.021

.018

.02

- Rc,i <

.0083

.0143

.020

.027

.016

.020

.021

.02

.0247

.016

.0198

.0108

: 0.05

.0058

.013

.012

.0236

.0119

.0194

.01

.01

.026

.01

.0186

.002

.0078

.0175

.0125

.022

.0139

.0214

.0159

.009

.028

.002

.018

.00054

.0058

.018

.0127

.0257

.016

.0198

.018

.013

.034

.0086

.0123

.0098

.0039

.0112

.008

.0129

.0089

.014

.0041

.0078

.018

.0076

.0045

.011

-0053
.015
.019
.0073
.0034
.017
-010
.0049
.0288
.016
.004
.0106

Rcj

where :
Ri detector measured rate
Re Canberra chain measured rate
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Fuel Rod Instrumentation

O. Aarrestad
OECD Halden Reactor Project

Norway

Abstract

The paper from O. Aarrestad (Norway) summarizes the fuel rod instrumentation
capabilities at the Halden Reactor Project. It covers the wide range of sensors, equipment
and techniques which have been developed in the area of fuel rod instrumentation
technology, including on-line measurement on fuel rod behaviour such as mechanical
deformation of fuel rod and cladding and variation in rod temperature and pressure.
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Fuel Rod Instrumentation

O. Aarrestad

Institutt for Energitchnikk, Halden, Norway

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has more than thirty years experience in
performing complicated in-core measurements and experiments during power operation in
the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR) (Table 1 & 2), and a wide range of sensors,
equipment and techniques have been developed for this purpose. In the area of fuel rod
instrumentation technology, Halden has developed several different types of sensors
enabling on-line measurement of fuel rod behaviour such as mechanical deformation of fuel
stack and cladding, and variations in fuel rod temperature and pressure. In-core
measurements using a Linear Voltage Differential Transformer (LVDT) (Fig.1 & 2) as a base
instrument, enables on-line control of parameters such as fuel stack elongation (EF)
(Table 3), cladding elongation (EC) (Table 4 & Fig. 3), average fuel centre temperature (ET)
(Table 5) and fuel rod pressure (PF) (Table 6 & Fig. 4) due to fission gas release (FGR).
Other on-line information, for example build up of cladding oxide layer and detection of the
point of dry-out can be derived from the measurements outlined above. Multiple
instrumentation, i.e., having instruments in both ends of one or several fuel rods is
possible, giving extensive on-line information on fuel rod behaviour during power operation
in the reactor. Another sophisticated instrument, especially developed for in-core
monitoring, is the diameter gauge (Table 7 & Fig. 5) which enables on-line measurement
of cladding diameter changes due to pellet cladding interaction. In addition, the diameter
gauge can be used for on-line measurement of cladding elongation. For high burnup
applications it is desirable to utilise standard LWR fuel rods or segments preirradiated in a
commercial reactor. A method for re-instrumenting an irradiated fuel rod (Table 8&Fig. 6)
with a pressure transducer, without loosing the fission gas already developed in the rod,
has been developed at Halden. Another technique is being perfected at Halden for re-
instrumenting previously irradiated fuel rods with fuel centreline thermocouples (Fig. 7&8).
This technique, originally developed at the Riso laboratories, enables investigations on fuel
thermal performance at high burnup to be carried out without the need of long term
irradiation in a test reactor and without the drawback of thermocouple decahbration
corrections. The main motivation for this type of measurements is that during irradiation
the fuel may undergo substantial changes in physical properties, e.g., reduction of
conductivity and build up of a pellet outer rim which may impair the fuel thermal
performance. The measurements are performed in the Halden reactor during operation at
power, i.e., in a water environment at 240 °C and 34 bar and in the presence of neutron
and gamma radiation. The measuring techniques are also employed in special in-core loops
operating under prototypical Light Water Reactor (LWR) pressuresiup to.155 bar) and
temperatures (up to 320 °C).
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Fuel Rod Instrumentation

O. Aarrestad

Institutt for Energitchnikk, Halden, Norway

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has more than thirty years experience in
performing complicated in-core measurements and experiments during power operation in
the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR) (Table 1 and 2), and a wide range of sensors,
equipment and techniques have been developed for this purpose. In the area of fuel rod
instrumentation technology, Halden has developed several different types of sensors
enabling on-line measurement of fuel rod behaviour such as mechanical deformation of fuel
stack and cladding, and variations in fuel rod temperature and pressure. In-core
measurements using a Linear Voltage Differential Transformer (LVDT) (Fig. 1 and 2) as a
base instrument, enables on-line control of parameters such as fuel stack elongation (EF)
(Table 3), cladding elongation (EC) (Table 4 and Fig. 3), average fuel centre temperature
(ET) (Table 5) and fuel rod pressure (PF) (Table 6 and Fig. 4) due to fission gas release
(FGR). Other on-line information, for example build up of cladding oxide layer and
detection of the point of dry-out can be derived from the measurements outlined above.
Multiple instrumentation, i.e., having instruments in both ends of one or several fuel rods
is possible, giving extensive on-line information on fuel rod behaviour during power
operation in the reactor. Another sophisticated instrument, especially developed for in-core
monitoring, is the diameter gauge (Table 7 and Fig.5) which enables on-line measurement
of cladding diameter changes due to pellet cladding interaction. In addition, the diameter
gauge can be used for on-line measurement of cladding elongation. For high burnup
applications it is desirable to utilise standard LWR fuel rods or segments preirradiated in a
commercial reactor. A method for re-instrumenting an irradiated fuel rod (Table 8 and Fig.
6) with a pressure transducer, without loosing the fission gas already developed in the rod,
has been developed at Halden. Another technique is being perfected at Halden for re-
instrumenting previously irradiated fuel rods with fuel centreline thermocouples (Fig. 7 and
8). This technique, originally developed at the Rise laboratories, enables investigations on
fuel thermal performance at high burnup to be carried out without the need of long term
irradiation in a test reactor and without the drawback of thermocouple decajibration
corrections. The main motivation for this type of measurements is that during irradiation
the fuel may undergo substantial changes in physical properties, e.g., reduction of
conductivity and build up of a pellet outer rim which may impair the fuel thermal
performance. The measurements are performed in the Halden reactor during operation at
power, i.e., in a water environment at 240 °C and 34 bar and in the presence of neutron
and gamma radiation. The measuring techniques are also employed in special in-core loops
operating under-prototypical Light Water Reactor (LWR) pressures (up to 155 bar) and
temperatures (up to 320 °C).
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OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

Fuel Rod Instrumentation

• Base instrument: Linear Voltage Differential
Transformer (LVDT)

Fuel Cladding Elongation (EC)

Fuel Stack Elongation (EF)

Fuel Centre Temperature (EF)

Fuel Rod Pressure (PF)

Diameter Gauge (DG)

• Fuel Rod re-instrumentation

Table 1
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OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

Linear Voltage Differential Transformer

Developed for measuring in-pile mechanical
deformation, and variation in T and P

Primary coil with two secondary coils
connected in opposition

Magnetic (Ferritic) core concentrically
located inside the coil system

148 LVDTs currently in operation in the
Halden Reactor (for several years)

Table 2



a: Fuel rod end plug
b: Primary coil
c: Secondary coil

d : Ferritic core
e: Twin-lead thermocoax cables

Linear voltage differential transformers (LVDT),
used here as cladding extensometer
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FUEL STACK
ELONGATION

EXPANSION
THERMOMETER

CLADOING
EXTENSOMETGR

\—r

t—

r l->

m

PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER

Four different uses of the differential transformers
for in-pile fuel measurements

FIG. 2
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Fuel Stack Elongation (EF)

Using LVDT as a base instrument

A core is spring loaded against the fuel column end
pellet in order to measure axial movements of the fuel
stack. The displacement measurements provide on-
line data on:

Fuel thermal expansion, as measured during power
increase / decrease

• Fuel desification / swelling, as measured during
constant power or during shutdown

The EF facilitate measurements on fuel rods with
standard (or larger) diametrical gap size to allow
thermal expansion of the fuel stack (typical > 200 u.m)

Table 3
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Fuel Cladding Elongation (EC)

Using LVDT as a base instrument

The Core is fixed to the free-moving end of the fuel rod

Measurements during power ramps, as the cladding
length increase due to thermal expansion

Detecting the point of Dry-out since a sudden increase
in cladding temperature produces a sharp increase of
the cladding length

On-line information on build up of cladding oxide layer
as the oxided cladding will be hotter and will therefore
elongate more

• New area - the EC can be usecTto measure the
amount of stored heat in the fuel rod (measured during
reactor shutdown)

Table 4
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OXIDE THICKNESS MEASUREMENT USING EC

Cladding
Extensometer

No Oxide Thick Oxide

Clad
Elongation

Rod Power

TegnH.S-O 20/10-92 D«slgn«\ftarestDrw
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Fuel Expansion Thermometer (ET)

• Using LVDT as a base instrument

• Fuel centre temperature measurements through
thermal expansion of a central metal rod sensed by a
LVDT

• Enable measurements of fuel centre temperature
without any cable penetration into the fuel rod, i.e., the
rod can easily be taken out of the test rig and replaced
with another rod if necessary

• The ET senses the average temperature of the whole
fuel stack, i.e., the measurement is unaffected by local
conditions along the cloumn

• Robust construction, no thin wires as for TCs

• Facilitates high temperature measurements (> 1200°C)
where TCs tends to have limited lifetime

• No decalibration with time, no drift observed on ETs
which have been in operation for more than 3 years in
the Halden reactor

Table 5
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Pressure Transducer (PF)

Using LVDT as a base instrument

Miniaturised bellows made of SS 304 (or Inconel) can
be mounted inside a fuel rod for the purpose of
measuring the rod pressure

The bellows contract during the effect of the increasing
rod pressure, causing the movement of the magnetic
core mounted onto the bellows

PF (bellows) measuring range: 15 - 120 bar

If the fuel rods are pressurised prior to irradiation, the
bellows are pressurised to a pressure slightly below
the rod pressure to compensate for creep in the
bellows material (more accurate measurements) .

The PF can be re-calibrated in-core during reactor
shutdown

No cable penetrations infolhe fuel rod are necessary,
i.e., rods equipped with PFs can be installed into any
test rig equipped with suitable LVDTs

Table 6
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PRESSURE GAUGE

Linear voltage
differential
transformer

Ferritic armature

LJ Support for
armature

-End plug

Rod plenum

Weld

Bellows

Weld

Gas connection
to fuel rod
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Diameter Gauge (DG)

Design:

Differential transformer with primary and secondary
coil arranged symmetrically on an E-shaped ferritic
core. Ferritic armature arranged along the face of the
E, pivoted in the middle. Two feelers on opposite side
of the fuel rod transmits diameter variations to the
armature. A fixture with three spring loaded fingers
keeps the differential transformer in position close to
the fuel rod

• Data:

Sensitivity : 620 mRMS/mm, linear range ± 0.3 mm
Accuracy : ± 1.5 %

Application:

In-core measurements of fuel rod diameter profile, also
suitable for tube elongation measurements. The gauge
is moved by means of a hydraulic system, while a
position sensor tells it's correct position

Table 7
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Fuel rod diameter gauge

b a

a: Primary coil
b: Secondary coil
c: Ferritic bobbin

d: Ferritic armature
e: Cross spring suspension
f: Feelers
g: Fuel rod

FIG. 5
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RE-INSTRUMENTATION PROCEDURE

• Neutron Radiography

• Rod cut to length and fuel drilled out

• Oxide layer removed from cladding ID and OD

• A12O3 pellet, steering system, end plug assembled and welded

• Rod filled with liquid CO2 and frozen

. Centre hole drilled and Mo tube inserted

. Rod dried at 300 °C for 72 hrs

• Second part of end plug with T/C welded to rod

• Rod evacuated, filled with He, seal welded

. He leak test

• Neutron radiography

Table 8
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End plug

Steering system

Plenum spring

end pellet

Mo tube

Fuel pellet

The AI2O3 end pellet, steering system,
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Neutron radiograph of a fully re-instrumented fuel rod (Rod no. 807).

the neutron radiograph confirms alignment of centre hole

and correct positioning of thermcouple

FIG. 8
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ABSTRACT

Utilization of the new accurate WIMS-KAERI library
(WIMKAL—88) to generate the following characteristics for
Rhodium SPND:
- sensitivity depletion law by high (~75Z) burnup of

emitter; influence of burnup-history on depletion law
course

- influence of neutron spectrum change on Rh-SPND
sensitivity caused by change of fuel enrichment, fuel
burnup, moderator temperature, concentration of boracid,
central pin power rate and concentration of Xe 1 3 5;
generating and experimental testing of Rh-SPND signal to
linear pin power rate and signal to neutron flux
conversion factors.

Rh-SPND instrumentation optimization < reduction ) related
to safety and operational aspects as needed for 3D power
surveillance in WWER-1000 reactors. Analysis of SPND
reduction from 64x7 to 46x7 by method of Shannon information
entropy optimization. Influence of reduction on accuracy
of 3D power distribution reconstruction.
Physical methods of 3D power distribution unfolding in new
modernized on-line I&C system in NPP .J.Bohunice with
in—core measurements according to 210 thermocouples and
36x7 Rh—SPNDs. Program system TOPRE under QNX operating
system network in FORTRAN 77, neutronic background
calculations by macrocode MOBY-DICK.

1. Modernization of program system KONVERZIA.

Code system KONVERZIA for rhodium or vanadium SPND signal
conversion to central fuel rod linear power rate and further
to mean linear power of the whole fuel assembly for
W<JJER-44O and \#<JJER-1000 was described in C13. This code
system was modernized in year 1992 as following:

- transition from mainframe version of WIMSD/4 to PC version
- e^JChange of original WIMS library C2D based on ENDF/B III

and UKAEA DFN 22/A data, to modernized WIMKAL-88 library
based on ENDF/B IV-V, JENDL-2 and ENDL-84

This task required corrections in some subroutines of
WIMSD-4 code - dimensions of some variables had to be
extended, because of different ( extended ) actinide burnup
chain used in the WIMKAL-88 library. Fig. 1 represents the
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block schematic diagram of this modernized code system.
SPNEi signal to linear power rate conversion formulas have

to be computed again with code system KONVERZIA. Parametric
dependence of SPND signal conversion to central fuel rod
linear power rate on parameters as: fuel enrichment and
burnup < also for assemblies remaining 4 cycles in active
core ), moderator density, boric acid concentration, central
pin power, xenon concentration, have to be approximated in
form of following polynoms product < coefficients Pi - P13
are dependent on assembly fuel enrichment (x), in which is
the SPND placed ) :

Sx = Pi * ( 1 + P2* B + P3* B2 + P»* B
3 + P E* B* )*

* C 1 + P&*(1+ P7B)*<r-r> 3*C 1 + P8*(i + P9B)*(CB-CB>3*

* C 1 + ( Pio+Pii*B)*<W/«-l> 3*C 1 + Pia*(l+Pi3*B>*

where:

B - central pin fuel burnup CMWdAkgU]
P - moderator density Ckg/m3!
CB - boric acid concentration H3BO3 [g/kg]
W - central pin power CW/cm3
Xe - xenon concentration Xe 1 3 E El/cm33

all these variables refer to direct environment of
SPND. The nominal values of variables are follows:

El = 750.88 Ckg/m33 - nominal moderator density
CB •= 3 Eg/kg3 — nominal boric acid cone.
H = 125 CW/cm3 - nominal pin power
XGU .6=4.25E+15, Xe=.*=6.11E+15, Xfi3_&=8.65E+15 -

nominal Xe13E concentration in fuel assembly
with suitable enrichment I I/cm33

Coefficients Pi - P13 for WWER-440 fuel enrichments 1.6,
2.4, 3.6 CZ3 LJ23E are represented in table I. Experimental
testing of these coefficients accuracy is performaed in
frame of in-core system TOPRE on 3.-th and 4.-th unit NPP
J.Bohunice ( detailly described in part 3 ), and will be
finished in next year.

Depletion law of SPND emitter was modelized by more
methods. Different burnup histories of SPND environment were
supposed. Experience shows, that it is possible summarise
all results to one depletion law, as follows:

S <t)/So = ( 1 - a. G )fi <2>

where G = expended charge from 20 cm long emitter.
For WWER-440 ( DPZ-1M type of detector ) parameters equals:



<x Z 0.O0563 , n Z 0.686.

The total accumulated charge from fully depleted emitter is
about 177.5 C. With the help of detectors with different
burnup rate and located in symmetrical positions in
a reactor core, the above mentioned theoretical sensitivity
change law can be experimentally tested under operational
conditions. Sensitivity change law was tested for detectors
of NPP Bohunice < from 3. and 4. block ) and NPP Dukovany,
where SPND signals and expended charges were determined by
soviet I&C system VMPO SKR < 3VK ) C43. The relative
deviations between normalized signals of symmetric SPND—s
with different depletions are represented in table 1, where
detectors are ordered according to cycle amount, which were
operated in active core.

2. SPND channel amount optimization in reactor WWER--1OOC

The active core physical state is possible to
characterize by smooth physical parameters ( e.g. neutron
flux distribution,... ), with infinite number of physical
value combinations, e.g. the reactor can be in infinite
number of states. The ideal monitoring system would be able
to identify every from these states. The real monitoring
system is able to recognize only finite number of states,
because of measurement errors and technical restrictions.

The monitoring system quality we explain by following
indicator:

DMonitoring system with higher quality indicator is able to
recognize higher microstate amount.

2)Higher number of measurements increase also the monitoring
system quality indicator.

3>The measurement error decreasing increase the monitoring
system quality indicator.

Western reactors with about 3000 MW thermal power have cca
25 - 30X assemblies instrumented. The WWER-1OOO in-core
instrumentation comparison with instrumentations of firma
KWU,ABB,C-E and Westinghouse is in table II. From this
comparison it follows, that the WWER-1000 instrumentation is
overestimated. The OSART mission in CSFR came also to this
conclusion.

The high amount of installed measurements (e.g. SPND—s)
in active core has many disadvantages. Above all technical
maintaining is very complicated and expensive. Furthermore
it inserts to active core negative reactivity. Because of
that is important to optimize the amount of in-core
measurements. Of course hereby we transmit the weight of
active core neutron—physical information source to



theoretical calculations. The modern western I&C systems,
e. g. BEACON from firma Westinghouse , works with minimal
amount of in-core measurements ( only core exit
thermocouples have to be used ). These I&C systems contain
very fast and accurate three dimensional nodal codes ( e.g.
SPNOVA ) for core monitoring, simulation and predictions. In
some CSFB NPP blocks this task begin performed by macrocode
MOBY-DICK El].

By quality indicator term is possible perform the
information loss dependence from the amount of removed
(failured) measurements and measurements position. Our task
was to judge decreasing of SPND-channel amount to that
measure, which guarantees the desirable accuracy of power
distribution unfolding, as in case of 64 channels. This task
has been solved in two stepst

1) Optimate selection of removed SPND channel amount and
position. It was solved with method of selection by Shannon
information entropy optimization, while we keep the
conditions of SPND-channel redundance.

2) Influence of SPND—channel removing to unfolded power
distribution accuracy.

Further there is the basic characteristic of single
steps introducted.

2.1 Selection of SPND—channel amount and position by Shannon
information entropy optimization method.

Solution of this question can be performaed by two
methods:

a) To measure the absolute value of rendered information by
in-core system in instrumented assembly nodes.

b>To measure loss of information in noninstrumented assembly
nodes, e.g. the power distribution unfolding uncertainty
in non instrumented assemblies.

We will try to solve this problem by method b).

The active core neutron-physical characteristics.allows
physical parameters unfolding ( neutron flux, power,
temperature,... ) also in noninstrumented assemblies. In our
research we have used the following algorithm. The unfolded
power density is the product of two factorss

WKi = P«sym . M i ( 3 )

where



pKsvm- i S the symetrised power density value on k-th group
of symmetri < k-th symmetric group contain 6 or 12
nodes, some are instrumented )

Mi - is the i-th assemblie node microsector asymmetri
factor ( assembly node microsector contain besides
i-th assembly node also all directly neighbouring
nodes )

PK means the absolute value, Mi means the local deformation
of unfolded power density WK* - The values Mi.Pn have to be
calculated iteratively. From LAST theory C103 it follows,
that the value Mi have to be calculated iteratively from
average value of neigboured microsector assymetrie factors
(Mil ... Mis)- In <m+l)-th iteration cycle is valid:

8

= 1/8 E Minm ( 4 )

where the values of Mi from the m-th iteration cycle will be
calculated as follows:

In instrumented node it is valid:

Mim = pi<?xp / p^sym.m < 5 )

In noninstrumented node it is valid:

Mim «= WKi7m / Pi-svmim ( 6 )

On instrumented symmetri group the values PK will be
calculated as follows:

12

7

where 8KJ=1 in instrumented node ^ - V" <ŷ  •
6K J=0 in noninstrumented node L.A **

The convergence is achieved after about 5 iterations.
Unfolding accuracy of Mi is directly proportional to amount
of instrumented positions in neighbourhood of i-th assembly
node. Unfolding accuracy of PK depends on measured linear
power density accuracy on the symmetri group. Unfolding
accuracy have been characterized by error cr. Local
deformation measure accuracy depends on:

- neutron-physical binding between nodes in microsector
- instrumented node amount in microsector.

Neutron-physical binding is described by binding factor "c"
defined as relative deviation of neighboured node
microsector asymmetri factors. From analyzis it follows,
that maximal value of binding factor can attain 0.05 also
when in the active core there is the big asymmetri
( regulation cluster dropped into core ).



expected value. For normal d i s t r i b u t i o n , where
f(x=O) — 1 / <<rf(2Tr)> we obtain the fo l lowing i n t e g r a l :

H--J-5- 1
) dx

a b-a cr -f(2n) b-a or >f<2TT)

( 10 )

After integration we obtain for N measurements :

N 1 1
H = ~ E l o g i o < ) ( 11 >

i = i cfi.^<2TT) o-i .- fC(2TT). (b-a) iD
Entropy H have to be calculated from equation (11), where
summation run through noninstrumented nodes. The individual
members of summa differs from each other, because of
different measurement amount in noninstrumented assembly
node microsectors, e.g. unfolding error interval Ca,b3.
These unfolding error intervals arm equal to product of
binding factor "c" and amount of absented measurements in
microsector.

The entropy optimization have to be calculated by MONTE
CARLO METROPOLIS method C93, by this conditions:

- no microsector is without instrumentation
- every till now instrumented central symmetry group must
be instrumented minimally by 2 SPND

- peripheral symmetry groups are instrumented with one SPND
only group 7 is instrumented with two SPNE'.

The results of analysis for 3,5,8,10,13,15,18 removed
SPND-channels are represented in table III. The optimate
SPND-channel distribution is represented on figure 2.

2.2 Influence of SPND-channel removing to unfolded
power distribution accuracy.

Unfolding was performed by algorithm described in 2.1, which
accuracy was examined by help of 3 experimental data sets
from different NPP blocks:

1. NPP KALININSKAJA - 1. cycle , Tef=17 days, power 50%,
stationer symmetric state

2. 5.-th block KOZLODUJ - 1.cycle, Tef=283 days, power 85%,
stationer symmetric state

3. NPP ZAPOROZECKAJA - 1. cycle, Tef=45 days, power 90%,
asymmetric state by 11-32
regulation cluster dropping

For first and second data set have to be examined unfolded
power distribution error expansion effect, by increasing of



optiraate removed SPND-channels amount < squared mean
deviation between unfolded power distribution of fully
instrumented core and after remove some SPND-channels ). The
results are represented in tables IV and V. From these
tables and figures clear, that by increasing of removed
SPND-channels to value 18, the maximal relative deviations
not showing systematical trend and not exceeded demanded
accuracy stated by constructor ( 3—5% in maximal loaded area
and 7-12% on periphery ) [73.

For third data are the results represented in tables VI. The
maximal relative deviations in deformed area not exceeded
7.5%. Relative average deviations in full active core not
exceeded 5%, in peripheral area 15%.

From these analysis follows, that IB SPND-channels have to
be selected optimate. Further increasing of removed
SPND-channels lead first to big local, later to big global
uncertainties in unfolded power distribution.

Reactivity release approximation by removing of 18
SPND-channels was performed by microcode WIMS-EI4. The
WWER-1OOO assembly have to be modelized by supercell, with
Rh—8PND—channel in central experimental tube. The ka>
difference between inserted and extracted cases < for
assembly enrichment 3.0% ) is 0.15%. From 18 removed
channels are 2 in peripheral active core area. The whole
reactivity release in active core is about 0.033%. The total
reactivity inventory by start-up of WWER-1000 reactor < with
two year fuel cycle ) is about 12%, the cycle length is
about 3OO days. Therefore the 2 cycle elongation because of
18 SPND—channels removing is about:

STef = 0.033 / 12 * 600 = 1.65 days

3. I&C modernisation on NPP J.Bohunice units.

3. 1 Modernisation of VOLNA system on reactor type V23O.

The period of 1992 year is very important for
Czechoslovak NPP J.Bohunice blocks in respect of the
modernization of I&C systems. The old unreliable
diecontinual in-core monitoring system VOLNA in the first
unit , operating on the 11 Mn-wire activation basis, was
replaced by reliable continual in-core system AXIAL,
operating on the SPND-basis ( 7x11 SPNEi ) - figure 3.-

The new modernized system AXIAL has the following
advantages:

- continual monitoring with period 10 min.
- high reliability
- substitution the old I&C system VOLNA in full degree



( measurement of the relative thermal neutron flux
distribution in 11 dry channels )

- the relative thermal neutron flux axial distribution
unfolding in all 349 assemblies with accuracy 3-5Z
( Et.n < 1.85 eV )

- adapatation of the measurements performed by RPP—16 logger
and calculations by program AXIAL in FORTRAN 77 into a new
modernized Technological Information System TIS operated
under system QNX on integrated PC/AT network.Information
exchange between systems AXIAL-TIS is realized by means of
message passing.

- capability of neutron flux distribution unfolding with
demanded accuracy even if in the asymetrical situation, of
one of the regulation assembly stuck in the middle
position, and also when some SPN detectors have unreliable
signal

The unfolding algorithm was detailly described in C83. The
algorithm steps are as follows:

1) Filtration of unreliable SPND and phone signals. Tests of
reliability &re made in more steps. First by. simple window
limits exceeding technics, next by simple unfolding from
measured signals with statistical analysis and finally by
second simple unfolding over axial flux peaking (form)
factor with statistical tests.

2) Unfolding in 11 instrumented asssemblies. Using of cubic
splines the axial distribution, which integral along each
SPND is equal to signal value < the signals are generated
from neutron radiation along whole detector length ) is
sought for. Required solution can be obtained by outer and
inner iterations.

3) Test of reliability of axial flux peaking (form) factor
in 11 instrumented assemblies. The test is based on the
approximate similarity of axial flux peaking (form) factors
in assemblies belonging to the same group. The 11
instrumented fuel assemblies are sorted to several ( 2—3 )
groups, according to physical attributes ( SPND distance
from control rods, fuel burnup,... >. This task is solved by
simulated annealing optimisation method based on
Monte-Carlo Metropolis simulation algorithm C93 in off—line
regime. The details of this method are described in C13.

4) Unfolding in non-instrumented asssemblies. The unfolding
algorithm is based on Local Analog State Transformation
(LAST) theory C103.

In the case, when there is not a big asymmetri in
a reactor core ( symmetric state ), we may reflect all 11
SPND channels into one 30° sektor of core, and than the
unfolding procedure can be made only in 37 symmetric
assembly groups. However in an asymmetric case, in the



vicinity of stuck regulation rod (within the 4.- neighbour
) the relative neutron flux axial distribution is
strongly deformed. The SPND channels that are in the
deformed environment of the stuck regulation rod must not be
reflected into one 30° sektor. However unfolding from
remaining channels gives good results in the areas, which
are outside the deformed environment of the stuck rod. In
the deformed area the unfolding procedure has to be made
without reflecting of SPND channels, i.e. in the whole
active core. For this reason the unfolded distribution
(((tot) is equal to weighted sum of two kinds of unfolding:

a) Unfolding in 30° sektor from reflected channels, but in
an asymmetric case the channels from deformed environment
are eliminated from unfolding (03o).

b) Unfolding in the whole active core from all 11 channels
< 03 6 o > -

0 t . O t = < 0 3 6 O * W + 0 3 O / W ) / ( W + 1 / W ) < 12 >

The value of weights depends on the symmetry state of active
core:

1> symmetric state: W=0.5
2) asymmetric state:

deformed environment areai
border of deformed environment area:
area outside the deformed environment:

W= 10
W= 1
W=0. 1

The proposed algorithm has been tested in symmetrical states
using experimental data from 4. unit < 1. cycle > NPP
Bohunice and 1. unit < 7.cycle ) NPP Dukovany. These units"
are instrumented with 36 channels of SPND - i.e. 31 symmetry
groups ( except regulation groups >. are instrumented. From
31 instrumented groups 11 channels symetrical with channels
of first unit of NPP Bohunice have been choosed, and the
unfolded neutron flux distributions have been compared. In
non instrumented assemblies of whole active core standard
deviation or between two distributions is ~ 3.5%, in maximal
loaded area ~ 1.8%. In case, of 2 channels unreliable (e.g.
channels 5, 11 ), the standard deviation or increased to ~
5.8% ( the whole active core ), and z 3.7% ( for max.loaded
areas ). In case, of 3 channels unreliable ( e.g. channels
5,8,11 ), the standard deviation <r increased to ~ 6% (the
whole active core ), and z 5% ( max.loaded area ).

The performed tests indicated necessity of weigtins (14),
because even by using 36 channels the standard deviation
between 03&o and 03<> is ~ 4.5% in the.whole active core, and
Z 2.5% in max.loaded areas.

The proposed algorithm has been tested in asymmetrical
states using experimental data from 1. unit ( 7.cycle ) NPP
Dukovany, for experiments of regulation rod dropping



( sticking in the middle position ). From axial neutron flux
distribution unfolded over 36 instrumented channels has been
created experimental data in 11 channels corresponding to
channels of first unit of NPP Bohunice . The unfolded
neutron flux distributions over 36 channel and over 11
channel have been compared. For example, when the regulation
rod 09-40 is "stuck in middle position is the standard
deviation or between two distributions in non-instrumented
assemblies of the whole active core is ~ 3.8%, in maximal
loaded area Z 2.1%. In the deformed area < surroundings of
the stuck rod ) the standard deviation is ~ 4.7% (in the
whole assemblies ), and ~ 2.8% < maximum loaded area of
assemblies >. The graphical representation of deviations
between these two distributions in the deformed area
surroundings of the stuck rod, is on the fig.4.

In the first unit of NPP Bohunice ( the 12-th cycle ) the
calculated axial neutron flux distributions by MOBY-DICK
program and unfolded distributions from measurements in
different power levels during reactor start-up procedure
were compared. The analysis indicates satisfactory agreement
between unfolded and calculated axial distributions. For
example comparison of axial flux peaking (form) factors on
power level 97% is stated in table VII. Standard deviation
is ~ 2.5%, maximal deviations are less then 5%. The
graphical representation of deviations between these two
distributions in the maximum loaded assembly is on the
fig.5.

3.2 Modernisation of system HINDUKUS & VMPO SKR
on reactor type V213.

On the third and forth units NPP J.Bohunice intensive works
are in progress to modernize the present in—core measurement
system HINDUKUS & VMPO SKR by system PEEKEL. Hardware
configuration of modernized I&C system is represented on
figure 6>. The old data acquisition system HINDUKUS is
replaced by PEEKEL DATALOGGER SYSTEM ( Rotterdam - Holland),
based on UNILOG 2500 and AUTOLOG 502 input units. System
PEEKEL is the modern data acquisition system and automated
measuring equipment, to be used with small or large computer
systems of various type and structure. System performs
high-precision neasurements of low level signals at moderate
speeds with the ability for high-speed dynamic signal
measurement and processing. System can receive and measure
practically every type and number of analog and digital
input signals. System consists of some UNILOG + AUTOLOG
parts ( measuring temperatures, physical analog signals,
SPND signals and discrete signals ), with measurement period
5 second.

Measurement direction, preprocessing and monitoring is
performed by realtime control system software RealFlex ( BJ
Software Systems Texas USA ) operated under system QNX on



integrated PC/AT TANDON+WYSE 4B6/33E network. This control
software package was designed to incorporate maximum use of
the graphics and processing capabilities of the IBM PC, as
well as maximizing the power of the QNX operating system in
order to provide a highly flexible and efficient, real time
control system. QNX is a high speed, multi-tasking,
multi-user UNIX-like operating system designed to maximize
the power of PC in a real-time environment. QNX provides
password protection, file security built-in networking with
network—wide user ID's, scheduling and other facilities at
a microprocessor level.

System of neutron-physical calculations TOPRE is
installed on separate physical node on PC/AT 486/33E (WYSE
USA). Information exchange between systems RealFlex — TOPRE
is realized by means of message passing. Programs are
written in FORTRAN-77, and QNX-C. Data storage, and task
synchronization is performed by means of special database
handling system RPhDB. This database system has following
special features:

- using of classical FORTRAN-type COMMON structures
- possibility of multiple ( memory resident and disc
resident) COMMON definitions

- local and global consistency protection and
synchronization

- reaching of variables according to their name
( possibility of writing programs independent from
variable names )

- QNX-C compatibility

Measured data are in system TOPRE cyclically processed with
a 5 sec cycle time. This processing results in a number of
quantities and distributions characterizing the status of
the reactor core. The most important quantities provided are
as follows:

- assemblywise outlet temperature, heat-up and power peaking
factor 2—D distribution unfolding in every 5 sec

- 3D power distribution unfolding in Z6 SPND-instrumented
assemblies in every 5 sec

- 3D fast and thermal neutron flux distribution unfolding
in whole active core in every 20 sec

- assemblywise relative power axial distribution unfolding
at 20 elevations in every 20 sec

- heat-balance of the primary _LQOPS and the steam generators
- assemblywise burnup values at 20 elevations

Reactor physical background calculations are .performed by
QNX-version of MOBY-DICK program, provide additional
information for a fuel cycle follow—up and for the extension
of measurements to non-instrumented symmetri groups C53.
Critical boron concentrations or control rod in- sertions
can be predicted for the expected time of unit start up.
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Figure 2: Optimate SPND instrumentation of WWER-1000 reactor,
amount of instrumented assemblies is 46 ( 28.2 % >.
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Table I: Coefficients of Sx conversion formula
from SPND-signal to central pin linear
power rate.

Enrichment ZV.1
Coefficient

PI

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

Pll

P12

P13

i.e

1.7824E-03

3.2595E-02

-2.6903E-03

9.56B9E-05

-1.2538E-06

4.2010E-04

-3.4010E-02

-4.5201E-03

-1.4830E-02

-1.1010E-G4

1.4010E-03

-0.8011E-02

-2.1001E-02

2.4

2.4284E-03

1.4782E-02

-1.5417E-03

5.3276E-05

-6.6386E-07

3.6230E-04

-2.6340E-02

-3.8260E-03

-1.2130E-02

-4.0801E-04

1.2012E-03

-1.0012E-02

-1.5001E-02

3.6

3.2576E-03

3.3081E-03

-5.2919E-04

1.2299E-05

-9.5680E-08

3.0450E-04

-1.8610E-02

-3.1010E-03

-9.4101E-03

1.4302E-04

9.3430E-04

-1.2501E-02

-7.2202E-03



Table I A: Relative deviations and related means square
deviations between normalized signals of
symmetric SPND-s with diferent depletions,
ordered according to cycle amount, which were
operated in active core.

Cycle

Cycle 1

deviation 1
sigma

2

3

4

5

2

-

X

X

X

X

3

6.2
3.3

—

X

X

X

4

2.B
3. 1

1.0
4.0

1.5
2. 1

X

X

5

4.3
3.7

7.0
2.5

7.5
4.6

4.5
2.5

X



Table II: The WWER-1000 in-core instrumentation comparison
with instrumentations of western firmas.

Firma

KWU

ABB

C-E

WESTINGHOUSE

WWER - 1000

In-core chann.
amount in AC

28

62

61

58

64

Fuel assembly
amount in AC

193

205

241

193

163

rel.instru-
mentation %

14.5

30.2

25.3

30. 1

39.3

AC — active core

Table III t Resultates of optimate SPND channel removing by
Shannon information entropy optimization method.

removed
SPND-chann.

amount

3

5

8

10

13

15

18

sequence numbers of
removed

SPNB channels

16, 23, 37

6, 16, 23, 37, 56

1,3,5,6,16,23,37,56

1,3,5,6,7,13,16,23,24,38

1,3,5,6,7,13,16, 17,20,22,
24,38,55

1,3,5,6,7,13,16,18,20,23,
30,38,40,45,56

1,6,7,10,12,13,14,17,20,23,
24,38,40,43,44,47,59,60

Entropy

196.86

203.25

213.79

223.77

240.31

252.82

272.58



Table IV : Analysis of unfolded power distribution expansion
effect by increasing of removed SPND channels
amount for NPP Kalininskaja, symmetrical state,

Tef=17, power 50%.

Remov.
SPND
amount

8
10
13
15
18

SQVtot
unfold.
(abs)

0. O33
0.O38
0.O45
O.O42
0.O56

SQVtot
unfold.
<rel-%>

1.94
2.39
2.42
2.63
3.00

SQVspnd
unfold.
(abs)

0.062
0.062
0.089
0.059
0.089

SQVspnd
unfold.
(rel.X)

4.04
4.51
4.70
3.88
4.65

DMAXr
centr
/chann.

4.5/16
11./24
5.8/22
4.2/16
4.0/38

DMAXr
perif.
/chann.

24.5/56
25./24
15./22
26./56
29/43

Table V : Analysis of unfolded power distribution expansion
effect by increasing of removed SPND channels
amount for NPP KOZLODUJ V , symmetrical state,

Tef=283, power 85%.

Remov.
SPND
amount

3
5
8
10
13
15
18

SQVtot
unfold.
(abs)

0.O18
0.023
0.O26
0.O34
0.O35
0.O43
0.040

SQVtot
unfold.
(rel-%>

0.47
0.69
O.73
0.76
0.86
1.07*
0.99

SQVspnd
unfold.
(abs)

0.058
0.062
0.055
0.079
0.061
0.077
0.052

SQVspnd
unfold.
(rel.%)

1.55
1.88
1.59
1.76
1.56
1.85
1.39

DMAXr
centr
/chann.

3.6/23
3.7/23
5.1/23
4.0/5
6.1/24
5.1/23
2.8/24

DMAXr
perif.
/chann.

3.5/16
3.7/23
5. /56
5.8/6
5.3/22
6.8/6
6.5/24

where:

SQVtot : mean square deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND-channels

SQVspnd: mean square deviation between unfolded power
distributions in assemblies with removed
SPND-channels before and after removing

DMAXr : relative maximale deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND-channels

unfold.: unfolded distribution



Table VI : Analysis of unfolded power distribution expansion
effect by removing of 18 SPND channels,
for NPP Zaporozeckaja, assymmetrical state,

Tef=45, power 90%.

dropped regulation "Cluster microsector 11 - 32:

assembly
coordinates
x - y

1 1 - 3 2
1 1 - 3 4
1 0 - 3 3
10 - 31
11 - 30
12 - 31
1 2 - 3 3

crt.ot.ai

absolute
deviation

0.018
-0.053
-0.020
-0.026
0.014

-0.053
0.000

0.032

relative
deviation
I X 3

2.47
-7.2
-2.5
-3.2
2.0
-7.2
0. 1

4.3

whole active core :

Remov.
SPND
amount

23

SQVtot
unfold.
(abs)

0. 126

SQVtot
unfold.
<rel-%)

3.89

SQVspnd
unfold,
(abs)

0.185

SQVspnd
unfold.
(rel.%)

5.52

DMAXr
centr
/chann.

13.5/24

DMAXr
perif.
/chann.

21.5/59

where:

SQVtot : mean square deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND—channels

SQVspnd: mean square deviation between unfolded power
distributions in assemblies with removed
SPNB-channels before and after removing

DMAXr : relative maximale deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND—channels

unfold.: unfolded distribution



Table V I I : Comparison of unfolded ax ia l f lux peaking (form)
factors Kz w i th r esu l t s of program MOBY DICK,
from f i r s t u n i t ( 12 cycle ) NPP Bohunice by
power leve l 97%,in a l l 60° symmetri groups.

Group CAXIAL3 CMOBY dev ia t ion Group [AXIAL] CMOBY deviat ion
DICK] £7.1 DICK] LX1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1. 158
1. 300
1.284
1.238
1.286
1.313
1. 187
1.336
1.319
1.270
1.284
1.266
1.286
1.297
1.304
1.328
1.319
1.319
1.252
1.282
1.297
1.297
1.303
1.310
1.314
1.315
1.284
1.297
1.250

1. 136
1.282
1.244
1.208
1.239
1.279
1. 144
1.325
1.313
1.257
1.260
1.240
1.232
1.245
1.290
1.307
1. 3O9
1.305
1.24O
1.227
1.236
1.249
1.264
1.279
1.297
1.287
1.232
1.236
1.213

1.92
1.40
3. 16
2.45
3.71
2.59
3.64
0.82
0.50
1.06
1.87
2. 10
4.22
4.05
1. 14
1.59
0.78
1. 11
1.01
4.35
4.74
3.71
3.05
2.37
1.30
2.17
4. 11
4.74
2.98

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
57
58

1.285
1.305
1.267
1.311
1.298
1.297
1.285
1.303
1.321
1.313
1.306
1.304
1.305
1.321
1.313
1.329
1.310
1.267
1.313
1.319
1.314
1.317
1.319
1.315

1.255
1.262
1.233
1.292
1.245
1.248
1.255
1.258
1.277
1.284
1.290
1.264
1. 262
1.277
1.266
1.307
1.279
1.233
1.284
1.309
1.297
1.292
1.305
1.287

2.33
3.33
2.71
1.47
4. 10
3.83
2.35
3.50
3.37
2.20
1.23
3. 10
3.36
3.38
3.58
1.65
2.40
2.73
2.21
0.79
1.32
1.93
1.09
2. 17
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Reactor Core measurements acquisition needed
to assess Fuel behaviour

Application to the grid demand following

D. JANVIER
EDF/SEPTEN 12/14 Avenue Dutrievoz

69628 VILLEURBANNE - FRANCE

ABSTRACT

After recalling the two types of core instrumentation used in
EDF's PWR : reference instrumentation based on Mobile Fission
Chambers and operating instrumentation essentially based on
ex-core neutron detectors and thermocouples, one mentions the
main differences between the 900 MWe and 1300 MWe reactors.
Furthermore, due to the nuclear share of electricity
generation in FRANCE -more than 75% to day- and the connected
grid requirements, these reactors using G mode control are
designed to provide the maximum operating flexibility.
In these operating conditions, an accurate assessment of the
fuel behaviour, and more generally, an accurate assessment of
core margins - DNBR ; LOCA ; PCI ... is not so evident to do.
Regarding fixed in-core R and D and GARANCE project, EDF has
carried out an important experimental program on the 900 MWe
CRUAS 2 nuclear reactor. The acquisition system implemented
for this purpose (more than 150 reactor's data) and the
sampling frequency (generally 1 per minute) used all over the
four first fuel cycles of this reactor have allow us to build
an original data base which can be used for a lot of studies,
and particularly to assess fuel behaviour under grid demand
following.
However up to now, EDF has not decided to increase the
reactor's instrumentation thinking that basis knowledge
related to fuel rods has to be improved before. In fact it
was recognized that the first step on the way of fuel
performance improvement would be to try and reduce the
uncertainties connected to the basis phenomena - Creep,
stress corrosion, cycling effect ... - at -a— level suitable
with the uncertainties level associated to lo"cal power
assessment.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The maximum performances of a fuel are often difficult to
accurately determine. They are estimated during its design and
fully or partly verified during the different experimental
tests, overall or "' targeted, generally carried out on
experimental reactors. At this stage, the instrumentation
involved may be as bulky and sophisticated as necessary.

At the last stage, when the fuel is loaded into a power
reactor, the evaluation of its behaviour becomes more pragmatic,
particularly in view of the restricted volume of instrumentation
available and the complexity of the grid follow loadings to
which it is subjected.

2 - EDF PWR CORE INSTRUMENTATION

The EDF PWR's of initial WESTINGHOUSE design built in
FRANCE under license by FRAMATOME, whether they belong to the
900MWEe or to the 1300MWEe series, have a similar core
instrumentation - see Figure 1. Only the processing of these
measurements changes when going from the 900MWEe series, which
uses delta T channels and a permissible range for the operating
point established in the Core power - Axial Offset scheme, to
the 1300 MWEe series, which uses a Digital Integrated Protection
System - SPIN. Compared with the delta T channels of the 900
MWEe PWR, this system is closer to the limiting physical
phenomena and calculates the margins on line, relative to the
corresponding limits - see Fig 2.

2.1. REFERENCE INSTRUMENTATION

As shown symbolically in Figure 1, this instrumentation is
bottom-mounted and consists of Mobile Fission Chambers -which
move up and down inside flux thimbles, isolated in this way from
the reactor coolant.
The main differences between PWR 900 and PWR 1300 are as
follows:

- PWR 900
5 MFC's are used to scan 50 assemblies (via the flux
thimbles located at the center of the fuel assemblies)
among the 157 assemblies resident in the core at the
time of flux mapping (one flux map is obtained in about
2H30) .

- PWR 1300

6 MFC's are used to scan 58 assemblies among the 193
resident in the core during each flux mapping (one flux
map is obtained in about 50 min) .



As its name indicates, it serves as a reference; in other words
it serves to calibrate the operating instrumentation.

2.2. OPERATING INSTRUMENTATION

In 900 MWe PWR's, it comprises:

- 2 ex-core source range neutron detectors
2 ex-core intermediate range neutron detectors.
These are co-resident with the source range detectors
on the basis of one source range detector and one
intermediate range detector in the same container
located at the vessel periphery, along the core mid-
planes .
4 ex-core power range neutron detectors of the 2-
section type arranged at the vessel periphery along
the core diagonals.
51 assembly outlet in-core thermocouples; two of them
are used to measure the temperature of the reactor
vessel dome. These measurements are combined with the
measurements of:
- vessel, inlet-outlet temperatures
- reactor coolant pump rotational speed
- reactor coolant pressure.

The PWR 1300 instrumentation differs in the following ways:

the number of source-intermediate containers rises
from 2 to 4,

- the 4 ex-core power range neutron detectors no longer
have 2 sections but 6 sections, making i t possible to
axially plot the core average power (inste'ad of the
Axial Power Difference of 900 MWe PWR's),
the number of in-core thermocouples is 50 (48 at the
assembly outlet and 2 underneath the reactor vessel
dome).

The main functions of the reference and operating
instrumentations are listed in Table I.

The operating instrumentation is used for reactor
surveillance, control and protection. The key goal is to
forestall and avoid, for class 2 and 3 accidents, three
dangerous physical phenomena:

- fuel pellet conterline melting,
DNB,
fa i lure of the fuel rod claddings by Pellet/Cladding
Interaction (PCI).



- 3.63—

When the kinetics are very fast, "special-purpose"
protection is generally provided by the ex-core neutron
detectors (protection by dPHI/dt, or by high flux for example),
whereas when the kinetics are slower, "generic" protection is
provided:

by the DT channels in 900 MWe PWR's,
by the SPIN in 1300 MWe PWR's.

Note that, to date, none of the EDF reactors features fixed in-
core instrumentation, even though this type of instrumentation
has been intensively tested, particularly in the CRUAS 2
reactor, as pointed out below.

3 - SPECIFIC FEATURES OF EDF PWR'S

Almost all the EDF PWR's (excepting the 6 mode A-controlled
reactors) differ from those of other countries in that they can
tailor their output to demand; in other words practise intensive
grid follow.
This special status is symbolically illustrated in Figure 3 and
it is a fact that the latter singularly complicates the exact
evaluation of fuel performance. This is why particulars of grid
follow policy in FRANCE are given hereunder.

This EDF PWR status arises from:
the structure of the EDF generating capacity and the
share produced by nuclear energy - over 75% to date,
the drive to design - as early as the end of the
1970's - high-maneuverability reactors, able to
operate on a load follow and frequency control basis
for a large part of the fuel cycle. This drive was
reflected in the implementation of the Gray reactor
control mode (mode G) , as opposed to the original
mode A.

This is not the place to go into detail about the
differences between the two control modes, but it should be
remembered that mode G - see Table II - enables larger-power
variation rates than in mode A, in amplitudes which are also
increased, and that in these conditions it can generate
relatively severe fuel stresses. Moreover, this is the majority
reactor control mode, since it is deployed in 28 out of 34 900
MWe PWR's and in all the EDF 1300 MWe PWR's.



This intensive grid follow operation of EDF PWR's is
presented as an indication for 900 MWe PWR's for the year 1986:

- in a monthly classification - see figure 4
- reactor by reactor - see figure 5

Note that the CRUAS 2 reactor was that year the 4th most
"grid-followed" reactor.

Focussing more particularly on CRUAS 2, two very different
operating configurations are shown, also as an indication:

- after startup in Cycle 1 - see top part of figure 6 -
practically without grid follow,
three months later - see bottom part of figure 6 - with
intensive grid follow.

Grid follow includes frequency control. In other words, as
presented in figure 7, the usual reactor power level can be
expressed as the sum of 3 terms:

P(t) = Po(t) + N.Pr + KAF

- Po(t) : represents the load follow share. This can be
large-amplitude but is not random. It is known in
advance, generally the day before for the day
after.

- N.Pr : represents the load regulation share and this is
random.
This means that the load regulation level - N -
can vary from + 1 to - 1 randomly and in a few
minutes, causing a resulting reactor power
variation of + Pr to - Pr.
(Pr is the NPP load regulation share. This is 5%
FP) .

- KAF : represents the frequency control share. This
component is also random, very fast compared with
the previous two, and can cause variations of ± 1
to ± 3 % FP in a few tens of seconds.

4 - FUEL BEHAVIOUR EVALUATION

The evaluation of fuel performance levels and its in-
reactor behaviour under the severe conditions of intensive grid
follow has been a constant EDF concern, consistent with—the
change in the reactor control mode - from mode A to- mode G at
the beginning of the 1980's - and with the change in the types
of fuel management - from third-core reload management to
quarter-core reload management with a rise in discharge burnup,
introduction of plutonium-bearing fuel...



4.1. QUALIFICATION IN TEST REACTORS

EDF has carried out an overall experimental evaluation of
fuel grid follow behaviour in the CAP reactor - 100 MWth
Advanced Prototype Reactor at CADARACHE. The tested fuel was
made to undergo the loadings it sustains when resident in a
power reactor operating on grid follow.

In addition to its participation in international programs
- TRIBULATION, ELF for example - EDF also ran two power cycling
and ramping programs in the CAP reactor and in the CEA-owned
OSIRIS test reactor at SACLAY.
The examinations later performed on these fuels did not reveal
any significant grid follow impact on fuel behaviour.

4.2 QUALIFICATION IN POWER REACTORS

As long as post-irradiation examinations - highly expensive
- are not called upon for fine quantification of the different
physical phenomena - fission gas release, growth, cladding
strain, ... this qualification is very coarse and the
determination of margins from the physical limits is based on
the following binary reasoning:

yes, the fuel performed well, no rod is leaking,
no, such and such a fuel did not perform well since one
or more rods are leaking.

In fact, in the latter hypothesis, the qualitative and
quantitative sipping test, together with visual examination,
generally allow the different possible causes of inadequate
performance to be singled out.

To date, reactor coolant activity surveillance and follow-
up and the operational follow-up of the reactor - has it been
extensively or little operated in grid follow ? -, together with
the tests run during refuelling operations - sipping test,
visual examination . . ., have not revealed any link between
intensive grid follow and abnormal fuel behaviour.

Under these conditions, what is the actual margin between
the usual reactor operating point and the physical upper bound ?

Can some uncertainty items be reduced, thus releasing
additional marg.ins__?

Can fuel managements more severe with regard to the fuel be
accommodated ?

These are the questions to which many teams are trying to
find an answer.



5 - CRUAS 2 TEST CAMPAIGN

This question of margins from limits and the question of
the uncertainties assigned to the calculation or evaluation of
these limits, and that of the possible contribution of
instrumentation more sophisticated than it is now in PWR's - see
section 2 - led EDF to pursue a large-scale R and D program.
This particularly focussed on Gamma Thermometer (THG)-based
fixed in-core instrumentation, whose ultimate phase was the
CRUAS 2 test campaign.

This comprised 8 fixed instrumentation rods, each equipped
with 8 THG detectors and one absolute thermocouple. Further, one
multi-stage ex-core chamber, of the same type as those used in
the 1300 MWE PWR's, had been set up in order to compare the
performances of the 900 MWe PWR surveillance - protection system
- 2-stage ex-core chambers and DT channels - with those of the
1300 MWe PWR surveillance - protection system - multi-stage
chambers and SPIN.

In 1986, EDF initiated another important program - the
GARANCE project (1) - whose instrumentation items naturally
centered on the CRUAS 2 reactor, in order to benefit from the
measurement and data acquisition system set up at the time of
the THG test campaign.

5.1 MEASUREMENT AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The set of measurements acquired is given in Table III,
while the simplified software architecture is shown in Table IV.
Note that this system enables the acquisition of nearly 180
measurements which fully characterize reactor behaviour. The
fastest acquisition rate was 0.2 s and was used for all the fast
transients - house load operation, reactor trip, RCCA drop...

The different acquisition rates - 0.2 s, I s , 10 s, 60 s,
600 s - initially self-adapting - were finally made fixed while
remaining at choice. This change greatly eased data reduction of
the generated files.

In fact, in addition to the very fast transients mentioned
hereabove, recorded at a rate of 0.2 seconds, the great majority
of the grid follow transients were recorded at a rate of once
per minute. This rate proved to be a sound compromise between
the fineness desired for reactor follow-up and the storage
volume needed for inflow to the computing center, since it can
be considered that the first four cycles were recorded at this
rate.

(1) ADVANCED PWR 900 MWEe MANAGEMENT WITH ADAPTATION TO NEW
OPERATING CONDITIONS



With regard to experience feedback, the following can be
mentioned:

- very satisfactory operation of the containment signal
multiplexing,

- the need for close follow-up of the consistency of the
recorded signals. A software program for detecting
inconsistency in the on-line measurements, backed up by
a daily checkout of correct overall operation by a plant
person, certainly contributed decisively to the success
of the enterprise.

Transmission of all the acquired signals from the CRUAS
plant to the computing center of the EDF Study and Research
Branch in the Paris region, was through a "Computer link-up"
consisting of 2 HP 1000 computers via the RETINA computer
network. These data were sent at selected moments compatible
with low computing center traffic and acceptable cost.

Moreover, the 132 Mbyte disks of each computer, together
with the fallback option, at the CRUAS site, of storing the data
on cassette made i t possible to cope with the inevitable
contingencies and to lose practically no data during the 4
cycles.

The data base thus constituted enables very fine
reconstitution of the reactor operation, i t s control, the
loadings on some equipment items (RCCA's, fluctuations of some
parameters), together with the local power histories of the
fuel, in order to evaluate its behaviour.

5 . 2 EXAMPLES OF DATABASE OPERATION:

Comparison of signals from the reference
instrumentation - MFC's - with the signals from the
fixed in-core instrumentation - THG

Using this database, EDF very accurately evaluated the
performances of the THG-based fixed in-core instrumentation in
comparison with the signals transmitted by the reference
instrumentation - MFC's - each time a flux map was performed
during the first 2 reactor cycles.

Figure 8 shows the core layout of the MFC and THG
instrumentations, together with the symmetrical positions of the
THG's instrumented with MFC's.



As an indication, Figure 9 shows the axial power plots of
an assembly at the beginning, middle and end of cycle, obtained
with the THG on the one hand and the MFC's at a symmetrical
location on the other, in a stabilized condition during flux
mapping.
Figures 10 and 11 this time show the comparison, under dynamic
conditions during grid follow operation, of the local powers
obtained with a THG detector on the one hand and with an MFC
immobile in a fixed position at a symmetrical location on the
other. Depending on the type of transient, the core location...,
the bias between the two measurements may be more or less noisy
and more or less large while remaining acceptable since it lies
within the range ± 2.5 W/cm to +, 5 W/cm in the cases presented
here.

Evaluation of local power histories

Another example is the calculation of local linear power at
any point in the core and particularly in the assemblies
equipped with THG or in assemblies requiring close follow-up.
This calculation can be a true 3D calculation, considering the
overall core parameters - power level, RCCA elevation, ... - or
a generalized synthesis calculation, using up less computing
time.
In the case of the generalized synthesis calculation, besides
the power level, the RCCA elevation, the vessel inler-outlet
temperatures, the primary pressure and the reactor coolant pump
rotational speed, use is made of:

the core average axial power distribution P (z) obtained
via the multi-stage ex-core chamber,

- 2-dimensional power distributions previously calculated
for each RCCA configuration in the core and for two
reactor power levels (an interpolation between ttese two
power levels is then made),
axial corrective terms derived from a small number of
true 3 D calculations previously performed.

It is then possible, for fully acceptable computing costs,
to make a core calculation at the data acquisition rate and to
conduct a large number of studies, comparisons, hypothesis
validations...

As an indication, Figure 12 shows the local linear power of
an individual rod, calculated at 4 axial elevations during a
power transient. Likewise, Figure 13 shows the local linear
power of another rod calculated at 3 axial elevations while the
reactor power is stable. Note how much local power can, even in
these conditions, vary perceptibly because of slight RCCA
motions intended to offset residual, reactivity variations or to
control axial power distribution.



6 - INSTRUMENTATION NECESSARY TO EVALUATE FUEL BEHAVIOUR

The broad round-up contained in this paper has made it
possible to:

state the EDF PWR instrumentation situation. It was
noted that the latter was very simple - even restricted
- and that no fixed in-core instrumentation was used,

- recall the specific features of these reactors,
undergoing intensive grid follow,

- briefly mention a few fuel qualification programs,
- broadly describe the data acquisition and processing

system set up at the CRUAS 2 reactor at the time of an R
and D program, centering on the Gamma thermometer-based
fixed in-core instrumentation, and of the GARANCE
project.

The data base thus constituted is extremely wide-ranging
and enables many studies, including those aiming for more in-
depth knowledge and more thorough evaluation of in-reactor fuel
behaviour.

At the current stage of fuel rod knowledge (cladding, fuel,
materials properties under flux, mechanical, thermal/mechanical,
neutronic... phenomena involved), the problem of evaluating its
behaviour and its in-reactor limits remains an extremely complex
one.

The question of the amount of instrumentation needed to
evaluate margins relative to limits is obviously a central
issue.
Also, by their very nature, none of the phenomena limiting fuel
operation (stresses, fission gas release, local power...) is
accessible through one single measurement. It is each time
necessary to combine these measurements with calculations and
the calculation/measurement mix is another vital issue.

At all events, it must also be kept in mind that:

- underinstrumentation can have a variety of undesirable
consequences:

. loss of margins by a few percent through an increase
in uncertainties,

. loss of margins by about ten percent through the
threshold effect,

. release of activity to the Reactor Coolant System
because of an abnormal phenomenon not "seen" by the
instrumentation,



conversely, overinstrumentation can also be harmful, not
only because of the initial overinvestment involved, but
also due to the operational constraints and productivity
losses it is liable to cause.

The right choice is doubtless not easy to make. However, at
the end of the CRUAS 2 tests and the corresponding studies, EDF
did not deem it necessary to substantially increase the amount
of instrumentation in its PWR's.
In effect, it was acknowledged that the initial priority was to
broaden knowledge of the basic phenomena characterizing the fuel
rod (fluence, stress corrosion cracking...), in order to restore
the related uncertainties to the same level as those relating to
power distribution knowledge, before possibly moving towards
more in-reactor instrumentation.



Functions of the two PWR instrumentation
systems

1 — Reference instrumentation

- verification of core conformance, i .e that i t conforms
with design hypotheses.

- Verification of safety and design cr i ter ia :

. Radial and Total power peaking factor

. Enthalpy rise factor

. Measurement/calculation deviations during flux mapping

- Calibration of operating instrumentation

Detection of any deviations

- Validation of models used in the computer codes.

2 - Operating instrumentation

- Surveillance (alarm generation . . . )

- Limitation (RCCA jamming for example . . . )

- Core protection (reactor t r ip initiation)

- Reactor control (power, DI, P(z) . . . )

- Detection of any deviations (Tilt for example..-.)

- Post-accident operation (use of thermocouples...)

Table I
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OPERATING FLEXIBILITY

IN MODE A AND MODE G

GRID DEMAND

LOAD FOLLOW

SPINNING RESERVE

FREQUENCY CONTROL

Power range (% of
rated power/mn)
Variation rate (%
of rated
power/mn)
Amplitude and
rate of power
increase

Automatic (local)
frequency control
Power ranqe (%)
Load regulation
(remote frequency
control)
Power ranqe
Variation rate

MODE A

Between 30 and
100 %
0.3 %/ron

+ 15 to 20 % at
5 %/mn
Rate of further
power increase
limited by
dilution
± 3 %

± 3 %

1 %/mn

MODE G

Same

Up to 2 %/mn
daily

Return to full
power at 5 %/mn

Same

+ 5 %

Same

Table II
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Data recorded at CRUAS 2 nuclear station
for R and D experiments

Kind of measurement

TIME
Day
Hour
Minute
Second

POWER
. Electric
. Neutronic (ex-core)
. Thermal (Thermohydraulic balance)
. Inlet steam pressure (turbine)

CONTROL ROD BANK POSITION
. R Bank (8 black rods)
. Gl Bank (4 grey rods)
. G2 Bank (8 grey rods)
. Nl Bank (8 black rods)
. N2 Bank (8 black rods)

TEMPERATURES
. Reactor coolant - Average (reference)

- Inlet
- Outlet

" " - Average
. Fuel Assembly Outlet
. Cold reference for Thermocouples

NEUTRON FLUX
. Ex-core chambers (4x2 stages)
. Axial flux (power) difference
. Multi-stage ex-core chamber (1x6 stages)
. Mobile Fission Chamber (in-core)

FIXED INCORE INSTRUMENTATION - 8 RGT STRINGS
. Absolute temperature (1 per string)
. RGT sensors (8 per string)
. Heater cable intensity
. Heater cable voltage

MISCELLANEOUS
. Primary pump speed
. Primary pressure
. RCV flowrate (Boron)

(Water)

1
1
1
1

1
4
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
3
3
3
51
1

8.
4
6
5

8
64
1
1

1
1
1
1

Total 179

Table III



DATA ACQUISITION AND TRANSMISSION
PRINCIPLES

(OVERYIEWj
REACTOR

CONTAINMENT

1 MULTIPLEXING IN THE CONTAINMENT

2 PRE-PROCESSING AND TREATEMENTS

CRUAS 2
REACTOR
STATION

CRUAS
NUCLEAR
STATION

EDF's
RESEARCH

CENTER
(PARIS)

Basic Generation
0.2 Sec.

computer
1

Disk
132 Moct

computer
2

Disk
132 Moct

PARIS
CENTER

Normal Acquisition
> Frequency 1/mn

(179 DATA Ann)

CRAY
IBM

STORAGE

SEPTEN OTHER
STATIONS

EDF RESEARCH CENTER magnetic tapes cassettes

table IV



EDF PWR
GKNKRAL VIEW OFTHE INSTRUMENTATION

THERMOCOUPLES
TOP MOUNTED

EXCORE
CHAMBERS

FLUX MEASUREMENTS BOTTOM MOUNTED

PWR 1300 MWE
MEAN AXIAL POWER SHAPE DETERMINATION

I'WU 900 MWc
AXIAL DKLTAI DETERMINATION

REACTOR
CORE

MEAN AXIAL
POWER SHAPE

1N6PCHNTS
FIRST

AND EXTENDED
IN 31 POINTS

AFTER

REACTOR
CORE

I top

DELTAI

I bottom

0EXCORE CHAMBER^
6 STAGES J 0EXCORE CHAMBER

2 STAGES

=\G$> ( e g (Tg (SJI -[lit

,0 = EXTRAPOLATION MATRIX

C = CONTROL ROD CORRECTION MATRIX

• T = TRANSFERT MATRIX

• S = SENSIBILITY MATRIX

I = CURRENT MATRIX

• AOJUSTEO VIA INCORE-EXCORE CALIBRATION

P(z) =f(t) figure 1 DELTAI =f(t)
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DIFFERENT OPERATING CONDITIONS OF EDF's PWR

TYPE REACTOR POWER = F (T) USED AT EDF

- BASE LOAD FULL POWER NO

NO
- LOAD FOLLOW

• AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY
CONTROL - AFC

YES

- LOAD FOLLOW
WITH AFC

<W/1AA A n
YES

• PARTIAL LOAD
OPERATING

FULL POWER

< 92 % NP
YES

- STRETCH-OUT . FULL POWER

60 EFPD
MAX

YES

figure 3
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COMPARISON OF 2 IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATIONS
IN STATIC CONDITIONS
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COMPARISON OF 2 IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATIONS IN DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
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COMPARISON OF 2 IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATIONS IN DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
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LOCAL ROD LINEAR POWER CALCULATED
AT 3 AXIAL ELEVATIONS WHILE REACTOR

POWER REMAINS STABLE
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EVALUATION OF IN-CORE MEASUREMENTS
BY MEANS OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS METHOD

M.Makai and E.Temesvari
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H-1525 Budapest 114, POB 49, Hungary

ABSTRACT

Surveillance of a nuclear reactor core comprehends determination of assemblies' three-
dimensional (3D) power distribution. Derived from other assemblies' measured values,
power of non-measured assembly is calculated for every assembly with the help of prin-
cipal components method (PCM) which is also presented. The measured values are
interpolated for different geometrical coverings of the VVER-440 core. Different proce-
dures have been elaborated and investigated, among them the most successful methods
are discussed. Each method offers self consistent means to determine numerical errors
of the interpolated values.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the in-core power distribution in a nuclear reactor is essential for the re-
actor's safe and economical operation. The (3D)power distribution in the core is usually
obtained by means of in-core measurements.

When operating a nuclear reactor, the staff follows stringent regulatory guides;
one such guide limits the maximum heat rate. It would be difficult and expensive to
measure the power or outlet temperature of every assembly and it would be unneces-
sary, too. The symmetry of the core together with a good reactor model make most
of the measurements superfluous. In fact, only a small proportion of the assemblies
are equipped with either temperature or power measurement. The "small proportion"
varies from reactor to reactor. In a VVER-440, to be specified below, there are 349 as-
semblies of which 36 have self powered neutron detectors (SPNDs) and 210 have outlet
temperature measurements. Measurements are required

• to ascertain if the core is in the designed state;
• to check other measurements;
• to detect unexpected events (e.g. flow rate reduction, axial shape distortion).

The present work deals with determining power distribution of non-measured
assemblies. The proposed method has been elaborated for VVER-440 type reactors.
Similar investigations can be performed for other reactor types in which the fuel as-
semblies are hexagonal. The main characteristic of this water cooled, water moderated
reactor, operated with low enriched UO2 fuel are as follows:



• the core consists of 349 hexagonal assemblies;
• there are 210 thermocouples measuring the outlet temperatures of 210 assemblies

(see Fig.l.);
• 36 assemblies are equipped with SPNDs;
• the core height is 250 cm;
• the assembly size is 14.7 cm (face-to-face).

Modern methods using in-core measurements to determine the power distribution
in the reactor core vary to a considerable extent. In the method presented in Ref.[l]
thermocouples and eddy-current type flow meters measure the local boiling in a BWR
core, and an autoregressive model (the whiteness test method index) is used to estimate
the differences in the statistical properties between the fluctuation signals [1].

In Ref.[2] the three-dimensional (3D) power distributions are obtained by two
types of calculation: horizontal, two-dimensional whole core, and 3D local core. The
detector readings are used as internal boundary conditions.

Rational Mapping (RAM) of in-core data is a simulation procedure designed to
provide flux distributions with the distinctive feature of continuous coupling of mea-
surements and diffusion theory [3]. RAM processes the in-core flux detector signals in
two stages:

• A "slow" map is obtained off-line via a diffusion theory calculation incorporating
the detector measurements in a unique manner.

• A "fast" map is obtained via a modal expansion of the flux update, i.e. the
difference between the current measurements and the most recently computed
slow map.
The detector wildness (DEW) criterion is designed to discover the presence of

erroneous measurements.
A hybrid method [4] combines calculated 3D power distributions, obtained using

a simple 3D core simulator, with in-core local flux measurements to achieve a more
reliable estimate of core power distributions. One of the solutions relies on least-squares
fitting of precalculated power distributions to the self powered neutron detector (SPND)
measurements. The other one utilizes transversal 2D diffusion equation solutions with
axial bucklings derived from SPND measurements.

The Advanced Finite Difference Code (AFD Code) [5] is based on an effective
one-group finite difference diffusion model adopting an improved coarse mesh method
and discontinuity factors.

The trial function method expresses the power distribution as a linear combi-
nation of certain trial functions. Usually the first trial function is a calculated power
distribution. Other trial functions account for experimental errors and for errors in the
calculations! model. This method has been implemented in the RESU system [6] and
in the VERONA system [7].

The present procedure for determining the (3D) power distribution in a VVER
core is based on the principal components method (PCM). The main point of princi-
pal component analysis is to reduce the problem to be solved yet retaining as much
information as possible. The measured values are arranged into certain vectors and it



is their statistical analysis that reveals the "most important" components (or principal
components) of those vectors. In this way the apparently large number of vectors can
be explained with the help of a surprisingly small number of principal components. The
main points of the PCM are described in the Appendix.

Section II presents the PCM for the VVER core; in Sec.Ill the principal com-
ponents"*are investigated in several constructions. Further investigations of the best
procedures are presented and numerical errors are determined in Sec.IV; in Sec.V. the
axial extension and the 3D power distribution are determined in the whole core; and a
few concluding remarks are made in Sec.VI.

II. PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS IN THE VVER CORE

The present paper deals with reconstruction of the 3D assembly powers based on outlet
temperature and SPNDs measurements. The 2D power distribution (w) determined
from outlet temperature measurements and the axial distribution is obtained with the
help of SPNDs measurements. There are 349 assemblies in the W E R core, and outlet
temperatures of 210 assemblies are measured and there are only 36 .SPNDs in the core.

At first we determine the 2D power distribution (w) of assemblies. Once the
temperature is known, the 2D power distribution in the reactor core can be obtained
[11]. Thus the 210 measured values of the temperature should be interpolated for all
the 349 assemblies in order to determine the power distribution in the whole core. We
need a calculational procedure enabling us to reproduce a known distribution with an
error not greater than 1%, and rendering an estimated error for every value.

The PCM is used as an interpolation procedure. In order to extrapolate the mea-
sured values, i.e. to assign a value to non-measured assemblies, additional information
must be added in one way or another to the measurements. Here we assume that a given
state of the reactor core is known (e.g. the power distribution in this state is determined
by a certain mathematical model). This known state is used as a setpoint. By analysing
the setpoint distribution, specific properties (the principal components) are derived and
those properties are considered valid as long as the reactor state is not far from the
setpoint.

Let the setpoint distribution be the column vector

X = CO/(X1,X2,...,X349), (1)

where x, stands for the power of the i-th assembly. Let us cover the core with
small areas, which we shall call elements. The elements are arbitrary with the restriction
that each element must have the same number of assemblies, say m (m<l). The elements
are not necessarily disjoint and a given assembly may occur in more than one element.
A trivial covering is, for example, when the core is divided into six sectors of 60-deg and
the central assembly belongs to all six elements, see Fig.2.

We represent the setpoint distribution by elements using the mapping:



x-> A = rou;(yi,y2,...,yiv), (2)

where y* = co/(xjti, x^2, • • •, Xjfcm) is a column vector formed by the power values
in element k; and N is the number of elements and m-N > 349. In general, the y, vectors
are neither all different, nor all independent. One might suspect that instead of tlie N
yi vectors, m "typical" vectors would adequately describe the setpoint distribution or,
maybe, the first "most important" components would describe the setpoint distribution
with small error. PCM supplies both the "most important" (principal) components and
an estimation of how small the error is. The procedure is as follows.

A symmetric matrix (S) is formed from the A "observation" matrix:

A * A T = S. (3)

The order of the matrix A is Nxm, so the order of matrix S i s m x m. S is a symmetric
and positive definite matrix (see Appendix). We now determine the eigenvalues (A,-) and
eigenvectors (z,) of matrix S:

Sz, = A,-z,-,t = l,...,m; (4)

the z, vectors are the principal components. The eigenvalues are ordered in a decreasing
sequence: Ai > A2 > A3 > . . . > Am; the first value is usually much greater than the
others, and the eigenvectors are orthonormal:

zfzj = Sij. (5)

Here S is the Kronecker symbol. Let matrix Z consist of the eigenvectors z, as a row
matrix:

Z = roio(z1,z2,...,zm). (6)

Up till now the main steps of the first (learning) stage of PCM have been present-
ed. The principal components characterize all the values of the known power distribu-
tion, i.e. each vector is expressed as a linear combination of the principal components.
The weight of the first principal component is much greater than the others (see above),
i.e. the first principal component characterizes the average value of the power distribu-
tion and the other ones are its perturbations.

Since the weights of the first few principal components are significant the first
components are capable of describing the power values with sufficient accuracy [9].
Usually one needs only the first three or four principal components to reduce the error
of the calculated values to below 1%.

We assume that the principal components determined from the known power
distribution of the setpoint are valid in the vicinity of the setpoint. Thus these principal
components are used as a basis over a certain time interval, and when the state of



the reactor core changes significantly we introduce a new setpoint and recalculate the
principal components of the power distribution of this setpoint.

Further on we introduce the second stage of the PCM, this stage endeavours to
interpolate the measured values to non-measured positions. The maximum number of
measured values is 210; the core is covered with the same elements as above, viz. the
number of elements'ls N and there are m assemblies in each element. Let the distribution
of the measured values be

x' = co/(x'i, x'2,..., x'210), (7)

where the subscript of x{ gives the sequential number (between 1 and 210) of the i-th
measurement. The location of each measurement is also known thus we can construct a
matrix B constructed in a similar way to matrix A:

x' -+B = row{y[,y'2,...,y'N), (8)

where y'fc = col(y'lk,... ,y'mk) is a column vector formed by the mesured values so that
y'jk = x\ if measurement / is located in the j-th assembly of element k. yl

k has no element
at the non-measured positions of element k, i.e.

• y'jk = x\ if measured value x\ is in position j of element k ;
• v'ik ~ 0 tf there is no measurement in the i-th position of element k.

So matrix B contains zero where no measurement occurs.
Our goal is to determine the missing (i.e. zero) values of matrix B, i.e. to inter-

polate the measured values to non-measured positions. Every vector can be expressed
as a linear combination of the eigenvectors:

t=i

that is,

The Cki coefficients are unknown, but there are some known elements of vector y'k at the
measured positions. We fit the eigenvectors to the measured values so the ct-, coefficients
are obtained as follows

Vjk =

where j £ Mk and Mk is the set of measured positions in element k. Let the number of
measured values in element k be mk; thus

y* = z*ck, (12)

where the order of vectors y£ and c^ is mk {y\ = col(y[k,..., y'mk)), and Zjt is a matrix
of order mk x mk . (Matrix Zjt consists of the elements of the eigenvectors at the
measured positions of element k.) Thus we get



Ck = (Z-x)yi:), (13)

i.e. we have determined the first rrik coefficients. In other words, the missing values of
matrix B are obtained as a linear combination of the first mjt principal components
with the help of the coefficients determined above. If rajb is sufficiently great (mjt > 3)
the relative deviation between the calculated and the real values is less than 1%.

This procedure is performed for every element of the core covering and we can
therefore give a value for the non-mesured positions by means of Eqs.(ll) and (13).
Thus we interpolate the measured values to the non-measured locations of the core, i.e.
the interpolated distribution is determined in the whole core.

In our case the thermocouples measure the temperature of the coolant above the
assemblies, the inlet temperature is known from the cold leg temperatures of the prima-
ry circuits so we can express the temperature increase (AT) at the measured assemblies.
A relationship w(AT) is known [11] that can be used to transform ATinto power (w).

III. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
IN DIFFERENT CASES

In the present section we express matrix A utilizing from different geometrical
coverings of the reactor core. In each covering an element and the y vectors are chosen
and the principal components are determined accordingly.

a) The whole reactor core covered by microsectors
A microsector is introduced as follows: the microsector contains 7 assemblies of

which the first is central in the microsector and the other 6 are its neighbours, see Fig.2.
(The numbering of the neighbours is rotationally symmetric with respect to the central
assembly of the core.) The whole core is covered by these microsectors, i.e. the elements
are overlapping microsectors. Matrix A also consists of the values of the setpoint power
distribution at these microsectors. The order of matrix A is 7x 283 , because 283
overlapping microsectors cover the whole reactor core. Thus an assembly occurs 7 or
less times in matrix A, the peripheral assemblies (having at least one face common with
the reflector) occur fewer times. We determine the principal components as above:

A * A r = S;

the order of matrix S is 7x7 , and its eigenvectors are the seven principal components.
Matrix B of Eq.(8) consists of the measured ATvalues corresponding to the same

covering by microsectors of the whole core. The Cki coefficients can be determinedJby
the procedure introduced in Sec.II. The non-measured AT values are obtained as linear
combinations of the principal components with known cjt» coefficients. Thus we get 7
or less values for a certain assembly depending on its location in the seven possible
microsectors. Assemblies at the core edge belong to only one microsector. The mean of
these maximum 7 values is considered as the AT value of this assembly and its variance
is determined, too.



This procedure reproduces the measured values completely, but the values ob-
tained at the non-measured places have an error of about 10%, and show a large variance
(8-10%), too. In some peripheral positions and in the vicinity of the control rods we got
impossible values (e.g. negative temperature). Thus this procedure does not satisfy the
accuracy requirement.

Our experience is summarized as follows. There are typical microsector structures
in the core but their relative weights are more or less the same. Although the ratio

% ^ , i = l,..., 7; (14)

indicates the decreasing weight of the principal components with subscript i, the 3-4
measurements in a microsector do not allow one to estimate the nonmeasured values
with a reasonable error. This is not surprising since in a core the enrichment and the
gradient account for a large number of microsector shapes.

b) Microsectors along a given radius

In the procedure given below the element is formed from microsectors lying at a
given radius. Matrix A is built up from microsectors placed at the same distance from
the central assembly of the reactor core so we get 11 different distances, i.e. 11 different
matrices A (see in Fig.3). The principal components are determined for each A matrix
in accordance with the procedure illustrated in Sec.II. for all the eleven A matrices
separately. The measured values are then interpolated to the non-measured positions.
Thus optimally we get 7 values in the case of a given assembly, too. The average value
and the variance are obtained as in case a). The error decreases (about 4-5%), but it
is still unsatisfactory even though the peripheral assemblies have credible temperature
values.

In this case further investigations are performed: How many principal components
are sufficient so that the difference between the measured and the calculated values
should be less than 1%. The investigation is the following: matrix B is built up from
the known power distribution, i.e. the real values are considered in all positions (both
in measured and non-measured places). Thus every c*; coefficient can be determined:

7

y* = 5 ĉ*,-z1-. (15)

This equation is multiplied from the left by vector zT and since the eigenvectors
are orthonormal we get:

zjy* = ckj. (16)

Let uj be
i

u/ = y* - ] P c*"»Zm, (17)
m = l



-zyx -

that is,
uu = Vik - ^2 ckmzim. (17a)

m = l

U/ is the difference between the real value and the value determined by the first 1
principal components. We seek subscript / for which the relative deviations decrease to
below 1%, that is

Vi, = — < 0.01 for i = 1, . . . , 7.
Vik

We found that the required accuracy is satisfied by first four principal compo-
nents. In other words, when investigating the microsectors at a given distance from the
core centre we found principal components. With 4 measurements in a microsector, we
are able to determine the missing assembly powers with a 1% accuracy. The average
number of measurements in a microsector is 4 to 5.

c) The so-called "radial" extension
The VVER core has a 60-deg rotational symmetry, so it consists of 6 elements.

(There are similar - theoretically the same- enrichment, structural elements, flow rates,
etc. at the same point of each element.) The in-core measurement facilities are not
symmetrically installed.

In every element there are 58 assemblies and a central assembly. There is a micro-
sector corresponding to each assembly in each element. In this case matrix A consists of
the values of the known power distribution in the microsector of a given assembly and
in the 60-deg rotated equivalents of this microsector. So we get 58 different matrices A.
Since the 6 microsectors of the 6 elements arranged in one A matrix are at the same
distance from the central assembly we call this procedure "radial1' extension.

The principal components are obtained as above, and only the first four com-
ponents are retained (see above). The measured values are interpolated with the help
of the principal components. The calculated values determined by this procedure are
quite accurate: the deviation from the measured value is about 0.5%, and the variance
is 0.1-0.2% (see Fig.4). If there is no measurement in a microsector (this situation may
arise at the periphery and when several thermocouples do not work) we have fewer in-
terpolated values and the variance increases, it is about 0.6% (see Fig.4, position (7-58)
and its vicinity).

Table I shows an example of the principal components expressed by this proce-
dure. The first eigenvector represents the average value of the corresponding microsec-
tors.

In this case we determine the numerical error, too. The investigation is the fol-
lowing: we use the known distribution (in this case the power distribution, from which
matrix A is obtained) to give the measured values in the measured positions. These val-
ues are interpolated for non-measured assemblies, and the difference between the values
calculated in this way and the original distribution is determined. This is considered
as the numerical error. The relative error is about 0.7%, so the numerical accuracy is



sufficient.

d) Azimuthal extension

In the procedure represented below there axe no micro- sectors. The geometrical
covering of the reactor core is the following: There are 6 sectors in the W E R core
(see above). A selected assembly and its 60-deg rotated equivalents form a basic vector.
An assembly is represented only once in this covering. Thus we have 58 vectors each
of which has 6 elements. Now matrix A is not necessary because the basis (i.e. the
principal components) has been determined for this geometrical covering [8], it consists
of the lower Fourier azimuthal components. The principal components are 6 tuples, see
Table II. The first component is the average value, and the others are its perturbations:
cosx, sinx, cos2x, sin2x, cos3x.

Matrix B consists of the measured values at the measured positions. The mea-
sured values are obtained as a linear combination of the principal components. The
coefficients are determined by the procedure represented in Sec.II. Now we use more
principal components than the first four. If in the vector determined above there are
k measurements (k < 6), then the first k principal components are used but at least 3
components are required. Hence if there are fewer than 3 measurements in the vector,
then this procedure cannot be used.

This procedure has proved very accurate. The relative error is about 0.5%, and
at the measured places the calculated values are the same as the measured values. The
numerical error is about 0.5%, it is determined by discarding measured values.

This procedure is more accurate than the others, but if there are either no mea-
surements in a 6 tuple (e.g. this is the case with control rod positions, the control rods
are placed in 60-deg rotational symmetric positions and no measurement is there) or
we do not have enough measurements (k < 2) (e.g. because some thermocouples do not
work) the procedure cannot be used. The high accuracy is due to the symmetric core
state; the accuracy is expected to diminish in non-symmetric cores.

In summary, the last two procedures are the best. They satisfy the requirement of
accuracy, the error of the calculated distribution remains below 1%. Since they comple-
ment each other well, these two procedures are suitable for interpolating the measured
values.

IV. SENSITIVITY OF THE PROCEDURES

The last two procedures (the so-called "radial" and the azimuthal extension)
introduced in the previous section are selected for determining the AT distribution in the
whole reactor core because they satisfy the accuracy requirement. The measured values
are interpolated so that all the ATvalues can be represented as a linear combination
of the principal components. The first principal component has the greatest weight, i.e.
the first coefficient is much greater than the others.

Two investigations have been performed to determine how our procedures work



if the state of the reactor core changes, or some thermocouples do not work. The inves-
tigations are the following: a projected value is introduced (as an example of the failure
of a thermocouple), and Gaussian noise is added to the measured values (as an example
of a random experimental error). The goal of the following investigations is to study
the error propagation. We determine the "measurements" by perturbing the setpoint
distribution in the measured positions then powers of the non-measured assemblies are
interpolated by means of the PCM. The difference between the interpolated and set-
point values is taken as the error of the interpolation method.

a) A Projected Value

In the first investigation a measured value of an assembly (in this case the as-
sembly at position 11-54) is increased by 20% in order to imitate a large individual
anomaly.

In the case of the azimuthal extension an assembly is connected only with its five
60-deg rotational symmetric equivalents. Thus the projected value can affect only those
assemblies. Since our procedure fully reproduces the measured values (see Sec.III./d)
the effect can be observed only in non-measured positions (see Fig.5). In this method the
experimental error spreads only to the 60-deg symmetric counterparts of the assembly
with the wrong measurement.

In the case of radial extension an assembly is also related with its neighbourhood,
so the influence of the projected value appears at the 60-deg rotated assemblies and at
their neighbours, too. The effect in this case is less sharp than in the case of the azimuthal
extension (see Fig.6). In this method the error spreads to a limited area around the
wrong measurement and the magnitude strongly decreases, in the first neighbours it is
2-3 %, in the second neighbours only 0.5-1 %.

There is a phenomenon common in the two interpolation methods: the ratio of the
coefficients occurring in the linear combinations of the principal components changes.
The coefficient of the first principal component decreases and the others increase. The
variance of the calculated values increases, too.

Therefore a comparison of the results derived from these two procedures can show
the difference between the following two cases: first a thermocouple does not work, sec-
ond a local power state variation is present in the core. (The latter case can be indicated
only if the local variation is not confined to one assembly.)

b) Gaussian Noise

In the second investigation a noise of 10%, with a zero mean Gaussian distri-
bution, is added to the measured values to imitate a random experimental error of
amplitude 0.10 times the setpoint value in the measured positions. The main question
is: What is the error of the non-measured assembly's power?

The effect appearing in both procedures is that the ratio of the coefficients
changes. The weight of the first principal component decreases and the weights of the



other principal components increase. In other words the perturbations increase in com-
parison with the average value. The variance of the calculated values increases, it is
about 5%, i.e. the increase is significant but smaller than the magnitude of the added
random error. This indicates the stability of the PCM.

In practical calculations the state of the reactor core changes with time, so the
setpoint utilized to determine matrix A is not equal to the actual core state. Thus from
time to time the setpoint must be refreshed so that one can calculate new principal
components.

In summary, the collective application of two procedures (the radial and az-
imuthal extension) is able to indicate erroneous measurements. The increasing errors of
the non-measured assemblies indicate a distance between the actual core state and the
setpoint. Therefore when the error exceeds a given threshold value (say the assumed
experimental error) a new setpoint has to be taken, e.g. from the core-follow-calculation.
Large individual errors, as well as a considerable difference between the azimuthal and
radial extension may indicate different variations of the core-state (e.g. non-symmetric
core state, flow rate anomaly). The azimuthal extension is sensitive to variations (er-
rors) of the individual measured values, however the radial extension is less sensitive to
individual errors.

V. AXIAL EXTENSION

In the previous sections, the 2D power distribution is obtained in the whole core
with the help of outlet temperature measurements. In the present section a 3D power
distribution is to be determined, so an axial extension is needed yet.

There is an investigation of the principal components of the axial power distribu-
tion in the WER-1000 core in Ref.[10]. There are 163 assemblies in the VVER-1000 core
and 10 points in the axial direction of each assembly. The principal components of the
axial distribution are determined in the case of a known setpoint distribution (see the
procedure in Sec.II.). The investigation indicates that the first 3 principal components
are enough to express the original axial distribution with an error under 0.2%.

There are 36 assemblies supplied with SPND measurements in the VVER-440
core. SPNDs are placed on 7 floors in each measured assembly, and their measured
current values are transformed into power values [11]. So we have an axial power distri-
bution at the measured assemblies.

The setpoint power distribution is three-dimensional with 10 axial points. The
SPNDs measure at 7 points, but we have got a spline-matrix [11] to convert 7 floors
to 10 floors and vica versa. So we transform the setpoint power distribution to 7 floors
and build up the matrix A. A vector consists of the 7 axial values of the setpoint
distribution at the measured assembly, so we have got 36 vector. Thus the order of
matrix A is 7x36. The principal components are obtained as in Sec.II. (see Eqs.(3)
and (4)). A similar investigation is introduced as in Ref.flO] (see also in Sec.III/b). It
indicates that the first 3-4 principal components are sufficient to reduce the deviation of



the original and the calculated distribution under 1%. The larger error is due partly to
the transfomation by the spline-matrix, partly to the axial shape differences in VVER-
1000 and VVER-440. So we need at least 4 working SPNDs in a SPND set placed in
one assembly.

The matrix B is built up from the values measured by SPNDs. Since some SPNDs
don't work the matrix B contains zero at these places. The principal components are
fitted to the measured values and the c*, coefficients are determined this way (see
Sec.IL). The non-measured values (where the SPNDs don't work) are obtained as a
linear combinations of the principal components with the known cjt, coefficients. (The
procedure differs a little bit from the procedure introduced in Sec.II. because we make
an effort to avoid the matrix inversion because of the instability of the matrices Z.)
Thus we know the 3D power distribution of the 36 measured assembly. Fig.7. shows
three typical axial distributions.

The deviation of the measured axial distribution and the calculated values de-
pends on the number of measurements. Naturally, if we have all the 7 measured values
the deviation is zero. If one SPND doesn't work the accuracy remains under 1%. The
procedure is very sensitive at the edge of the assembly. If two SPNDs don't work side
by side at one edge of the assembly the error of the procedure increases significantly
but only at the edge, i.e. the deviation of the maximum value remain under 1%, but
the error of the axial distribution at the edge of assembly can also be 8%.

The axial extensions are rendered to the other assemblies which haven't got SP-
NDs measurements, too. The procedure is the following: at first we determine the axial
distribution of the assemblies which are 60-deg equivalents of an assembly with SPNDs.
The 2D power distribution is known, so the rate of the powers of two 60-deg equivalents
can be determined:

q = £f; where p, is the power of the assembly i, and assembly i and assembly
j are 60-deg equivalents of each other. The assembly j has got SPNDs measurements.
Thus the axial distribution (r,) of the assembly i is the following:

n = q * TJ; where rj is the axial power distribution of the measured assembly j .
There are some assemblies which haven't got any equivalents measured by SPNDs. Their
axial distributions are determined by the help of axial distributions of their neighbours.
Let assembly k be the one which hasn't got measured equivalents. It has got / neigh-
bours with axial distributions determined above. The axial distribution of assembly k
is obtained as follows:

Pit

where p, and r,- is the power and the axial distribution, respectively of assembly i which
is a neighbour to assembly k.

The deviation of the setpoint axial distribution and the axial distribution ob-
tained this way is under 2%. Thus the 3D power distribution is determined in the whole
core. The 2D distribution has got a relative error under 1% and the axial extension is



obtained with an error under 2%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work the 3D power distribution was determined in the whole VVER
core by applying the principal components method to the in-core measurements. The
measured values are interpolated to the non-measured positions with the help of the
principal components obtained from a known power distribution at a given state of the
reactor core. The 2D power distribution is determined from the outlet temperature mea-
surements and the axial distribution is obtained with the help of SPNDs measurements.
The core is subdivided into overlapping elements.

The power values of an element can be expressed as a linear combination of the
principal components, so the principal components are fitted to the measured values,
and the coefficients of the linear combination are determined in this way. The first
principal component is the average distribution in an element, so it has the greatest
weight, i.e. the first coefficient is much greater than the others. Thus the non-measured
values are obtained as a linear combination of the principal components with known
coefficients.

The method to determine 2D power distribution described in the present work
has been investigated at different geometricalcoverings of the reactor core. Two proce-
dures ("radial" and "azimuthal" extension) satisfy the required accuracy (the difference
between the calculated and the measured values is under lfurther investigations are per-
formed. These investigations show that the collective use of two procedures can indicate
not only the different variations of the core-state but the failure of the thermocouples
as well.

The axial distribution is determined by the procedure based on the PCM, too.
At first we determine the axial distribution at the assembly measured by SPNDs (but
some SPNDs don't work), then the axial distributions of the non-measured assemblies
are obtained with the help of their 60-deg equivalents or their neighbours. This procedure
has got 1% accuracy at the measured assemblies (there may be a larger error at the
edge of the assembly but it is irrelevant because of the low power there) and the error
remains under 2% in the case of non-measured assemblies.

The procedures based on the PCM are valid not only in a VVER core, but they
are applicable for any reactor type under suitable geometrical coverings of the given
core. The investigations indicated that this method is sufficiently accurate, the relative
error of the 2D distribution is under 1% and the axial extension has got an error under
2%.

The PCM has proven to depend slightly on the preselected setpoint distribution,
and it is sufficient to refresh the setpoint distribution two or three times during a fuel
cycle.

This is an improvement compared to the trial function method [6,7], which has
to cope with the problem of trial function selection. The most important trial function
is a calculated distribution and is based on averaged input values (e.g., rod position,



power, and coolant flow rate). The actual core state may differ from the averaged state;
hence, trial functions are needed to account for this difference. Further trial functions are
needed to account for experimental and modeling errors. The number of trial functions
is limited in a real-time system; thus, some of the mentioned trial functions must be left
out.

Throughout this paper, we have considered core surveillance methods based on
time-averaged measurements. There is an alternative technique to solve core surveillance
problems. Noise analysis [12,13] is capable of evaluating several parameters including ^
and flow rate changes. Thus, we have two independent methods for evaluating certain
parameters.
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APPENDIX
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Let £ be a random vector and 1 • £ a linear combination of £. We call 1 • £ a
standardized linear combination (SLC) if:

. As a first objective principal component analysis seeks that particular SLC of the
original variables which has maximal variance.

Generally, principal component analysis looks for a few linear combinations which
can be used to summarize the data, while losing as little information as possible. This
attempt to reduce dimensionality can be described as "parsimonious summarization" of
the data.

The exact definition of principal components is as follows: If £ is an n-dimension
random vector with mean \i and covariance matrix S, then the principal component
transformation is

where F is orthogonal, F'SF is diagonal and Ai > A2 > ... > \p > 0, (p < n). The
strict positivity of the eigenvalues A,- is guaranteed if S is positively definite. This rep-
resentation of E follows from the spectral decomposition theorem [7]. The ith principal
component of £ may be defined as the ith element of vector y, namely as

= i'i * U -

Here 7; is the ith column of F, and may be called the ith vector of principal
component loadings. Thus Ai is an eigenvalue and 7* is an eigenvector of the covariance
matrix S.

Theorem: No SLC of £ has a variance larger than Ai, the variance of the first
principal component [9].

The (k+l)th principal component of £ is given with the help of the previous
theorem: If a is a SLC of £, which is uncorrelated with the first k principal components
of f, then the variance of a is maximized when a is the (k+l)th principal component
of £. This procedure is based on Lagrange's multiplier method [9].

In practice we have n sequences of independent measurements: Xj , . . . , x n . We
assume that the vector x, has a normal distribution with mean m = 0 and covariance
matrix S. S = x̂  * x^ and S is positive definite due to the normal distribution of
x,. Proved mathematically the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix



Sare the so-called maximum likelihood estimators of the theoretical \i and 7,- principal
components [9].

Properties of the principal components:
a, The sum of the first k eigenvalues divided by the sum of all the eigenvalues

represents the "portion of total variation" explained by the first k principal com-
ponents.

b, The principal components of a random vector are not scale invariants.
c, The vector subspace spanned by the first k principal components (1 < k < p) has

a smaller mean square deviation from the population (or sample) variables than
any other k-dimensional subspace.
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Radial eigenvalues and eigenvectors |

1

1 *

V
e

1 c

1 o
1 r

1 e

| 1
1 e

1 m

1 e

1 n

1 t

1st

717.34

0.364

0.384

0.332

0.386

0.419

0.330

0.419

2nd

0.0222

-0.143

0.889

-0.031

-0.117

-0.391

-0.139

-0.056

3rd

0.0071

0.034

-0.033

0.256

0.744

-0.122

-0.409

-0.443

4 th

0.0038

-0.701

0.098

-0.179

0.269

0.270

0.506

-0.256

5th

0.0013

0.318

0.019

0.422

-0.292

-0.096

0.472

-0.635

6 th

0.0003

0.086

-0.184

-0.125

0.324

-0.741

0.468

0.266

7th |

4*10-6|

-0.495 |

-0.135 |

0.773 |

-0.144 |

-0.160 |

-0.077 |

0.294

Table I.

1 1

Azimuthal eigenvectors |

1st

1.00

| 1.00

| 1.00

| 1.00
_ .

| 1.00

| 1.00
1

2nd

1.00

0.50

-0.50

-1.00

-0.50

0.50

3rd

0.00

1.225

1.225

0.00

-1.225

-1.225

4 th

1.00

-0.50

-0.50

1.00

-0.50

-0.50

5th

0.00

1.225

-1.225

0.00

1.225

-1.225

6th |

1.00 |

-1.00 1

1.00 |

-1.00 |

1.00

-1.00

Table II .
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In-Core Instrumentation for LWRs

by

Olav Aarrestad
OECD Halden Project

(Norway)

Abstract

This Halden project has developed in-core instrumentation for many years. Gamma
Thermometers (GT) have been produced in Halden since 1962. The main features of the
Halden design are free expansion of inner body in GT-housing, both stainless steel and
zirconium can be used as GT materials. GTs can be re-calibrated in-core. Other
sophisticated instruments produced at Halden are the subcooling Margin Indicator, which
measures system pressure versus saturation pressure of a liquid, and the Water Level
Indicator which has been developed to identify inadequate core cooling areas.
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In-Core Instrumentation for LWRs

by

Olav Aarrestad
OECD Halden Project

(Norway)

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has more than thirty years experience in
performing complicated in-core measurements and experiments during power operation
in the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR), and a wide range of sensors, equipment and
techniques have been developed for this purpose.

Gamma thermometers (GTs) (Table 1), designed (Table 2 & 3) and produced in
Halden since 1962, can be especially tailored for specific requirements. The Halden Single
Sensor gamma thermometer string (SSGT) (Fig. 1) allows a variable number of sensors to
be placed at given axial nodes and for a string with an outer diameter of 8 mm, up to 12
axial nodes can be considered. Normally, the outer diameter of the string is between 5 and
10 mm, but smaller diameters are possible for special applications. The Halden GT units
are produced and calibrated individually before insertion in the string, according to a strict
quality control scheme. Tight tolerances ensure that the sensor characteristics are vvery
reproducible. High filler gas pressure (Ar or Xe) within the GTs ensures that there is no risk
of sensitivity changes due to alterations of the gas composition. In addition, narrow
clearance between the GT outer diameter and the outer tube inner diameter together with
the fact that Helium is used as the outer tube filler gas, will ensure very good heat transfer
at the thermocouple cold junction. The Halden GT string design is particularly suited for
water level monitoring since the heated thermocouples are very close to the coolant
surface, such that sensitivity to cooling changes is high and the response time is short.
Dur to the fact that the cold junction is so close to the coolant, Halden Miniaturised gamma
thermometers (Fig. 2) have successfully been used for noise analysis (figure thermometer
is given in Figs. 4 & 5) of the coolant temperature, enabling measurements of coolant
flowrate and performance of power calibration in instrumented test rigs in the Halden
reactor. Example of the mini Gamma.

In the area of in-core instrumentation technology, other sophisticated instruments
for on-line monitoring have been developed. These include the Subcooling Margin Indicator
(SMI) (Table 4 & Fig. 6) and the Water Level Indicator (WLI) (Table 5 & Fig. 7). The
Subcooling Margin Indicaor, using a Linear Voltage Differential Transformer (LVDT) as a
base instrument, measures system pressure in the reactor versus saturation pressure of a
liquid stored-io a miniaturised bellows located in the fuel rod assembly. The sensor, which
measures the pressure (subcooling) margin, is not affected by the operating temperature.
The Water Level Indicator works on the principle that thermocouples, located at different
axial levels in a string, are heated by a central heater cable when variations in coolant
levels occur (Inadequate Core Cooling).

The measurements are performed in the Halden reactor during operation at power,
i.e., in a water environment at 240 °C and 34 bar and in the presence of neutron and
gamma radiation. The measuring techniques are also employed in special in-core loops
operating under prototypical Light Water Reactor (LWR) pressures (up to 155 bar) and
temperatures (up to 320 °C).
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OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

In-core Instrumentation for LWRs

Halden Single Sensor Gamma Thermometer String

Halden Miniaturised Gamma Thermometer

Noise Analysis using Gamma Thermometers

Subcooling Margin Indicator (SMI)

Water Level Indicator (WLI)

Table 1
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Halden Gamma Thermometer

• Produced in Halden since 1962

• Both Halden and other design (i.e., verification)

• Halden Single Sensor Gamma Thermometer String

• Halden Miniaturised Gamma Thermometer

• Works on the principle that heat produced by gamma-
absorption in a thermally insulated body produces a
local rise in temperature

• Free expansion of inner body in the GT housing

• SS or Zr as Gamma Thermometer material

• Possible to re-calibrate by applying low voltage current
to the thermocouple (= 0.5 A)

• Particulary suited for Noise Analysis and Water Level
Monitoring function

Table 2
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Halden Single Sensor GT String

• Allows a variable number of sensors (for an OD of
8 mm, up to 12 axial nodes can be considered)

All GT units are produced and calibrated individually
before insertion into the string =» high quality

High filler gas pressure (Ar or Xe) within the GT units
ensure that there is no risk for changes in sensitivity
due to alterations of the gas composition

Small clearance between the GT OD and the outer
tube ID together with the fact that Helium is used as
the outer tube filler gas, will ensure a very good heat
transfer at the TC cold junction

Particularly suited for water level monitoring since the
heated TCs are very close to the coolant surface, such
that sensitivity to cooling changes is high and the time
response is short

Table 3
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Subcooling Margin Indicator (SMI)

Measure System pressure versus Saturation pressure
of a liquid in a pressurised tank (Psys ~ Psat)

Miniaturised bellows filled with high purity water

Using Linear Voltage Differential Transformer (LVDT)
as base instrument

Good stability with temperature, i.e., the temperature
compensation is very small

Designed to monitor pressure differences up to 160-
bar at environmental temperatures up to 350 °C, with
an accuracy of ± 1 bar

Table 4
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Water Level Indicator (WLI)

ICC - Inadequate Core Cooling

Works on the principle that thermocouples, located at
different axial levels in a string, are heated by a central
heater cable when variations in coolant levels occur

Flexible design (length / diameter)

Table 5
NEXT PAQE(S)
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SINGLE SENSOR GT STRING

Cold Junction

Hot Junction

Thermocouple Cables

H.S-O 20/10-92 DedgneAAarasLDnv

FIG. 1
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MINIATURE GAMMA THERMOMETER

84 mm

OD 3.9 mm

I Cold junction

i

I —Inner Body

-Diff. T/C

—GT Housing

Hot junction

-Xenon Fill Gas
30 bar

H.S-O 20/10-92 DsslgrwrtAarestOw

FIG. 2
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NOISE ANALYSIS USING GTs

~200mm

Cold Junction -

Hot Junction

X

-Coolant Flow

Halden GT

Tagn H.S-O .20/10-92 D«slgn«f\AarostDrw

FIG. 3
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Calibration of Haiden Mini. Gamma Thermometer in ATL at 240 °C
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Calibration of Halden Mini. Gamma Thermometer in ATL at 240 °C
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SUBCOOUNG MARGIN INDICATOR (SMI)
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Abstract

An important goal of nuclear reactor instrumentation is the continuous monitoring of the
state of the reactor and the detection of deviations from the normal behaviour at an early
stage. Early detection of anomalies enables one to make the necessary steps in order to
prevent further damage of nuclear fuel. In the present paper, an on-line core monitoring
system is described by means of which boiling anomaly in nuclear reactor fuel assemblies
can be detected.

1. INTRODUCTION

Onset of boiling is allowed at regions with the highest heat fluxes in the cores of modern
pressurized water reactors (PWRs). A reliable method of subcooled boiling detection is
welcomed here. Development of unexpected coolant boiling at certain positions can be
the indication of fuel abnormalities, like the appearance of local hot spots caused by the
deformation of fuel pins or the degradation of local fuel-to-coolant heat transfer due to
corrosion product deposits at the cladding surface, etc. Due to the localised character of
boiling anomaly in PWRs, the boiling monitoring system must include in-core neutron
detectors. In-core detectors have limited sensitivity towards anomalies, i.e. they have
a certain field of view. Results of investigations concerning the field of view of in-core
self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs) are given in the paper.



The presence of coolant boiling in research reactors is undesirable and it is considered
to be an accidental situation, for it can easily lead to the damage of the fuel. Boiling
in research, reactors is usually detectable by normal reactor instrumentation, i.e. by ion-
isation chambers around the core. Earlier studies performed at the High Flux Reactor
(HFR) in Petten aiming at real-time monitoring of the state of the reactor and in-core
experimental facilities have indicated that on-line methods are applicable to in-situ tests
of the measuring channels and to determine the dynamic response of the system [1, 2].
The main task of boiling monitoring is to infer proper criteria for reliable detection of the
developing boiling.

This function is fulfilled by the on-line boiling monitoring system described in the present
paper. The system has been capable to detect boiling introduced during the boiling ex-
periments at the research reactor HOR (2 MWth) of the Interfaculty Reactor Institute,
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands. The experiments have been performed
by the NIOBE boiling setup located in the HOR. The boiling monitoring system is based
on the simultanenous analysis of ex-core and in-core neutron detector signals. A detailed
description of the measurement system is given in [3]. The present paper focuses on the
question how early can the proposed system detect boiling. It will be shown that the an-
swer depends on the actual type of the boiling. Certain types of boiling can be detected
almost instantaneous ly (within 30 ms), while others need a few seconds or even a longer
time for a reliable detection.

The experiments have been carried out on-line by means of remote control from distance
using conventional telephone lines for set-up and measured data transmission. Analysis
of the data have been performed on-line at the ECN site. Boiling is detected by on-line
evaluation of various spectral patterns, as well as the interrelation between the channels
through coherence analysis. A method based on neural network applications has been
successfully tested as well. The results are to be extrapolated to boiling detection appli-
cations at the High Flux Reactor, Petten.

2. BOILING DETECTION METHODOLOGY

In this paper, the following boiling effects will be considered which can serve as a ba-
sis for a boiling detection method:

• reactivity changes caused by the presence of (large) void fractions in the coolant
channels,

• boning induced vibrations of components of the reactor core, and

• local boiling within a limited region of the core.

A reliable boiling detection system cannot be based on monitoring the changes of the DC
level of the signals of ionisation detectors/safety channels only. Experimental evidence
indicates that developed coolant boiling may exist at certain unfavourable positions in the
reactor core without causing reactivity changes which would generate trip conditions [3, 4].

Boiling induced mechanical oscillations appear in the form of strong vibration peaks
at well-defined frequencies. They cause sudden changes in the neutron noise signatures,



what is an advantage from the point of view of anomaly detection. In the next chapter,
this conclusion will be illustrated by using practical examples.

Under certain circumstances, coolant boiling causes increasing neutron noise magnitude
in a wide range of frequencies, instead of the previously mentioned, narrow-band boiling
peaks. In the absence of boiling peaks we must use different boiling detection meth-
ods, because the noise magnitude varies less intensively in this case and the changes are
'smeared-out' over a wide frequency band. This wide-frequency phenomenon is related to
the spectral distribution of the bubbling noise source [5].

Our boiling monitoring system is based on the on-line data acquisition system of ECN
which has been used for monitoring the operational parameters of the Borssele PWR and
HFR for many years [6]. The HFR system can handle up to 16 data channels in DC and
AC modes. The measured data enter a transportable signal conditioning unit (SCU). The
signals are transmitted from the SCU to the PDP/VAX system of the Dynamic Signal
Analysis Group of ECN through modems and telephone lines. According to the actual
needs of a reactor operating unit, it is possible to realize the boiling monitoring system
on PC-basis.

Various algorithms can be applied to extract information from the measured data on
the boiling state of the coolant in the reactor; e.g. neural networks, noise intensity eval-
uation, pattern recognition, etc.

Based on our knowledge about the boiling process in the actual reactor configuration,
we can define a relationship between the band-passed neutron noise densities (NRMS)
and the boiling states for the various in-core and ex-core neutron detectors. For the on-
line evaluation of the NRMS, we apply the program RTANOM, which is a real-time code
that calculates the NRMS for a specified frequency range. RTANOM learns a reference
spectrum first (without boiling), then it calculates the actual spectrum by exponential
averaging with a given time constant. Both the actual and the reference spectra are
shown on the screen periodically. RTANOM decides on the basis of the NRMS, whether
the actual measurement represent a state with or without anomaly. As a result, an
ALARM/NO-ALARM indicator appears on the screen together with some background
information.

Neural network (NN) systems can be applied in various areas [7, 8]. Normalized auto
power spectral densities (NAPSDs) of the measured in-core neutron detector signals will
be modelled by NNs in the framework of the present study. The relationship between the
variation of the characteristics of the NAPSDs and the physical quantities which generate

-these changes may have a non-linear character. In this case, NNs provide a very useful
and effective tool for monitoring changes in the state of the system. In the present appli-
cation, the NN will decide, which boiling state the actual measurement belongs to. In the
next chapter, the performance of the boiling monitoring system will be demonstrated.



3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE BOILING DETECTION

The boiling signals which are used in the present analysis have been produced at the
boiling setup NIOBE located in the research reactor HOR. An overview of the properties
of NIOBE and its instrumentation can be found e.g. in [9]. In the present paper, two
experiments performed at NIOBE will be analysed by the boiling detection methods out-
lined previously.

In the first experiment (IRI10A), actual coolant boiling has been produced in the coolant
channels of the simulated fuel assembly of NIOBE. Starting with a coolant state without
boiling, we have introduced some transients first, followed by a stationary thermohydraulic
state with intensive coolant boiling, with a maximum void fraction of 50 %. In the second
experiment (IRI12A), nitrogen bubbles have been injected into one of the coolant channels
of NIOBE in order to simulate boning. Following some transients during the first half of
this experiment, a nitrogen flow rate of 20 % has been reached. Then, the nitrogen flow
has been reduced continuously to zero during the second half of IRI12A. In the coming
discussions, results of on-line analysis of these experiments will be introduced based on
the following methods:

• pattern recognition of changes in the spectra and coherences between neutron detec-
tor signals,

• on-line monitoring of the NRMS for given band-widths,

• identification of boiling and non-boiling spectral patterns by neural networks.

The analysis of the AC signals of in-core and ex-core neutron detectors has been carried
out by the code FAST, which is real-time, multichannel, time- and frequency-domain code
[7]. The real-time power spectra are evaluated by using exponential averaging, while the
dynamic behaviour of the signal is identified continuously. Figs, la and lb (from Ref. 3)
show the changes in the APSD of SPND 1/L during experiment IRI10A.

The coherence between two neutron detector signals is a sensitive indicator of the changes
in the spatial correlation of the neutron noise caused by boiling in the channels. The co-
herence is, in fact, a normalized cross-power spectral density function with values between
zero and unity. Zero means the absence of correlation, while 1 stands for 100 % interde-
pendence of the two signals. In Fig. 2a, the coherence between SPND 1/L and SPND
4/H is shown in experiment IRI10A. The total duration of the experiment is 8776 s (2194
blocks of length 4 s each). The description of the analysis method is given in [3j.

At the beginning of the experiment, the coherence is high at low frequencies (below
about 1 Hz) and decreases with increasing frequencies7~However, at a later stage of the
experiment, peaks appear at around 3 Hz and the coherence increases at higher frequen-
cies as well. In Fig. 2b, the same coherence is shown as in Fig. 2a, but now from an
upper view-point. The darker is the plot, the larger is the coherence. Fig. 2b clearly
shows that there is a strong peak between 2.5 Hz and 4 Hz in time steps no. 16 to about
50. This range shows good correspondence with the transient conditions from the state
without boiling (up to time steps no. 15) to full-scale boiling (starting from time step
no. 45). In the case of full-scale boiling, the peak between 2.5 Hz and 4 Hz diminishes
and a much broader increase is found at higher frequencies. Note: one time step lasts 100 s.



Generally, the same conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 3, where the coherence between
SPND 1 and an ionisation chamber (EXCORE A) is given, although the changes are much
less pronounced. Finally, it is hard to detect any change during the whole experiment
in Fig. 4, in which the coherence between two ionisation chambers (EXCORE A and
EXCORE B) is depicted.

The above results are obtained by analysing the measured data off-line, and they in-
dicate clearly the different boiling effects which occur in NIOBE. In the following section
the results of on-line analyses are introduced. In the evaluations, the code RTANOM has
been used. The value of the time constant of the exponential averaging of the spectra
was 150 block-length, i.e. 600 s. In Fig. 5, the results given by RTANOM are shown
for an ex-core and an incore neutron detector, respectively. Also the control signal (plate
temperature TC 3.3) is given in the same figure. The NRMS of the in-core SPND follows
the shape of the control signal, but the NRMS of the ex-core neutron detector does not
indicate any significant change. The applied frequency band has been 1 Hz to 6 Hz.

In the application of neural network, the discrete frequency points (max. 128 for the 0 Hz
to 16 Hz full range) have been used as inputs to the NN architecture having 8 hidden
nodes and two outputs. The outputs are zero and one, which correspond to non-boiling
and boiling states, respectively. Spectral patterns corresponding to these two states have
been learned by the network. The first 12 spectra have been used to teach non-boiling
state, the last 12 spectra have represented the boiling state during the learning.

In Fig. 6, the results obtained by the NN are given. It is conspicuous, that the NN
gave a good discrimination not only for the in-core signals, but for the ex-core detector as
well. Note: the NRMS method gives no unambiguous classification in the case of ex-core
neutron detectors.

Consider now the response time of the NRMS method. The NRMS-increase follows quickly
the sudden increase of the control signal (temperature). Direct observations during the
on-line monitoring show that the NRMS exceeds the alarm level already in the first anal-
ysis following the onset of boiling: the NRMS has jumped by 16 % in the first 4 s after
the boiling had appeared.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 7 where the on-line NRMS analysis is
illustrated in experiment IRI12A. No neural network model has been established for this
experiment. The sudden increase of the nitrogen flow caused a step-wise increase of the
NRMS of the in-core detector signal.

In the demonstration experiments,-the boiling has a very small effect on the reactor
behaviour in terms of reactivity changes. Namely, the reactivity change was 0.13 pan
and 1.12 pern in the local heating experiment (IRI10A) and in the nitrogen injection ex-
periment (IRI12A), respectively. It is hard to detect these changes by the conventional
core monitoring systems based on DC monitoring. On the other hand, statistical analysis
of the noise components of the neutron detector signals indicates clear changes in these
cases as well. The fluctuation components of the process signals are much smaller than
their DC values (0.06 % for in-core and 0.03 % for ex-core neutron detector signals), but
they contain much information concerning process dynamic characteristics. It is a dis-
advantage of the statistical methods that they need a certain time for the determination



of spectral changes with the proper accuracy, but efficient use of detection methods may
reduce this time considerably. Diagnosis based on noise analysis makes use of spectral
characteristics, and continuous checking of noise spectral patterns by comparing with cer-
tain known spectra will indicate dynamic changes of the reactor in operation.

Response time of the boiling monitoring system can be in the order of 30 ms in case
of full channel blockage with about 50 pcm reactivity change. Detection of void-induced
vibrations with reactivity change of about 0.1 pcm can be accomplished within 4 s. In
the case of partial blockage or surface boiling (the corresponding reactivity change is less
than 1 pcm), the detection time can be in the order of 200-300 s. On-line inverse kinetic
solution of the neutron flux to reactivity (250 ms) can also be a fast detection method
above 10 pcm perturbations.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The capabilities of an on-line boiling monitoring system have been analysed in the paper.
The performance of the boiling detection system has been tested on boiling signals coming
from the research reactor HOR during experiments with the NIOBE boiling setup. Sev-
eral detection methods utilizing frequency domain analysis have been tested both on- and
off-line. Results of these methods indicate that boiling detection is possible in real-time
even in the incipient stage of the boiling.

Both DC and AC components of the in-core and ex-core neutron detector signals can
be used for boiling detection; these two components provide complementary information.
Advanced signal analysis application to the DC signals may give information about the
dynamic changes of the reactor, provided that the changes of the signal exceed the inher-
ent noise of the measured channel. At the same time, AC signal analysis will characterize
the changes even in the inherent signal fluctuation level.

Boiling experiments of HOR and the methods implemented for signal analysis validates
the techniques used for these experiments. In the case of High Flux Reactor (HFR) at
Petten one needs faster and more sensitive methods because of the larger heating power
densities in this latter core. The on-line reactor noise analysis of HFR with application of
the new techniques may result in fast and sensitive detection of dynamic changes in the
reactor.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the state of the art of the measurement of two-phase flow variables in
a boiling water reactor (BWR) by analysis of in-core neutron detector noise signals
is given. It is concluded that the neutronic processes involved in neutron noise are
quite well understood, but that little is known about the density fluctuations in two-
phase flow which are the main cause of the neutron noise. For this reason, the
neutron noise measurements, like the well known two-detector velocity measure-
ments, are still difficult to interpret. By analysing neutron noise measurements in a
natural circulation cooled BWR, it is illustrated that, once a theory on the density
fluctuations is developed, two-phase flow can be monitored with a single in-core
detector.

1. INTRODUCTION
For safe and efficient operation of Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), monitoring of

two-phase flow conditions is of utmost importance. Using data on the two-phase flow
conditions, normal operating conditions can be verified, or anomalous conditions can be
detected. Furthermore, these data can be used for computer code validation, or as code
input. Especially for natural circulation cooled BWRs, like GE's SBWR,, or the
Dodewaard BWR (183 MWth, The Netherlands), which have a typically non-flat flow
distribution, two-phase flow monitoring is important.

For many years, much effort has been put into the development of reliable methods
for estimating two-phase flow variables like velocities and void fraction. It is a real
challenge to find reliable, safe and low-cost measuring techniques. The analysis of the
noise of an in-core neutron or gamma detector in principle offers the possibility of
studying two-phase flow conditions without disturbing the operating condition itself, and
with the use of simple instrumentation.

One well known technique is the measurement of velocities by analysis of noise
signals of axially displaced neutron detectors [Ran67,Sei72,Sei73,Wac73]. Propagating
disturbances (fluctuations of the steam-void content) cause perturbations of the neutron
flux density, which in turn cause fluctuations of the detector signal (Fig. 1). Both
detector signals are influenced by the propagating disturbance, but the upper detector
signal is shifted with a time delay corresponding with the velocity of the fluctuation. By
applying noise analysis techniques to the two noise signals, velocities of the two-phase
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mixture can be estimated. The interpretation of these measurements is still very difficult.
Literature shows [Ste92] that the neutronics involved in neutron noise processes are quite
well understood, i.e. one is able to predict the response of a neutron detector to, in both
space and time, arbitrarily distributed density fluctuations. A well founded theory of the
relation between two-phase flow characteristics and the fluctuations in two-phase flow is
lacking. If, however, such a theory can be developed, or insight can be gained through
extensive experiments, it should even be possible to monitor two-phase flow with a single
in-core detector.

2. IN-CORE NEUTRON DETECTOR NOISE
In a BWR, differences in bundle power and flow in the bundles neighbouring the

detector cause differences in two-phase flow conditions on a macroscale. Also, on a sub-
channel level these differences exist (Fig. 2). The information present in the detector
noise signal has its origin in these different regions. As the noise source in a BWR is
mainly due to the coolant density fluctuations, which are inherent to two-phase flow, and
the influence of these fluctuations on the detector signal is through neutronic processes, it
is easier to split the neutron noise problem into these sub-problems.

2.1. The response of an in-core detector to density fluctuations
A steam bubble in water causes a local change in moderation, absorption, and

(up)scattering, due to the density difference between water and steam. These changes
lead to a perturbation of the flux, which in turn can be detected by an in-core detector.
The way in which a local density fluctuation affects the count rate of an in-core detector
depends on the amplitude and frequency of the fluctuation, geometric effects like fuel
distribution or the distance between the density fluctuation and the detector, and the
neutron flux at the position of the fluctuation. In 1975, a mathematical trick was
introduced in this field to calculate the response of an in-core detector to parametric
perturbations which are arbitrarely distributed in both space and time [VDa75]. With the
application of this method the so-called field-of-view of an in-core detector was
introduced [VDa76]. This field-of-view defines the region, in both space and frequency
domain, in which fluctuations affect the detector signal. For simple problems, the
detector response can be calculated analytically; a neutron diffusion or transport code can
be used for complex problems. It was found that the field-of-view is roughly composed



of two components: a global and a local component. The fluctuation affects the neutron
level of the complete core through the global component. With this effect, the
perturbation of the flux is propagated through the core by the fission chain and can be
detected everywhere. The local component accounts for effects which directly influence
the detector signal, like a lower thermal flux due to a lower moderator density. These
effects are limited to a few centimetres. The field-of-view also depends on the frequency
of the fluctuation. This can be understood by noting that low frequency fluctuations cause
reactivity changes that influence the power of the complete reactor. High frequency
fluctuations, however, will be attenuated when transported through the fisson chain, but
do influence the detector signal through the local component.

Since 1975, many papers on calculations of the field-of-view of an in-core detector
have been published. In the early days only homogeneous problems were treated
[VDa75,VDa76,VDa77,Beh77,Beh79,Ana80,Paz81,Mit82,Kos82,Ana82a], and theory
was in accordance with experiments [Kle79]. When the field-of-view was calculated for
heterogeneous problems, at first some different results were found [Swe79,Swe80,Dif80,
Ana81,Dif82,Ana82b,Ana82c,Ana82d,Ana83a,Ana83b,Dif84], but, after some more
investigations [Hag85,Kos85], the work of Haghighat and Kosaly [Hag86,Hag89] seems
to conclude the discussions. The basic questions in the disussion were: should we use a
transport code to calculate the detector response, or can we use a diffusion code, and do
we have to take into account the heterogeneities on the sub-element level, or can we
perform calculations on a homogeneous equivalent of the problem. Haghighat and Kosaly
[Hag86,Hag89] investigated the problem by performing transport and diffusion calcula-
tions for a quarter of a fuel bundle with different levels of homogenization. As only the
relative sensitivity of the detector to density fluctuations in each subchannel is important,
the calculated field-of-view parameters were averaged over each subchannel, and the
sensitivity distribution was normalized to the sensitivity of the detector to fluctuations in_
the corner subchannel. By comparing the calculated field-of-view from different kinds of
calculations, it was found that a so-called cell homogeneous bundle diffusion calculation
(in which each subchannel is homogenized) is sufficient for calculating the field-of-view.
From the calculations it also follows that, although the corner subchannels are closest to
the detector, the sensitivity of the detector to density fluctuations in the side subchannels
is the largest, followed by the sensitivity to fluctuations in the central and corner
subchannels. This is due to the fact that not only the area of the corner subchannels is
smaller than that of the side and central subchannels, but also because there are more
side and central subchannels than corner subchannels.

It is important to note that although the expected noise signal can be calculated from
a given density noise source distribution, it might not be trivial to obtain the unknown
distribution from a measured hoise~signal.

2.2. Fluctuations in two-phase flow
Many measurements of the density fluctuations in two-phase flow have been

performed. In 1959 it was observed that boiling near a neutron detector causes
fluctuation of the detector signal [Boy59]. It was found that the detector noise strength
increased with increasing boiling intensity. In a BWR, however, not only the boiling
intensity varies along the height of the core, but also steam is transported upwards.
Investigations in a BWR showed that the normalized detector noise strength increases
along the height of the core [Sei72,Sei73]. Measurements on an out of pile set-up with an
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air/water two-phase flow mixture showed that the two-phase flow patterns bubbly, slug
and annular flow can be recognized by analysing the probability density function of the
density fluctuations [Jon75]. Matuszkiewicz et al. [Mat87] studied the density noise
source strength in a nitrogen-water two-phase flow as a function of the void fraction. It
was found that the noise source strength reaches a maximum at a value of the void
fraction which depends on the distance to the nitrogen inlet. A similar behaviour was
found by Kozma [Koz92a,Koz92b], who performed neutron noise measurements on a
nitrogen-water mixture in a simulated MTR-type fuel element in a research reactor.

The experiments show that the density noise strength depends on many variables (like
void fraction, velocity, geometry, etc.). This makes it very difficult to construct a
general model for the density noise. Many models have been developed, but some
explain only part of the measured effects [Kos75,Cee76,Geb77,Joh80,Thi81,Joh83,
Joh85,Koz92a] or the applicability of the model to the two-phase flow in a nuclear
reactor is questionable [Pau86,Bie90]. Density noise measurements in simulated fuel
assemblies would contribute to the knowledge of the behaviour of density noise at
different conditions.

2.3. An analysis of in-core neutron detector noise induced by two-phase flow
The following measurements, which were performed at the Dodewaard BWR,

illustrate the behaviour of the in-core neutron noise due to the density fluctuations, and
show the possibilities of monitoring two-phase flow with a single in-core detector. At
three radial positions, neutron noise measurements were performed at five heights for the
lower 25 % of the core height. These measurements were performed with the Traversing
In-core Probe (TIP). Figure 3 shows the spectra of the neutron noise signals for five
heights for radial position 5C (40 cm from the core centre). The spectra were normalized
to the global part of the neutron noise (low frequency part; 0-3 Hz). In this way, the
change in the high frequency region as a function of the detector height is clearly visible.
The plot shows an increase in amplitude of the high frequency part of the signal
(>5 Hz) with detector height. This is due to the increase of the amplitude of the density
fluctuations as the void fraction grows with higher elevation. This effect can be studied
more closely by calculating the high frequency contribution relative to the low frequency
part. In Fig. 4 the ratio of the mean square values of the high and low frequency •part are
plotted as a function of the height for three different radial positions (distance to the core
centre: 5C: 40 cm; 6D: 64 cm; 6B: 74 cm). This figure shows several features:

- for very low elevations, the high frequency contribution is constant, and equal for the
three radial positions;
in the region considered here (lower 25 % of the core), the relative high frequency
contribution grows with the height. This growth is different at the three radial
positions;

- in the small region 5-10 %, the contribution suddenly increases, but this point is
different for the radial positions considered here.

From the last two observations it can be concluded that the thermohydraulic conditions
are different at the three radial positions. A higher slope of the curve and a lower
transition point indicate a higher power or a lower flow rate.

If a relationship between the density fluctuations and thermohydraulic conditions like
void fraction and velocity was known, then these experiments, in combination with the
calculated field-of-view, could be numerically analysed. In this way, from a given power
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FIG. 3. Power spectral density of the in-core neutron
detector noise signal for various heights

distribution, the flow rate can be estimated. Or likewise, from a given flow rate, the
power distribution can be calculated.

3. IN-CORE TWO-DETECTOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
As outlined in the introduction, the two-detector velocity measurement technique is

based on the propagation of fluctuations of the steam void content from an upstream to a
downstream detector. By applying noise analysis techniques to the detector noise signals,
the transit time of the fluctuations can be estimated. The propagation velocity can be
calculated by combining the transit time and the distance between the detectors. In a
BWR, however, different propagation velocities exist due to the heterogeneity of the two-
phase flow on subchannel and core level. Because of this problem, and the problem of
the unknown density noise strength distribution, the interpretation of the measured transit
time is still difficult.

Some investigators have tried to solve the problem by calibration of the measured
data with data from other measurement techniques [P6r84,VHa88], or from two-phase
flow calculations [Kos77,Lub83a,Kha84,Ana84a,Ana84b,Ana84c], or by performing
numerical simulations [Swe78,Swe79,Lub83b,Beh83,Ana83c,Ana84b,LGb84]. The out-
come of these investigations was that the velocity that follows from the measured transit
time is the steam velocity [Sei73,Kos77,Swe79,Ana84a,Ana84b,Ana84c], the volumetric
flux [Lub83a], or the void propagation velocity [Kos83,Pau86]. With respect to spatial
effects, the measured velocity is thought to be a (weighted) bundle average quantity
[literature up to ±1983,Hag89], or the steam velocity in the side subchannel [Kha84T

Ana84a,Ana84b,Ana84c]. The second transit time which is sometimes observed in tbe
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upper half of the core [Kos77,Fed82], is found to be connected with a radial velocity
profile of the slugs near the walls of the bundles [Ana83d]~ (in case of four neighbouring
bundles with a different flow pattern), or the steam velocity in the corner or inner
subchannels [Ana84b,Ana84c].

From this list of different interpretations, and their chronological order, it is clear
that a general agreement has not yet been reached.

4. OTHER NOISE TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING TWO-PHASE FLOW
In the example treated in section 2.3, only the strength of the high frequency part

relative to the low frequency part of the neutron detector noise is analysed. Other noise
analysis techniques also prove to be useful in studying two-phase flow. For example, a
well known method is flow pattern recognition through analysis of the probability density
function of the noise signal [Jon75,Alb82,Lub83c,YHa88,Koz92a,Koz92b]. King et al.
studied the possibilities of flow pattern recognition using auto-regressive/rrioving average
modelling [Kin88,Kin89]. Wang et al. studied the same problem by analysing the high
frequency contribution of the noise signal [Wan88,Wan90]. Also, the neutron noise
technique offers the possibility of boiling detection [Ber82,Kat85,Hoo85,Koz92a].

Although many of these investigations prove to be (partly) successful, they all suffer
from the deficient knowledge on the relation between two-phase flow characteristics and
the density fluctuations in two-phase flow.



5. CONCLUSIONS
Literature shows that the neutronics involved in neutron noise measurements are

quite well understood. The development in this field is characterized by many discussions
and opinions, but a consensus seems to be reached. Furthermore, with the present
calculational resources, the methods and results presented can be quite easily verified.
However, the density fluctuations, which cause the neutron flux perturbations, are less
well understood. A well founded theory of fluctuations in two-phase flow is lacking, and
extensive measurements in simulated fuel bundles have not yet been performed. Because
of this deficient knowledge, the interpretation of in-core detector noise measurements is
still very difficult. A final conclusion on the interpretation of the two-detector velocity
measurements has not yet been reached.

Finally, if a link between two-phase flow characteristics and the density fluctuations
can be achieved, not only the two-detector velocity measurements will be better
understood, but also the possibility will be provided of monitoring two-phase flow with a
single in-core detector.
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Abstract

The 500 MWe Indian Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) is
expected to be commissioned in a few years. It has a relatively large
sized core with complex material distribution in comparison to the
currently operating 220 MWe PHWRs. The resulting neutronically loosely
coupled system demands continuous control of the core power
distribution. This paper gives a brief description and analysis of the
reactor monitoring and control system proposed for this reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring and Control of the total power is required in all the
nuclear power reactors. But only the large sized power reactors,which
account for most of the currently installed capacity, need monitoring
and control of power distribution. Large reactors are characterised by
low neutron leakage resulting in neutronic decoupling. In addition,
several design characteristics have a bearing on the control and safety
system. A significant decoupling effect, for example, results from the
flattening of core power distribution which is an essential feature of
most of the large power reactors. The extent of decoupling is manifested
in low eigenvalue separation of the higher modes with respect to the
fundamental and give rise to the power distribution distortions due to
the excitation of higher modes. In the presence of various feedbacks
due to temperature, void, xenon etc., higher mode instabilities can
result in spatial power oscillations Cl,23 at constant power. The
problem of slaw xenon-induced oscillations is particularly acute in the
natural uranium fuelled Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs) due< to
relatively high thermal flux for the same overall power in comparison to
the Light Water Reactors. In this paper, we shall discuss the problem
of power distribution control and monitoring for 500 MWe Indian PHWR.

In the next section, a general description of the problem is given.
Power distribution monitoring and control systems are described in the
third section. Use of linear stability analysis for getting a gross
estimate of stability margins is discussed in the fourth section. Some
results obtained for operational transients using 3-dimensional
transient simulation code FEMXEN are also described in this" section.
This is followed by a general discussion and conclusion.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The need of power distribution control on account of neutronic
decoupling was assessed in early times by the reactor size in units of
migration length. In Table I, the data for., PHWRs of three different
sizes is listed C21. From the values of R'Vlf' one could assess the
relative stability of the core. But, the effect of core heterogeneities
cannot be taken into account. This, as we shall see later, might result



in significantly different estimate of core stability. On the other
hand, the eigenvalue spectrum reflects the decoupling effect of both the
core size and material distribution and can give an accurate
characterisation of core decoupling [33.

We have developed a code, MODCAL, based on the power iteration
scheme for generating the higher modes [43. Eigenvalue separations of
the dominant higher modes are listed in Table I. Relatively lower
values for the large reactors are responsible for their decreased core
stability.

The transient power distributions require spatial power control on
different time scales depending on the type of perturbation and the
feedback involved. Extremely slow changes occurring over days due to
fuel burn up are controlled by on-line refuelling in PHWRs and by
control rod management in BWRs. Coolant density or void feedback can
lead to flux distortions which could develop into instabilities at a
very short time scale of seconds [53. It is extremely difficult to
control such instabilities and efforts are made to identify and avoid
such operational regime and, if possible, to make remedial changes in
reactor design. It is the instabilities occurring under normal
operating conditions at the time scale of minutes to hours due to the
feedback effect of xenon which have acquired great importance from the
point of spatial control [13. Xe , produced mainly through ft decay of
fission product I , has a large absorption cross-section for thermal
neutrons and is also removed by ft decay. At high thermal fluxes
absorption dominates and delayed production of xenon from iodine causes
the flux to oscillate spatially. Initially the problem was identified
with the low enriched or natural uranium fuelled high flux reactors but
with the commissioning of several LWRs of generating capacity higher
than 1000 MWe, it is getting increased attention.

3. MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Core instrumentation in power reactors was earlier used for
obtaining relevant neutronic and thermal hydraulic data and in verifying
the predictions of computer codes used for reactor design. Flux mapping
is now carried out to reconstruct the core power distribution with good
spatial resolution using fluxes measured at only a few locations, in
some form, in most power reactors - at least under steady state
conditions. In BWRs, transversing in-core probis and in PWRs movable or
fixed in-core detectors are increasingly being used for this purpose.
In PHWRs, fully instrumented channels were earlier used to reconstruct
the radial flux shape. This has been replaced by a comprehensive 3-D
system employing fixed in-core self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs) in
recent reactors [63.

The control of power distribution, in order that thermal margins
are not violated and the integrity of fuel element is maintained during
normal operation, is best carried out by a continuous core monitoring
system. It can use either fixed in-core or ex-core neutron/gamma ray
sensitive detectors for getting local/global power. The detectors can
be calibrated periodically by more accurate flux mapping system. The
calibrated signals are then used to control global/local power with the
help of appropriate control absorbers.

For the purpose of monitoring and control of power distribution in
this reactor, the core is divided into a total of 14 zones - seven each
in two radial planes - shown in Fig.l. This is sufficient for the
control of first azimuthal and first axial mode instabilities. Each



zone is equipped with a fast responding Cobalt/Platinum detector and a
light water filled zone control compartment. It is relatively easy to
locate and manage in-core instrumentation in the large volume of heavy
water moderator kept at low temperature and low pressure in PHWRs. The
control is of single input - single output type controlling the power of
each zone independently. Different zones are connected only through
global power control. A multi-variable control system is unnecessary in
view of the longer time scale of instabilities. Total reactivity worth
of zone control system is ± 3 mk. The additional reactivity
requirements are met by (a) 17 stainless steel adjuster rod system (
reactivity worth **• 12 mk) which are normally parked inside the core for
flattening the core power distribution and (b) 4 Cadmium Control rods
(reactivity worth ** 10 mk) which are parked outside the core. A top view
of the system of these three devices is shown in Fig.2.

For effective control of zonal power, the corresponding monitor
should give a good estimate of average zone power. This cannot be
achieved by a single small detector. A flux mapping system which
reconstructs the power distribution periodically is used for this
purpose and zonal detectors are calibrated to average zone power. Flux
mapping system spans the core flux distribution with the help of
measured signals from 102 small vanadium detectors distributed
throughout the core. A flow diagram of power distribution control is
shown in Fig.3. A distributed system of prompt responding in-core
detectors is used for tripping the reactor on local/global neutron
overpower. One representative radial section with different detectors
for control and safety is shown in Fig.4.

4. SPATIAL CONTROL IN THE 500 MWe PHWR

After incorporating the above monitoring and control system in 500
MWe PHWR, it is important to demonstrate the effectiveness of the zone
control system. It is also required to accurately determine the control
requirements in different operating states so as to carry out
optimisation of the inventory of in-core detector and control system. A
multi-pronged approach was devised for this purpose. First, the
movement of reactivity devices used for spatial control was studied in
detail using a three dimensional two-group finite difference code
FEMXEN. This is done particularly for devising appropriate procedures
for their operation so that a distortion in power distribution is
corrected effectively without causing a distortion elsewhere. Second, a
linear stability analysis for various higher modes was carried out to
study xenon-induced spatial instabilities at different power levels and
for different possible core configurations. Finally, detailed
transient simulations were carried out, for some of the frequent
operational perturbations, to demonstrate the adequacy of the power
distribution control system.

4.1 Movement of Reactivity Devices

The reactivity devices used for reactivity shim, control of
global/local power etc. , are operated by the Reactor Regulating System
(RRS). The adjuster rods, for example, control a relatively large
amount of reactivity and are frequently used during the operation. They
can produce a relatively large flux distortion and control system should
be equipped to correct such distortions. Various quantities such as
maximum bundle/channel powers and directional tilts were used to



characterise a power distribution in studying the effect of movement of
reactivity devices using FEMXEN C73. An appropriate banking (grouping)
of adjuster rods was made so as to avoid their partial insertion in the
core, which was found to cause high flu:< distortions, during operation
at high power. The results of analysis showed that the simultaneous
changes in the zone control compartments used for global power control
leads to very low (1-3%) changes in individual zone powers indicating
that global control of reactivity does not cause significant distortions
in power distribution. High capability of an individual zone
compartment in controlling the power distribution was clear from the
calculations involving change in water levels of individual zone. It
was found that power of the zone concerned can be changed by 5-10%
during such an operation.

4.2 Linear Stability Analysis

The main problem in connection with the xenon-induced instabilities
is to find how the amplitude of the oscillations changes with time.
Xenon oscillations can be described in terms of a parameter called
growth factor, by fitting the variation to an exponential dependence, as
shown in Table III. A positive growth factor indicates an unstable core
while a negative value is obtained for a stable core with converging
oscillations. A linear stability analysis C83 can be carried out for
arbitrarily small perturbation by linearising the neutron diffusion
equations along with the xenon and iodine dynamic equations. It can
provide rough estimate of growth factors for various core configurations
of interest and for different dominant higher modes of the core. A 3-D
code MGDCAL E43 was used for generating the higher Keff modes and
subsequently for the linear stability analysis of the 500 MWe PHWR. The
results obtained for different core configurations with the reactor at
full power are given in Table III. The dependence of the growth factor
on power level is shown in Fig.5. The reactor is, for example, stable
under nominal core condition when operated at below 60*A full power or
with adjusters out of the core. The growth factor of oscillations for
the currently operating 220 MWe PHWRs was found to be highly negative
indicating damped oscillations C93.

4.3 Direct Computer Simulation

Detailed simulation of xenon transients was carried out using two
group, 3-D finite differenced neutron diffusion equation incorporated in
FEMXEN. The code does a criticality search at each time step taking
into account the programmed actions by control system. A check on the
maximum bundle/channel power is carried out in determining the maximum
allowable reactor power during the transient. Several simulations were
carried out, for some of the frequent operational perturbations, to
demonstrate the adequacy of the power distribution control system £103.
The results for the xenon override transient are shown in Fig 6. The
reactor which was operating at 100A full power is shutdown for
approximately 40 minutes and then made critical again by withdrawing
adjuster rods. Initially power can be raised to only 65V. full power due
to the absence of adjusters and xenon redistribution. Under the action
of zone control system adjusters get reinserted gradually as xenon burns
and spatial tilts are kept in check as shown in Fig.6. It can be seen
that power distribution is efficiently brought close to the steady state
condition with the help of spatial control system. In Fig.7 & 8, the
results for on-line refuelling transient are shown with and without the



operation of spatial control system to further demonstrate the
effectiveness of the power distribution control system.

Following equations were considered for the purpose of simulation in

FEMXEN and MODCAL.

ft
= » - [ E V E * ] x x "

- Dff * V fca,f + Sf.t] *t = KTTT^.fV S ,t
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Where yT and y are the fission yields of iodine and xenon; XT, \
' I ' x * ' I x

their decay constants, respectively; o is the absorption cross-section
of xenon for thermal neutrons and the subscripts f and t refer to the
fast and thermal group, respectively; a X $ is the absorption term due

X t
to xenon. Other symbols have their usual meaning.

In addition, the code FEMXEN incorporates a real time neutron
kinetic simulation model based on a modal method to simulate the action
of reactor regulating system C113. This model has been checked against
a more accurate direct kinetics code.

5. GENERAL DISCUSSION AN& CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the core monitoring and control system of the 500
MWe PHWR presented above demonstrates clearly that it is quite effective
and efficient in countering the xenon-induced instabilities and the
perturbations caused by the reactivity devices. With the assistance of
a comprehensive 3-D flux mapping system, its performance is expected to
be excellent even in the off-normal operating conditions.

As 500 MWe PHWR does not have any coolant boiling under normal
operating condition, the data obtained from 44 fully instrumented
channels is fairly accurate. Therefore, a good radial flux map may be
generated by the channel measurements. And thus a substantial reduction
in the number of flux mapping detectors can easily be made. We have
already reduced the permanent reactivity load by removing four' adjuster
rods which we found would not affect the necessary control
requirements.

As far as core monitoring detectors are concerned, we have
detectors at fourteen locations in the reactor each representing a
control zone to detect any change in power distribution caused by
on-line refuelling, reactivity device movement and xenon redistribution.
As such, first azimuthal mode is the only mode which is unstable in this
reactor. So, there should be at least four detectors to detect the
excitations of first azimuthal mode. The axial mode is also close to
instability and partial channel on-line fuelling also causes substantial



change in the axial flux distribution. Hence, the need of detectors in
two radial planes. Since a number of reactivity devices occupy the
central portion of the core, an additional zone in the central part
helps in detecting and rectifying the distortions caused by any change
in the reactivity device movement. The use of in-core detectors for the
purpose-of spatial control does have some disadvantages. First, it
requires a number of penetrations through the core and, second, the
reactivity load by way of neutron absorption in detectors could be
substantial resulting in the loss of burn up. This problem is being
investigated further so that the number of in-core detectors can be
reduced without much loss in accuracy. But, in-core detectors can be
used in making a realistic estimate of thermal margins and in reducing
incidence of fuel failures. This is likely to help in increasing the
overall power output of the reactor. ~~
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TABLE I. RELATIVE SIZES OF PHWRs AND EIGENVALUE SEPARATIONS.

Reactor Core

NAPP-220

PHWR-500

PHWR-1250

Radius

R(cm)

225

310

410

Migration

Length

M(cm)

19

20

19

RW

140

250

475

Eigenvalue

(ink)

1st Az

25

15

7

Separation

1st Ax

35

20

20

TABLE II. HIGHER LAMBDA MODES FOR 500 MWe PHWR

A TYPICAL 3-D REPRESENTATION - NOMINAL CORE.

s.
No.

1

2

3

4

5

Core Configuration

Nominal Core
(Adj.•ZCCs*2FuelZones)

Adj.•ZCCs+IFuel Zone

No Adj.* ZCCs
• 2. Fuel Zones

No Adj.+No ZCCs
*1 Fuel 7ones

No Adj.*No ZCCs
•1 Fuel Zone

K

1.0013

1.0042

1.0164

1.0204

1.0242

Mode
No.

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
?
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

F.iyenvalue
Separation

(mk)

14.8
15.3
ZQ.Q

16.2
16.6
19.3

18.9
19.2
29.6

19.3
19.3
2.7.8

20.9
2-0.9
27.7

Growth
Factor
Ihr"')

0.091
0.072

-0.067

0.039
0.024

-0.049

-0.027
-0.036
-0.210 -

-0.049
-0.049
-0.19

-0.079
-0.079
-0. 19

Period

(hr)

19.5
19.4
19.9

19.1
19.2
19.4

18.8
18.2
25.8

18.8
18.8
23.t)

18.7
18.7
23.0

Hode No.:
1
2
3

Foc+ov = •£- \

1st Az.imuthal-1
1st Azi.mutlral-2
1st Axial

-r
4--£*.—>,

\ /
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TABLE III. GROWTH FACTOR AND PERIOD OF XENON INSTABILITIES IN 500 MWe

PHWR FOR VARIOUS CORE CONFIGURATIONS IN FIRST THREE HIGHER MODES AT FULL

POWER.

S.No.

1

?

3

4

5

6

7

6

9

10

11

1?

13

Mode

Fundamental

1st Az-1

1st. Az-2

1st. Axial

Mixed - Is I. Ax-1
• 1st. Axial

?nd Az-1

Mixed - 1st Az-?
•1st Axial

?nd Az-?

1st Radial

Mixed - ?nd Az-1
• 1st Ax.ial

Mixed - ?nd Az-?

•1st Axial

3rd Az-1

3rd Az-?

Figenvalue

1.0013

0.9667

0.9B63

0.9817

0.9645

0.9643

0.9641

0.9610

0.9496

0.9403

0.93B2

0.9333

0.9308

Eigenvalue
Separation(mk)

--

14.80

15.?3

?0.0

38.06

38.35

38.57

41.8?

54.37

64.77

67. 11

7?.71

75.61

As. -- AzLmuthal ; 1.?. refer to complementry modes

Mesh Size in X and Y directions = ?8.6 cm
Mesh Size in 7. lAx.UUdLrecU.ons = 49.5 cm

C P U Time = <^ 5-10 hrs -500
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PURPOSE OF MEASUREMENTS

The on — site inspection of irradiated Pressurized Water

Reactor (PWR) fuel and Non— Fuel Bearing Components (NFBC) is-

typically limited to visual inspections during refuelings

using underwater TV cameras and is intended primarily to

confirm whether the components will continue in operation.

These inspections do not normally provide data for design

verification nor information to benefit future fuel designs.

Japanese PWR utilities and Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd.

designed, built, and performed demonstration tests of on —

site inspection equipment that confirms operational readiness

of PWR fuel and NFBC and also gathers data for design

verification of these components.



DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENTS

On — site fuel inspection system consists of equipment for 13

different measurements that provide useful feedbackdata for

design verification, 9 measurements for fuel and 4 for NFBC:

1. Measurements for fuel:

a. Fuel rod's oxidized film thickness

b. Fuel rod's profile (diameter)

c. Fuel rod's bow

d. Gap between fuel rod's

e. Grid's spring constant

f. Visual appearance of interior rods by fiberoptics

g. Leaf spring force

h. Thimble tube inside profile (inner diameter)

i. Fuel pellet positions by y — ray scanning

2. Measurements of NFBC

a. Rod's profile and integrity using eddy current

encircling coil

b. Hold down spring force

c. Visual appearance of inside of hub using fiberoptics

d. Visual appearance of interior rods using fiberoptics

RESULTS

On — site fuel inspection system was designed and

manufactured. Off — site tests were performed using a fuel

assembly mockup to verify measurement accuracy and data

gathering capability.

On — site tests were performed at one operating plant for

about one month. Measurement accuracy, durability, and ease

of decontamination of the system were verified to be in

accordance with initial design goals.
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE OF MEASUREMENTS
The on — site inspection of irradiated Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
fuel and Non — Fuel Bearing Components (NFBC) is typically limited
to visual inspections during refuelings using underwater TV cameras
and is intended primarily to confirm whether the components will
continue in operation. These inspections do not normally provide data
for design verification nor information to benefit future fuel designs.

Japanese PWR utilities and Nuclear Fuel Industries Ltd. designed, built,
and performed demonstration tests of on — site inspection equipment
that confirms operational readiness of PWR fuel and NFBC and also
gathers data for design verification of these components.

DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENTS
On — site fuel inspection system consists of equipment for 1 3 different
measurements that provide useful feedbackdata for design verification,
9 measurements for fuel and 4 for NFBC :
1. Measurements for fuel :

a. Fuel rod's oxidized film thickness
b. Fuel rod's profile (diameter)
c. Fuel rod's bow
d. Gap between fuel rod's
e. Grid's spring constant
f. Visual appearance of interior rods by fiberoptics
g. Leaf spring force
h. Thimble tube inside profile (inner diameter)
i. Fuel pellet positions by y — ray scanning

2. Measurements of NFBC
a. Rod's profile and integrity using eddy current encircling coil
b. Hold down spring force
c. Visual appearance of inside of hub using fiberoptics
d. Visual appearance of interior rods using fiberoptics

RESULTS
On — site fuel inspection system was designed and manufactured. Off
— site tests were performed using a fuel' assembly mockup to verify
measurement accuracy and data gathering capability.

On — site tests were performed at one operating plant for about one
month. Measurement accuracy, durability, and ease of decontamination
of the system were verified to be in accordance with initial design
goals.
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1 Purpose
At periodic inspection of a PWR fuel and NFBC (Non Fuel Bearing
Component) only simple appearance check with underwater TV camera
has been conducted from the viewpoint of reloading to the core, but
detailed information to be reflected to design has not been obtained. A
hot laboratory inspection can give detailed information but has some
weak points due to restriction based on transporation and reprocessing,
delay of feedback of this result as well as limited number of inspeciton
items.

To promote research and development of the modified fuel and NFBC
durable for future various operating _ conditions, further detailed
information on the fuel and the NFBC is required than those in the past.

For these situations, a proven test was performed for an on — site
inspection equipment having similar performance to the hot laboratory
to develop practical equipment.

Outline of the equipment and test results are described as follows.

2.0utline of Equipment (see figure 1)
The on — site inspection equipment was designed and manufactured
considering measuring accuracy, remote handling performance and integrity
of the fuel after measurement.

The on —site inspection system consists of a total of thirteen types
of measuring devices that can reflect to the design of the fuel and NFBC
Nine units of them were supplied for the fuel and the other four units
for NFBC.

For the fuel, the following items can be measured.
* Oxide thickness by an eddy current probe
* Rod outer diameter by a probe type profilometer.
* Rod's bow by a roller type probe
* Rod gap by a probe containing strain gauge
* Spring constant of a support grid by a difference transformer .and a

load cell
* Direct observation of inside apperance of the fuel by an fiber optics
* Leaf spering force by a difference transformer and a load cell
* Internal inspection of the guide thimble of the control rod measured

by an eddy current probe
* Gamma scanning for measurement of position of the pellet in the rod

and relative burn up rate on axial direction of four corner-rods by Ge
detectors

For the NFBC, the following items can be measured.
* Rod outer diameter and rod integrity by a profilometer and a ECT
* Hold down spring force by a load cell and differential transformer
* Direct observation of internal appearance of the hab by a fiber optics
* Direct observation of external appearance by a fibe optics

- 4 -
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3.Design and Manufacturing
Design was done considering the following items

* Measuring accuracy
* Remote handling and operability
* Anti — radiation property
* Integrity of the fuel after measurment
* Durability
* Compact and light design
* Easiness of decontamination
* Alignment to handling tools at site

Based on these design criteria, almost of all parts were made of
stainless steel and an inspection stand was provided commonly used for
fuel measuring on a light design basis. In addition, the surface was buffed
for better decontamination.

A computer was used for driving control and measurement of the
equipment, and data are stored on a floppy disc as well as output to
a printer or a plotter.

Furthermore, VCR and an illumination controller required for image
processing were also provided.

4.0ff site Test
At open air condition and test pool for development in the Nuclear

Fuel Industry Co. Ltd., the performance test on a dummy fuel assembly
and a dummy NFBC was conducted.

The test items are as follows
* Smooth operation of the driving mechanism
* Remote handling and operability
* Maintainability
* Integrity of data collection function

Some equipment was modified to improve their performance for
better usefull data. This brings clear perspective to establish practical
equipment.

5.0n site Test
A demonstration test was conducted for the equipment loaded into

one operating plant. It took about one month in smooth operation.

6.Test Results and Evaluation
6.1 Thickness of oxide film (see figure 2)

— A target of measuring accuracy of ± 5 u m from the off — site
test was satisfied.
— The maximum measured data was 28 u m. This was reasonable
comparing analytical data of maximum thickness of about 35 u m
at 30.000MWd/t burn up.

- 5 -



6.2 Outer diameter of the fuel rod (see figure 3)
— A target of measuring accuracy of ± 5 n m was satisfied.
— It is known that a middle section of the fuel rod becomes narrower
due to large creep down through progress of burn up. Test result
proved this trend is reasonable.
— The maximum ridge height was 15 u m. This was reasonable
comparing analytical value from an open code of FEMAXI — III of about
20m u.

6.3 Fuel rod's bow (see figure 4)
- Measured accuracy was ± 0.2mm. This was acceptable.

6.4 Fuel rod gap
- Measured accuracy was ± 0.05mm. This was acceptable.
- Rod with a gap less than 1 mm was rejected to insert by a gap
sensor because this deviated the measuring region of this equipment
with 1.0 to 4.5mm.

6.5 Spring constant of supporting grid
- Measurement was done for two fuel assemblies, average data were
16.3 kg/mm and 16.0 kg/mm. These data were considerably agreed
with design value were judged reasonable.

6.6 Appearance inspection of inside the fuel rod
- Resolution was slightly inferior to the off — site test but was
available for flaw and dent inspection sufficiently without any
practical problem. In addition, no scar and other defect were found
to prove integrity of the rod and the grid.

6.7 Leaf spring force
-Measured accuracy was ±0.5% as a reasonable value.
- Measured data lowered design permanent strain curve to show
integrity of the leaf spring.

6.8 Inspection of inside of the control rod guide thimble
- Averagve inner diameter was 12.820mm. This shows that after
irradiation did not change inner diameter from original shop glata of
12.811 to 12.853mm.

An eddy current examination was also done to prove its
integrity without thinned section by 20% and more.

6.9 Gamma scanning
- Identified nuclides
(Fuel region) : Kr - 106, Cs - 134, Cs - 137, Zr - 95, Nb - 95
(Plenum region) : Co - 60, Kr - 85
-Counting error was about 3% for eight minute measurement.
- The speed of the hoist used for lifting the fuel assembly was
large, SSmm/sec, so that pellet inside the rod and distance between
pellets could not be measured.

6.10 Outer diameter of NFBC rod
— Outer diameter of the neutron source rod was measured. Its
accuracy was ± 3 u m acceptable.

6.11 Integrity inspection of NFBC rod

- 6 -



— An eddy current examination was done for BPA rod. No defect
with thinned section by 20% or more was found to be acceptable.

6.12 Hold down spring force
— Measured accuracy satisfied data from the off — site test of ±

- 10%.
6.13 Inspection of inside the hub and rod appearance

— Resolution was rather poor comparing the off — site test, but it
was acceptable for practical work. No defect was found inside the
hub and rod showing their integrity.

7. Results (see table 1 ~3)
As a result of the in — site demonstration test, the following data were
obtained.

The on — site inspection system was proved to have expected
performance concerning measuring accuracy , durability and
decontamination. These data also show that the fuel rod has sufficient
property after irradiation as expected in design process.

We hope that this equipment will be applied in the fuel
development in the future.
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Table 1 ON-SITE PWR FUEL INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR FUEL (1 /2 )

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Item

Oxide Thickness
Measurement System

Rod Profilometry
Measurement System

Rod Bow
Measurement System

Rod Gap Gauge

Grid Spring Force
Measurement System

Method Outline

•ECT
• contact probe

•LVDT
• contact needls

•LVDT
• contact Roller

• Strain Gauge
• insert Gap Gauge

• Load Cell. LVDT
• retract Grid with

Fingers

Information

• Axial Distribution
of Oxide Thickness

• Profilometry
(Swelling.Ridging)

• Rod ~Bow

• Rod Gap

• Spring Constant
(Load vs Deflection)

Accuracy

± 3 u m

± 5 u m

± 0.2mm

± 0.05mm

± 1 5 %

Table 2 ON-SITE PWR FUEL INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR FUEL (2 /2 )

No

6.

7.

8.

9.

Item

Fuel Inside View
System

Leaf Spring
Measurement System

Guide Thimble Tube
Inspection System

Gamma Scanning
System

Method Outline

• Fiber Optics
• insert Fibers

• Load Cell.LVDT
• press Leaf Spring

• Straingage.ECT
• insert probe into

Tube

• Ge Detector
• use shielding

container

Information

• Visual Information
of Inside Rod

• Spring Constant
• Spring Height

• Inner Tube
plofilometry

• Fault Detection

• Axial pellet
Location

• Corner Rod
Burn UP

Accuracy

*

±5%

± 0.03mm

Counting
Error

±3%

- 12 -
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T a b l e 3 ON-SITE PWR FUEL INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR NFBC

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

Item

Rod Profilometry
Measurement System

Rod ECT System

Holddown Spring
Force Measurement
System

Inside of hub View
System

Method Outline

•LVDT
• contact Finger

•ECT
• Encircling Coil

• Load Cell.LVDT

• Fiber Optics
• insert Fibers

Information

• Profilometry

• Fault Detection

• Spring Constant
• Spring Height

• Visual Information
of Inside hub

Accuracy

± 3 u m

± 1 0 %

- 13 - NEXT PAGE(S)
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Core Monitoring at Ringhals 2

T Andersson
Vattenfall, Ringhals, S-430 22 Varobacka, Sweden

Abstract

A comprehensive core monitoring system incorporates a number of design features to ensure
safe and economic operation of the core during all operating conditions - from cold shutdown
to hot full power. A new generation of monitoring software is presently under development at
Vattenfall.

Paper presented at:

Technical Committee Meeting on "In-core Instrumentation and In-situ Measurement in
Connection with Fuel Behaviour", Petten, The Netherlands, 26-29 October 1992



1. The Rinqhals plant

Ringhals 2 is a 880 MWe Wetinghouse plant located on the Swedish west coast. In 1989 the
steam generators were replaced and the plant was uprated with 9% to 2652 MWth. Ringhals 1
is an ABB BWR. Ringhals 3 and 4 are 900 MWe Westinghouse plants with 17*17 fuel.
Ringhals 2 belongs to an older generation with 15*15 fuel assemblies.

2. Present monitoring system

As a part of a R&D project, Ringhals 2 has been equipped with 8 strings of fixed in-core
detectors of the gamma thermometer type. A considerable operational experience has been
gained since the first installation in 1984 /I, 2, 3/.

The signals from the gamma thermometers are processed in several steps. The millivolt signal
from the gamma thermometers is first converted to a temperature difference over the detector.
This temperature difference corresponds to a specific heat (W/g) in the sensor. With the aid of
precalculated detector response functions, the specific heat is finally converted to linear power
in the adjacent fuel rods.

The 3D pin power distribution is calculated with the CECOR code (ABB-CE), with the aid of
precalculated coupling coefficients obtained from SIMULATE. The DNB margin is finally
calculated with TEL-HC. Input is temperature, pressure, reactor core flow, axial power
distribution and radial peaking factor. The appropriate critical heat flux table is also used.
Figure 1 shows the basic signal processing.

The RADCAL software package form Scandpower is used to calibrate the gamma
thermometers. The calibration is performed with the aid of a current generator controlled by
the core monitoring computer. Figure 2 shows the hardware of the system.

Trend monitoring as well as predictions are made with the SCORPIO (IFE) system. All
variables, including signals from all fixed in-core detectors are available for trend analysis.

3. General functional requirements

The overall objective of a core monitoring system is to ensure that the plant is operated within
the limitations given by safety analysis. In addition, the system should provide support for the
reactor operator in various aspects of core operation.

3.1. Direct monitoring of limiting conditions
Core operating restrictions are generally expressed as indirect limits: Quadrant Power Tilt,
Delta-Flux and power peaking factors are indirect limits as opposed to DNB-margin and linear
heat rate which are direct limits. With direct measurement, indirect limits can be removed or
relaxed. It is also expected that the next generation of system will cover a wider range of
operational modes.

3.2. Monitoring during all operating conditions
The operational safety has to be maintained during all operating mods - from cold shutdown to
hot full power. Steady state as well as transient conditions have to be covered.
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3.3. Evaluation in three time domains
A comprehensive monitoring system operates in three time domains: past present and future.
With the trend analysis functions it should be possible to investigate past occurrences. The
monitoring system measures the present limits. With the predictive function strategies for
planned future transients can be developed with the aid of strategy generators.

4. Limitations with existing software (1NCORE. CECOR)

4.1. In core fuel management
Incore fuel management for Ringhals 2 is made by Vattenfall. The code package
SIMULATE/CASMO is used for the design work as well as for a large portion of the Reload
Safety Analysis (RSE). SIMULATE is also used to generate coefficients to INCORE and
CECOR.

4.2. Limitations with existing software
The present monitoring software was developed in the 1960s and 1970s. Some of the
shortcomings are:

• Reliance on inaccurate in-core physics models
• Requirement for pre-computed data for signal-to-power conversion factors
• Inability to treat movable, fixed, and mixed in-core detector systems
• Limited predictive capabilities
• Inconsistency with off-line, core design, and licensing models

Recent advances in core physics models, computational hardware, and graphical user interfaces
makes it possible, in a longer time perspective, to replace the existing software with a
significantly more advanced system.

5. The CMM project

A prestudy has recently been completed with the aim of specifying the next generation of
software for core monitoring without the aforementioned shortcomings. The CMM (Core
Monitoring Model) project is a joint effort between Vattenfall and Studsvik of America, a
subsidiary of Vattenfall.

5.1. CMM program modules
There are four major components in the CMM system: 1) the advanced 3-D nodal model used
to perform continuous core calculations, 2) the detector data processing and interpretation
algorithms, 3) the predictive model used to examine operational strategies, and 4)" the
operator/engineer graphical user interface. Figure 3 shows the CMM program structure.

5.1.1. Core follow physics model
Many of the advances of the proposed monitoring system are made possible through the use of
the 3-D, two group, advanced nodal reactor analysis core, SIMULATE-3, as an integral part
of the monitoring system. SIMULATE-3 provides the capability of rapidly computing accurate
and detailed (pin-by-pin) power distributions, critical boron concentration, or critical rod
positions for any plant operating condition.



5.1.2. DNBR model
The Vattenfall COBRA model will provide direct coupling between the SIMULATE-3
neutronics and COBRA hydraulics. SIMULATE-3 calculated pin powers will be condensed to
COBRA sub-channel powers, and these sub-channels will be screened to obtain candidate "hot
channel".

5.1.3. Software for detector data processing analysis
Detector data software will be substantially different from the presently used. The
continuously-computed SIMULATE-3 detector signals will be used to perform extensive
comparisons between measured and computed signals. Thus, sophisticated error and trend
analysis of the detector signals can be performed and failed/failing detectors can be readily
recognised and eliminated.

5.1.4. Adaptive core model
CMM will have the ability to perform trend analysis to determine the bias between the
calculated and measured detector signals. This will permit CMM to produce an "adapted core
model" in which the calculational biases of the SIMULATE-3 core model are removed.

5.1.6. CMM data base
The CMM data base will consist of three major parts. The first part is reactor historical data,
which includes detailed operational parameters such as power levels, flow rates, rod positions,
etc. The second part of the data base is the SIMULATE-3 core-follow data, which contains
the SIMULATE-3 "restart data" and computational results. The third part of the data base is
the SIMULATE-3 adaptive model data, which is the adaptive analogue of core follow data.

5.1.7. Gamma transport calculations
The present system relies on precalculated detector response functions. The CMM system will
provide integral gamma transport calculations, taking into account local bumup, core loading
pattern and power level.

6. Hardware

In addition to the CMM prestudy, a prestudy has also been completed concerning the next
generation of core monitoring computers and related hardware. The planned new computer
system will operate independently of the plant process computer. The main features of the new
system are the following:

6.1. Based on workstations
The present mini computer will be replaced with workstations. Workstations provide higher
capacity, lower costs and an improved user interface.

6.2. Parallel computers
The operability requirement for the new system will be high. Various concepts for computer
redundancy are investigated. Also signal separation is considered.



6.3. Efficient user interface
A core monitoring system is primarily an operator's tool. An efficient user interface is therefore
essential. Experience gained from the present SCORPIO system will be transferred to the
design of the new system.

6.4. Signal validation
The present system is functionally interconnected with the plant process computer. In the
improved design all signals will be taken directly from the process to the core monitoring
computer. The core monitoring computer will therefore provide all support for core operation.
All related functions in the plant process computer will be transferred to the core monitoring
computer.

6.5. Alarm systems
The improved technical status of the core monitoring computer will make it possible to provide
alarms and warnings in the event that the thermal limits are violated as well as for other related
limits.

6.6. Automatic calibration
Gamma thermometers are electrically calibrated and offer an opportunity for automatic self-
calibration.

6.7. Additional fixed in-core detectors
Additional gamma thermometer strings (RGTAs) have been ordered for installation in 1993.
The number of instrumented core positions will increase from 8 to 12.

7. Safety improvements

Safety and quality requirements will increase in the future. The CMM software and associated
hardware, including new detector types, offer new possibilities to perform more advanced
safety functions. Some of the potentials are the following:

7.1. Excore detector response functions
The response of the excore detectors is dependent on a number of factors: The radial and axial
power distribution of the core; moderator temperature distribution; axial location of detectors
as well as other factors. The excore detectors are generally calibrated against the measured in-
core flux distribution and thermal heat balance.

From a safety standpoint it would be of great benefit if the response of the excore detectors
could be calculated as a function of the axial and radial power distribution of the core. It would
then be possible to calculate expected changes in the set points of the protection system. Such
functions will be included as extensions of the CMM project.

7.2. Shutdown margin monitor
With an advanced on-line core simulator, the shutdown margin can be calculated on-line as a
function of boron concentration, temperature and control rod position, if an accurate on -line



boron meter is available. Cold critical data has to be included in the simulator. A reliable
system would greatly facilitate the surveillance of the shutdown margin.

7.3. Approach to criticality
The approach to criticality is normally performed with the aid of precalculated data. During the
approach, a 1/M plot is used to manually extrapolate to critical conditions. An on-line core
simulator combined with a reactivity computer could facilitate the task. The simulator would
continuously calculate both extrapolated critical condition as well as remaining margin.

7.4. Operator support system
The operating instructions related to core monitoring are relatively limited and could therefore
be included in a computer based operator support system. The system would help the operator
to take appropriate action in case of anomalies as well as help the operator to find the
underlying causes.

7.5. Multipurpose detectors
The core cooling condition is an important safety parameter. The present design of core
cooling condition monitors are, however, specially designed for accident conditions. A general
purpose instrument would be more useful and could provide information of core thermal
hydraulic data during all operating conditions. Such an instrument would measure power, axial
coolant profile, water level drop/inadequate core cooling as well as related sub cooling
conditions.

7.6. Safety evaluations
With an advanced on-line core simulator a number of safety related calculations can be
performed immediately at the site in case of anomalies. For example, if a control rod is
declared inoperable, a rapid evaluation of safety impact would be possible.

8. Conclusions

The next generation of software and hardware offer opportunities for improved assessment of
the reactor power distribution during safety related anomalies such as rod misalignment. A
comprehensive system, covering core design, core monitoring as well as safety related analysis,
can be developed from advanced nodal reactor analysis codes. Vattenfall's CMM project is a
step in this direction.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING
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HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
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